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Interior view of one of the Hemphill Diesel Schools 
Announcing 
Hetnphill's New Los Angeles School 
With the opening of our new plant at 2121 South San Fernando Boulevard, Los Angeles, another link has 
been forged in the chain df Hemphill Diesel Engineering Schools and Emplqyment Offices which now 
stretches up the West Coast as far north as Vancouver, B. C. 
With this organization of schools and 
employment offices now located at Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seat-
tle and Vancouver, we offer the Diesel 
Engine Industry and Employers a I 00% 
Employment Service. 
Hemphill Certified Diesel Graduates are 
fully qualified to protect your diesel en-
gine investment. 
Every graduate carnes a Certified 
Disel Engineer's ticket. Ask to se~ it; 
it designates a reliable engine operator. 
Phone, wire or write to your cl<?sest 
Hemphill Employment Office, when rn 
need of an operator or mechanic. 
HEMPHfLL DIESEL ENGINEERING SCHOOLS 
VANCOUVER LOS ANGELES 
EMPWYMENT 
OFFICES 
Employment offices for the benefit of 
Diesel Employers and Hemphill gradu-
ates are maintained at 2121 San Fer-
nando Boulevard, Los Angeles, 326 
Market St., San Francisco, 353 E. 
Burnside, Portland, Westlake and Re-
publican. Seattle, and 1043 Pender St. 
W., Vancouver, B. C. 
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is an 
All~ Weather akum 
CAULK with Wall Oakum now and be ready for the winter& Even in the 
worst weather Wall Oakum sticks to its 
job. The seams may grind and stretch and 
press, but WALL won't flinch or creep. 
Wall Oakum is dean, easy to get and 
easy to use. 
Wall Oakum is saving money for 
other fishermen all along the coast, from 
Alaska to Southern California. Let it 
save your money too! 
Made in America by American labor 
WALL ROPE WORKS, Inc. 
48 South Street, New York, N.Y. 
Factory, Beverly, N.J. 
Pacific Coast Agents 
NORMANS. WRIGHT & CO., 41 Spear Street, San Francisco, Cal. 
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uCALIFOR IA'1 FISH MEAL PLA TS 
The California Junior, a Small Fish Reduction Unit. of Low Cost 
Official stat1st1cs for Alaska show about 
92 of the total yield of salmon offal be-
ing wasted. This enormous waste could 
have been converted into profitable fish-
meal and oil with CALIFORNIA Equip-
ment. CALIFORNIA Plants have proven 
their efficiency on salmon offal in many 
instances. 
CALIFORNIA Equipment has earned 
a reputation for DEPENDABILITY and 
ECONOMY of operation, as well as its 
adaptability to a wide range of fish. These 
essential characteristics have made it the 
outstanding choice of the Fish Reduction 
Industry. 
There is equipment for every fish 
problem, in the complete CALIFORN 
line. 
Designers and J'vlanufacturers of com-
plete installations, dryers, presses, cookers, 
grinders, choppers, foots recovery 
paratus, and automatic weighing ma-
chines. 
Why not write for our illustrated 
bulletin. 
FOllNIA PRESS 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1800Tol824 FOLSOM ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
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_EDITORIAL CO~MilfENT 
= 
Opportunity Lies Before Us 
A MERICA is frequently accused of producing more goods than po"sibly may be consumed 
even were the absolute point of saturation 
reached. Russia and other nations have declared that 
instead of controlling production so that it fits the 
demand, we simply produce as much as possible and 
then attempt to cram our commodities down the 
throats of the world. Fisheries executives will be 
happy to learn that, while in certain lines of endeavor 
production may be greater than potential consump-
tion, such is ,not the case in the great industry of 
which WEST COAST FISHERIES magazine is 
spokesman. 
The United States never has been an especially 
large consumer of sea-foods. It is true that surveys 
conducted by United States Bureau of Fisheries 
show a decid.ed increase in the percapita annual con-
sumption, but even with this augmentation of the 
public appetite the average American citizen eats 
but 15.5 pounds -of marin-e products each year, a 
relatively· small figure when compared with totals 
obtained in recent studies of fishery consumption in 
various lands. The following annual per capita con-
sumptions are indicated: 
Australia: 13 pounds 
Great Britain: 42 pounds 
Newfoundland: 122 pounds 
Germany: 18 pounds 
Egypt : 6 :5 pounds 
Argentina: 10 pounds 
Uruguay: 12 pounds 
Chile: 15 pounds · 
Vvales : 56 pounds 
Japan: 212 pounds. 
From these figur~s it may be deduced (1) that fish 
consumption varies widely throughout the world, 
indicating in part that some nations have given more 
a_ttention to increasing it than others; (2) that na-
tJons which have made a definite attempt to foster 
the doctrine of fish-for-food have enjoyed remarkable 
success, and may be noted in the figures for Great 
Britain, Newfoundland, Wales and Japan; (3) that 
nations whose publicity mediums are not nearly as. 
well developed as those of the United States came 
close to showing as great an appreciation of the value 
of fish-Australia, Uruguay and Chile are examples. 
'I'h~se figures show clearly that it should be possible 
to mcrease America's demand for seafoods immen-
sely, and still not come near to reaching the point 
of saturation. 
Improvement in facilities for transporting fish 
indicates that Americans may be encouraged to find 
more use for products of the sea. In former years 
it was almost impossible to ship perishable foods 
inland from the coast, due to slowness of transporta-
tion, absence of refrigeration facilities, and freight 
rates which were close to prohibitive. During the 
past decade great improvements have been made iu 
refrigeration, while the fisheries industry has learned 
to filet its goods, thereby reducing the weight of the 
fish and increasing its value per pound. Sharp freez-
ing has been an additional aid, while the importance 
of the rapid growth of the canned fish industry 
speaks for itself. . , 
These developments now have opened the door 
to exploitation of the great markets of central United 
States, regions which until the last few years have 
been almo:'l;t entirely ignored as to potential eaters 
of fish. Were seafoods producers to increase the 
sales of their wares in the "Middle West" fo a point 
where they equalled figures for the coastal states, the 
per capita total of the country would experience a 
tremendous rise. 
The annual per capita consumption of meat and 
lard in this country is now 25 pounds less than it 
was in 1907. Increasing popularity of fruits and 
vegetables has tended to compensate for this decline 
in meats, but there still is ample opportunity for 
popularization of fish. Although fruits and vege-
tables undoubtedly are important in maintenance of 
the public health dietitians are agreed that seafoods 
exclusively provide certain elements which are essen-
tial to human well-being, as was related in WEST 
COAST FISHERIES magazine for July, 1931, 
(page 13). 
However, it must not be expected that these poten-
tialities in the fisheries industries are to be turned 
into actualities without eff.ort on the part of fisheries 
concerns. Already livestock and agricultural inter-
ests have held a meeting in which they have evolved 
a program of publicity for meats which calls for 
parades, public demonstrations in key cities and 
widespread advertising throughout the country, 
based upon the appeal of cheapness. It is because 
the urgent need for action is apparent that leading 
canners, fishermen and fresh fish dealers along _pur 
western coast are advocating coordination of?:a.il 
phases of the industry into one organization to,{fake 
charge of publicizing seafoods. They believe thil't' 
establishment of The Fish-For-Food Federation is 
the most promising program yet proposed to im-
prove conditions in the fish business and they are 
eager to see the plan put into operation. 
9 
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''IT'S BETTER P.ACKED IN TIN'' 
SaiJDon 
STORM GODS and the Rain Maker maintained friendly truce with man 
!... \Yhile several hundred salmon pack-
ers and representatives of allied indus-
tries convened in yearly session during 
the first three days of October. Commit-
teemen had chosen Harrison Hot Springs, 
British Columbia, as rendezvous, and it 
was here that the Eighteenth Annual 
C01wention of the Association of Pacific 
Fisheries was celebrated jointly with the 
Canned Salmon Section of the Canadian 
I-.Ianufacturers' Association. Sunny clays 
made the golfing perfect; mountain-sur-
rounch:d, the locale was ideal; response of 
the clan to the herald's horn was gratify-
ing; entertainment was replete in variety 
and amount; addresses were of such qual-
ity and content that they well may be 
muiled over during the next ten or twelve 
month,;. After the meetings were con-
cluded, and there remained only the final 
hours of goodfellowship, numerous ones 
among the gathering declared emphati-
cally and in sincere terms that during two 
decades "~herein salmon men had held 
autumnal conclave there had been no bet-
ter council than this. 
Harri:;on Hot Springs is a resort con-
of a large hotel and small village 
at the end of 75-mile-long Har-
rison Lake. High mountains uprear them-
selve:; on each side, crowding the lake be-
tween them into a narrow sliver of indigo 
blue thac winds away into disappearance 
hehind forested islands and craggy prom-
ontories. Springs of hot mineral water is-
sue from the shore; the flow from these 
1s conducted through pipes to a natato-
num adjoining the big guest house. In-
vahled Dersons come here for medicated 
baths and to enjoy the pure air and quiet-
nc·ss-of which latter there was none at 
all for anvbody during the uproarious 
three days ·of the fisheries chautauqua, 
~A mile or two from the hotel is a plain 
f•r, sufficient size for golfing, and here an 
ll'i-hole lmks afforded facilities for the 
;nurna1•1ent which is a standard part of ~he program. Autum rain always is a 
threat to the enjoyment of fairway and 
the north, and the menace of 
black cumulus gave uneasiness 
from the skies ruin the out-
of the occasion's enjoyment. 
luck the overhead cataract 
.· itself until five hours after the iJ~ay wac; done, whereupon J upe Pluvius 
•C1cked uut the hung. and the heavenly 
rt:ttlebut drown~d the world beneath. 
e"t!d the conventiOn been scheclulecl for 
• 
1 lfr a fny davs earlier or later rain 1\~ou] 1 1 • • 
" Hi Ct •lave been constant, and whatever 
~0 1n1g might have been done probablv 
•One 11··~~ t k 1 · h 11 ~d 1,~·t . •a ·e a en p ace 111 a ways an 
h•'l hln the basement beer garden of the 
~ostein; 
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From Alaska to Panama 
Canners~ Convention 
By GEO. ROGER CHUTE 
Thursday and Friday, October first and 
second, were given over wholly to the 
Scottish game; Saturday was reserved for 
business session. On the morning of that 
day the report of the president was 
heard, as well as those of the chairmen 
of the various committees. Thereafter 
TVilliam Cal'Vert, re-elected president of .'/_s-
sociation of Pacific Fisheries. 
Dr. R. W. Clough, research chemist of 
the N a tiona! Canners Association, 
to the assemblage upon Apparent 
of Color in Canned Salmon. He de-
scribed experiments made with a Lovi-
bond calibrated tintometer, wherein it was 
determined that the color in raw salmon 
flesh is composed entirely of red and yel-
low pigment. Examination of the same 
salmon after canning revealed that about 
t'No-thirds of the red and about one-half 
of the yellovi color had been lost, but 
Clough was unwilling to say whether this 
fading ·was actual, or whether it was pro-
duced in appearance owing to a coagu-
lation of proteins which prevented the 
eye from seeing deeply into the tissues. 
The scientist then told of having ex-
perimented with intensifying and fixing 
color values by placing the raw fish in 
saturated brine before canning. This ex-
pedient resulted in enhancing the tints 
both before and after canning. The in-
vestigator closed by remarking upon the 
unquestioned desirability of segregating 
the pack of each salmon species into dis-
tinct color grades; he pointed out that 
this is advisable because usually quality 
in the flesh is approximately comparable 
to the degree of brightness in hue. Ex-
periments were conducted during actual 
canning this summer, the object being to 
test the feasibility of segregating differ-
ent grades of pink salmon acording to 
their color values, \\'hen the tins were 
opened, subsequent to retorting, they 
clearlv showed the same uniformitv as 
when· sealed. This constituted a deJ;10n-
stration that grading of salmon into ex-
act color classes is easy and reliable a;; an 
index to the subsequent classification of 
the pack, for the reddest ra"v salmon re-
mains reddest when canned, and the pale 
fish still is pale. 
Dr. Clough left the subject in the 
hands of the manufacturers, ,,-hose prov-
ince it will be to determine whether and 
how their output is to be classified and 
distinguished as to definite color grades 
and value, so that the retail customer 
may know at the time of buying precisely 
what quality is contained within the tin 
selected. This spares the discerning cus-
tomer the uncertainty of not being able 
to know-until the tin is opened-whether 
she has red, pink or pale fish with which 
to decorate the family table. 
Harris' Discussion 
The chairman next gave the floor to 
P. E. Harris of Seattle, from ;yhom he 
asked comment on how the industry 
might be bettered. The Alaska operato.r 
responded by reciting to his hearers that 
last year several canners' meetings had 
been held with design to correlate 
and demand, Apparent accord was 
in a unanimous agreement that 
production should not be 
tenet of reduction in pack 
common acceptance. But 
during the present season proved fal-
lacy of prevalent hope and confidence, for 
the quantity of product manufactured was 
such that onlv a war or similar unuo;ual 
situation could haYe provided consump-
tion for all of it. 
Harris indicated his understanding of 
that economic law which makes 
market self-regulatory ~when he 
that whateYer curtailment of operations 
had not been made this year probably 
would take place automatically next sea-
son. He conclllC!ed with the assurance 
that nothing he had said was intended as 
personal criticism of anybody, since it 
was his contention that every man is en-
titled to conduct his mercantile affairs to 
suit himself. His final comment was an 
expression of confidence in the future of 
salmon packing, saying that economic 
quandaries have the saving grace of be-
ing able to resolve their own complexi-
ties in instances where men prove inca-
pable of affording intelligent guidance 
and controL 
R. A. ("Bob") \N elsh ,,~as hailed before 
the conference by the cbairman. The 
head of the Bellingham Canning Com-
Dany pleaded forcefully for better 
ity in the can. He urged the cause 
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ing styles and preferences as 
twice yearly, many salmon labels 
use are 25 years old. Touching 011 
nence of the Great Atlantic & 
Tea Company, operator of the 
Packing Corporation, Friele stated. 
finn threw out its antiquated · 
labels and made new ones. 
or four months. of. trial-selling yet 
passed, but mchcat10ns thus far 
the belief that the new label is 
\IIlith reference to the 
suddenly of increasing the yearlv 
}'riele sug~estecl the t!mc as op\)ortune 
for appomtmg a commtttee treat 
the U. S. Commissioner of · 
a continuance of the 1931 rule 
Alaska traps might be procured. c 
all have traps 111 Alaska that we had b'""+ 
not operate. Let us prevent the rec 1~;:~ 
renee of glut. Furthermore it is ·" 
Fred Gosse~ Fred Buhrman, Charles Whitney· and Ed Hamlin; Charley has his coat off, the 
better to wuld the '1L'Oejul "salm?n packer's price-cutting knife." This implement of suicide 
was hung be!mzd the toastmaster's chair at the banquet. 
to operate: $8-a-case traps to' c~tc·l~ $4-a-
case fish. Of ~-ourse, we do not want to 
lose our trap-s1tes, but under the condi-
t!ons of the market there should be no 
one to contend that all of these location' 
should be fished." " standardization, and contended for the 
principle that ALL canned salmon be 
made GOOD salmon. 
"One poor can loses a custon1er to the 
whole industry," he declared. ''vVe can-
not afford to have a single case of sub-
standard goods go into consumption, for 
every can of it will be a discouragement 
to future business and will counteract 
the effect of whatever advertising we do." 
By way of practical suggestions toward 
enhancing merit within the containers, 
Welsh proposed that canneries be made 
more attractive and wholesome places in 
which to work. He proposed the gener-
ous use of sanitary white paint and the 
increase of window area to afford better 
illumination. "Emphasize cleanliness, or-
derliness and odorlessness and employees 
subconsciously are guided in that direc-
tion, it being evident that a worker in 
unattractive surroundings is likely to 
retrogress toward the slipshod and slov-
enly, whereas employees in an immacu-
late institution are certain to reflect their 
environment in the care and scrupulous-
ness which they exercise while preparing 
the product." 
Voicing his characteristic optimism, 
Welsh said that the presel'lt hard times 
soon will pass. He declared conviction 
that the "bottom" has been reached-
notwithstanding that the evening before 
some disheartened canner had said that 
he didn't believe there was any bottom! 
C. ]. Sebastian of Sebastian-Stuart Fish 
Company, Seattle, responded to an invi-
tation from the chair by suggesting that 
"this period of difficulty may be a good 
thing, because it makes us see our own 
faults. Our dilemma is not so much the 
outgrowth of world depression as it is 
the result of our own folly and errors. 
We talk about quality, quality, quality-
and about 'good business practices'-but 
our condition has not improved. Indeed, 
we have not done anything at all to bet-
ter ourselves. Now, however, with eco-
nomic conditions becoming critical, all 
canners will find themselves compelled 
to amend conventional practice, and so 
make headway in the right direction." 
vVilliam Timson, president of Alaska 
Packers A;;sociation of San Francisco. 
took occasion to let fly a jibe at Chair-
man Calvert when he was called upon. 
Timson opined pointedly that "bankers 
are more responsible for the present con-
dition of the country than is anyone else." 
Calvert, himself a banker, returned the 
fire by telling a humorous story which 
ended with-"it is just such guys as you 
that make bankers what they are!" 
frank Fahey of Libby, McNeill & 
Libby arose to sunolement previous re-
marks concerning quality in canned sal-
mon, saying that he wanted "to bring up 
the ·question of the condition and handling 
of fish before packing.'' He revealed that 
many cut samples have had to be reject-
eel because of poor sliming, poor cleaning 
and poor workmanship. He declared 
that a better supervision of canneries is 
urgently necessary, because "much salmon 
that is put on the market does the indus-
try no good at all. A disappointed cus-
tomer, who spends his or her hard-earned 
money for a food so poor that it can 
hardly be eaten does not come back to 
buy again. Good-will is the most valu-
abl~ asse.t of any business: to win it, and 
to nold 1t, we must offer our customer-
friends a staple product in whose unvary-
ing quality and merit they alwavs c;in 
rely." · 
The Chairman: "I agree. What the 
packers need is the customer's view-
point." 
H. B. Friele of the. Nakat Packing Cor-
poration arose at the instance of the 
chairman and said that the present eco-
nomic situation reminded him of 1927, 
when a short pack resulted in discour-
agement to nearly everyone. "The next 
year prices rose, and 1927 losses were 
partially regained. It is certain that this 
year's cheap fish will increase the sale of 
salmon and gain for the industry new 
customers. 
Urging the use of new-type labels, 
Friele called attention to the fact that 
whereas women are accustomed to alter-
P. E. Harris: "Commissioner 
remarked last year that he was 
to close certain trap areas 
but would be disincline~ to countenance 
mdefimte lymg 1dle of sttes in demand." 
The Chairman: "When no one receiva· 
injury by a prolongation of the closu~~ 
it would be equally as reasonable to c.,;1. 
tinne the closure throughout two ve~rs 
or three years as throughout onlv · one. 
Afterwards, when the reopening· takes 
place, whoever has suffered a technical 
loss of rights because of the 
should be allowed to recover thcir 
properties." 
A. L. Hager, general West 
perintenclent of the New England 
Company, moved that a committee be 
appointed, as Fricle had suggested. The 
motion was passed. 
Adjournment was had until two o'clock 
in the afternoon. Luncheon was served. 
At a meeting of the Executive 
tee immediately afterward William 
vert of San Juan Fishing & Packing 
Seattle, was re-elected president of the 
Association; Dr. E. D. Clark or the 
Northwest Branch of the N a tiona! Pack· 
ers' Association, Seattle, was re-elected 
secretary; E. B. Deming of Deming & 
Gould Co., Bellingham, was re-elected 
treasurer. Other officers chosen H. 
D. Friele of Nakat Packing Co., 
R. A. Welsh of Bellingham LO. 
Bellingham; C. ]. Sebastian of Sebastian-
Stuart Fish Co., Seattle; all of these be-
iJClg elected to successive vice-presiden-
Cies. 
M. L.. Dodge, M. B. Troyer, Jack Horner, Nelson Troyer and 
completing eighteen holes on the golf course at Harrison Hot 
scene of the Association of Pacific Fisheries 
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everv manufacturer should seek to do 
said- Phelps. "Were I wise enough to 
know how to advise the packers, I rather 
think that I would suggest trying to get 
a little more for their salmon. The coun-
try is not bankrupt-savings bank depos-
its prove that"-ancl neither salmon nor 
any other staple product should be sold 
at a price which affords no profit. It 
would seem, then, that the situation calls 
for the exercise of a little more care and 
discretion, to see to it that !imitations of 
finance are not strained and that only 
such quantities of merchandise are 
clucecl as the market ·will receive at 
rates. Undertake less, pack fewer fish, 
forestall distress selling, and 
salmon packing will emerge 
and profitable basis. 
Joe Cannon, H. B. FrieZe, D. F. RY'an and Ed Bushman photographed on the eighteenth, 
green during the golf tournament. 
Canadian Speaker 
Richard Bell-Irving, chairman of the 
Canned Salmon Section the Canadian 
First speaker of the afternoon session 
was H. W. Phelps, president of the 
American Can Company and an eminent 
fio·ure among principal industrialists of 
tl;e American continent. He commenced 
bv expressing pleasure and satisfaction 
'":ith being· present at the convention, say-
ing that he had .traveled four days <~nd 
four espeCially to attend. Havmg 
with pleasantries, he directed at-
tention toward the prevailing stagnation 
in trade and industry, voicing such shrewd 
observations that his remarks were a sub-
ject for admiring private comment 
throughout the balance of the meet. 
"N OIN, I don't know· much about this 
'conmression' of ours," said Phelps, "but 
it is clear that soon there must be 3. com-
plete change. This is requisite, in order 
that things may again be harmonized. 
Nineteen thirty-two will tell. 
"There is no room for doubt that pros-
perity will return. but on what basis it 
will come is a question. Before the war 
we were prosperous, but on a low-price 
basis. The war inflated all our rates and 
nrices, and now the pendulum has reached 
oits greatest swing in this direction, and is 
falling back along a downward path. 
Some commodities already have become 
deflated to pre-war levels, but not all of 
them have declined equally. The ones 
first to be affected have been basic com-
,, 
cannot continue manufacturing a 
good on a high-cost basis, oh-
the noted industrialist. At the 
time we are standi101g with one 
and one foot down, and before 
can be reestablished this lack of 
. must be rectified. The object of 
hfe here on earth is to improve ourselves, 
Jay up a little surplus against the future, 
and be To accomplish these things 
we rnust at a profit, and con-
duct our affairs in an ortlerlv and regu-
lated manner. -
\Vith reference to the possibility of a 
return to a low-price basis, Phelps re-
nevved the feasihilitv of reducing wages 
whatever level might be requisite, and 
that this could be accomplished 
coincident recession in the 
of staples. Taxes, however, 
cannot gotten back to a pre-war basis: 
'llld it seems likely that the costs of gov-
tTtnnent are to remain rather constant for 
a long lime to come. 
,, capital and management are the 
th~~e elements of busi1_1ess. ~ o one of 
~~e can be lowered smt!lv without up-
~ettmg the coordinated balance. There-
tore we either must brim; prices back to 
levels or else lower the entire 
'Ystem lo a different plane. 
It is wrong to maintain high dividend 
rates if wages are lowered, because the 
stockholder provides only the capital ele-
ment and is not entitled to an undue 
share in the profits of the business, stated 
Phelps. If wages are reduced purpose.!y 
to maintain high dividend rates, then in-
justice is being clone. 
Atlvice From History 
The speaker recalled to the minds of 
his hearers that England \vas at one time 
the world's banker. During years when 
the interest rate in America was eight, 
ten or twelve per cent, England was sat-
isfied with three or four. American in-
vestors will probably have to learn to 
content themselves ·with less return on 
their capital, for it seems highly unlikely 
that interest rates are to advance. There-
fore if the obtainable return on loaned 
cash is low, there is no valid reason why 
a stockholder should be paid more for the 
use of his money than must be paid to 
borrow an equal sum from a different 
investor. The shareholder's service to 
the company is becoming less valuable 
than it used to be. whereas the laborer 
still is doing the same amount of work 
as before, and the manager is exerting 
himself more than ever. 
When all factors are lo\'\'Crecl in like de-
gree we still will be able to buy as much 
and have as much as in times of high 
rates. Under these conditions there will 
be prosperity, but with all prices and costs 
reduced. We simply shall use less money 
business on a reasonably profitable basis, 
in all transactions. whether buying or 
selling. 
Meanwhile-during the readjustment--
Manufacturers' and head of 
the H. Bell-Irving Canning of 
Vancouver, arose at the request the 
Association's president and delivered a 
straightforward talk in unhesitating fash-
ion and unequivocal terms. Canadian 
packers had this year greatly restricted 
their operations, endeavoring earnestly to 
support the market, he said. American 
canners, however, put up 800,000 to 1,000,-
000 cases more than trade conditions jus-
tified. Notwithstanding the burden of 
this overload, the price was becoming 
strong at $1 when sudden reduction came 
demoralized the market and ali 
confidence. Stagnation has been re-
sult. No improvement is yet in sight. 
But even now it is not too late to rectify 
the matter. Chain stores are moving 
out unprecedented quantities of salmon, 
low price being an impelling inducement 
to enlarged sale. vVith custom active and 
stocks being reduced, now is the time to 
unite and stabilize the business. 
The speaker urged the establishment of 
intelligent control over production so as 
to prevent the winning of those occa-
sional exceptional profits \vhich entice 
rlozens of shoestring operators into the 
field. These underfinanced concerns at 
once get themselves into difficulites, their 
struggles produce industrial chaos, and 
the forced selling which accompanies 
their liquidation-in-insolvency completely 
demoralizes normal business so that the 
whole packing activity has to start from 
the bottom again. He proposed that sur-
plus stocks from maximum years be ware-
housed against a shortage in the succeed-
ing season, and pointed out that if no nat-
ural shortage developed, by virtue of the 
control exercised hy the governing body 
Dud JYicCoy, J7ictor Elfendahl, John Kraessua and Chris Sebastian wught standing in· t!te 
front of the old apple tree nea•r the final green. Time: Friday morning, October 2, 1931. 
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C. P. Constantine of the Botsford. Co 
stantine & Gardner advertising ~ge1\;,J: 
next spoke to the convention ·· c.' 
vices for reenforcing publicity 
plays of the porduct itself. He 
cussed, probable prerequisites to 
ing the salmon sandwich to the 
Burt Cochran of McCann-Erickson 
advertising specialists, dealt briefl,: 
pointedly with the subject of · 
Engineering." "It all looks so 
that one might suppose anyone could do 
it," sa.id he, spea~ing o~ laying out an 
advert1smg campaign. · But the iob i· 
very like that of building a fine h~use-~ 
there must be a competent 
plan, and a means of execution." 
Cochran stressed a few of the 
T. L. Carey, Ed' Cunningham, B. P. Atlick and E. M. Brennan at the wind-up of a lively 
foursome, Clouds threatened, but the game 'I,I,'Cnt 011. 
lying in the way of greater salmon c0 ,,_ 
sumption. "Fir?t of all, we must p;_;t 
better contents mto the can--if that be 
at all possible. That is of greatest 
portance-greater than publicity. the pack of new stock could be held with-in such reasonable limits that the whole 
quantity on hand could be disposed of at 
a nominal profit. 
Government Official 
For a discussion of foreign markets 
and international trade relationships the 
chairman called upon Brice M. Mace, 
western manager of the U. S. Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and 
formerly U. S. Trade Commissioner to 
London. Mace characterized himself as 
an errant optimist, and delivered such a 
"pep" talk as might well be photographed 
and recorded in sound by Pathe or Para-
mount News. His discourse was en-
livened by constant parody and wisecrack 
simile so that the convention was kept in 
an uproar of hilarity. He explained that 
heretofore exporting has been an activity 
into which men have found it possible to 
jump on an opportunist basis. Result-
antly, numerous operators have engaged 
in the business without contributing any-
thing to its betterment, development or 
permanence. This type of participator 
now is going out of existence, and his 
future is as hopeless as that of a cow 
enamored with a Bull Durham signboard, 
said the trade authority. He held forth 
the promise of good days ahead, and 
pointed to the fact that all great indus-
trial progresses have resulted from the 
compulsion of han1 times. It is during 
periods of depression that we clean house 
and evolve new and superior modes of 
transacting our affairs, Mace declared, 
amid prolonged applause. 
Alaska sent an emissary in the person 
of Ralph A. Robinson, attorney from J u-
neau. Robinson stated to the packers 
that although fishing is the largest indus-
try in the territory, and salmon canning 
the largest phase of that industry, almost 
nobody resident in the region is informed 
in these truths. This he explained by the 
fact that practically all of the plants are 
in remote and isolated places. Ketchikan 
being the only cannery town in the coun-
try. Salmon fishing nroduces a large por-
tion of the territorial revenue, but this is 
not generally understood. Legislators in 
the north are drawn from all classes of 
the resident population and many of these 
know nothing at all about the nature or 
extent of salmon fishing because they 
are not themselves fishermen, do not 
come into contact 1vith the indus try, and 
do not derive any personal profit or ben-
efit from the fisherv. Under these condi-
tions it is natural "that a lack of esteem 
for the non-domestic activity should ex-
ist, and that this indifference should oc-
casionally manifest itself in obstructive 
legislative form. 
As a practical means of instilling appre-
ciation of salmon packing into cttlzens of 
Alaska, Robinson suggested that some 
system be devised whereby the fishery 
would contribute somethnig to the wel-
fare of the people of the region. "Fish 
and lumber are all that Alaska has to 
sell; perhaps a means may be conceived 
whereby the canneries can purchase a part 
of their box-shook from northern mills. 
It might also be feasible to place some 
of the insurance with northern agencies, 
\Vere these things done, the citizens of 
the territory would derive some small 
benefit from the exploitation of their fish, 
and their problem of gleaning a livelihood 
under adverse circumstances would be 
considerably relieved." 
Radio, Advertising Men 
B. D. ("Don") Blackwood, one of the 
proprietors of broadcast station KGBU, 
Ketchikan, next had the floor placed at 
his disposition. Blackwood told of ex-
periments conducted this summer in sell-
ing canned salmon to Alaska tourists, de-
scribed in detail the means by which he 
is enabled to retail the nroduct of a local 
cannery at $1.40 per case premium above 
the prevailing market, and disclosed the 
dismal fact that hundreds of returning 
excursionists left written criticism in the 
offices of the steamship transportation 
company that the thing in Alaska which 
appeared most disagreeable and distaste-
ful to them were "the dirty, smelly can-
neries. "Blackwood pointed out the de-
structiveness to the industry of this 
lamentable condition; he urged a general 
cleaning-up and painting-up of all pack-
ing plants; he proposed that every visitor 
to a salmon factory be given a half-
pound can of the product FREE, to-
gether vvith an illustrated souvenir book~ 
let containing recipes. 
go into package design. Finally. stick to 
the quality and package for fi;ie vear·, 
and don't fiddle around with it!" · ' 
H. W. Phelps at this point was recou. 
nized by the chair, and arose to state th;t 
''last Monday evening arrangements were 
completed for putting on a canned food 
advertising campaign which is to com-
mence just as soon as details can be ar-
ranged. Finances will be made avaii2.1JL 
by tin plate makers and by the Ameri-
can Can Company." 
Loud applause. 
Adjournment for the afternoon. 
Big Banquet 
That evening the American Can Com-
pany was host to the entire assemblage, 
placing before the 
tuous banquet of roast River 
young duck Mindful of the fact tbal 
fishmen were to be at table, designers oi 
the menu took pains to have western hal-
ibut listed in the tale of foods. All 
tables in the place were gathered intn 
the ball room, where thev were 
in hollow rectangle-space being 
the accommodation of dancers 
tainers especially imported from 
Alfred G. Keighley, northwest represen-
tative of Fanchon & Marco, 
hand with a theatrical troupe had 
been accorded untrammeled entrance tc> 
the country by the special courtesv 
Canadian customs and immigration offi-
cials. Miss Adele vValker, 
cently of the Everglades Night 
York, appeared in various gowns 
costumes while presenting popular 
songs which produced a variety oi 
startling effects upon the banquet~r:'· 
Miss Olive Fuller and Miss },ei-
(Coutinued an Page 
Frank l'VI. Yost, A. W. Wittig, Bob Eddy and C. W, Roberts here are shoo.on just 
Wittig sunk the last oue-note expression of triumph I 
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CONVENTION HAPPENINGS 
S. FOTHERINGHAM, Portland Cordage D • Co., was a highly·honored patron of the 
Harrison Hot. Springs resort during the Eighteenth 
Annual Convention of Association of Pacific Fish· 
eries. Hardly had he arrived at the big lake-
side hotel than he made the acQuaintance of the 
mayor and police chief of the nearby City of 
Agaschitz. Soon thereafter he was in possession 
of the keys to the town, as you might say, and 
he and the chief became as thick as spruce gum. 
Judging by that indication it is a safe bet that 
hereafter all hangman's rope in that end of B. C. 
will be "Cloverleaf Brand" Portland manila. 
E D. CUNNINGHAM, Pacific Marine Supply Co., temporarily reverted to Highland Scot 
ancestry when he chanced to encounter Dan 
Campbell another Celt or two in the second-
story hallr,vay Thursday night. The clan thus 
reassembled, it was time for rejoicing, and soon 
the corridors were resounding with "Scots wha' 
ha'e wi' Wallace bled" and other battle songs of 
the days of Bruce. Afterwards he declared that 
he knows words for only one or two of the old 
ballads, but so trivial a want made not the slight-
est difference at the time! 
C HRIS. J. SEBASTIAN, Sebastian-Stuart Fish Co., got off one at the ninth hole on Friday 
morning that enlivened the echoes in the nearby 
cliffs and mountain sides. "We can't fly on one 
leg, and we can't walk with two wings," quoth he. 
Wherefore "the concavity was replenished with a 
similarity,., and the thirsting foursome proceeded 
across the links. 
A RT WITTIG, Shepherd's Point Packing Co., fiddled like a Nero at the opening dance, 
Thursday night. Using his bow as baton, he led 
the orchestra. as a Nijinsky might do, and so it 
was that he was the subject of prideful comment 
by two Yankee salmonmen, who teetered into the 
ballroom. "Looka that, now!" says one of the 
pair. "We oughta be proud o' him 1 He'sh a 
regula' Kreisler!" "You shed it, Brother," re-
sponded the other. "Plenty o' shpeed an' pep-
a shix-shilinder Chrysler. In lac', I shink he 
hash eight shilindersh, maybe ten I" 
1 BLAINE MURRAY, Kieckhefer Container 
• Co., was the good-will apostle who welded 
eternal bonds of friendship between Canuks and 
Yanks down in Old John Tapster's stone· walled 
cellar. His table came to be the seat of govern-
ment for the town of Agassis, for the mayor and 
head men all were there. 
C HARLES WHITNEY, Far West Fisheries Co., wields a wicked driving-iron. On the 
Harrison Springs links he was the only port-sided 
player, but nevertheless was one of those who 
drove through the fence and into the country road, 
where tall ferns made the business of ball·hunt-
ing a profitable pursuit for the small boys from 
the village of Agassis. 
w A[,,TER SHIELDS, Kelley-Clarke Co., Tar· 
zaned the blonde with great success. Compe· 
titian was keen and constant, but Walter-who is 
ex. U.-of-W. fullback, and therefore a star ball· 
carrier---center-rushed the whole mob and made 
his yardage. AND HOW!! 
C HAS. E. WILKINSON, A.P.A. at Blaine, 
showed the boys how a music·master should 
do his stuff, Saturday night. Charley beat time 
for the accordion-player until that musician slum-
bered, after which he said that what the world 
needed was singing teachers and bass soloists, 
anyway. 
* 
FRED GOSSE, F. A. Gosse Co., sat in down-
stairs in Number 55 and showed the boys 
consistent courting of Lady Luck can do. 
that he was dealt exceptional hands, but it 
seemed that the other hands never were 
Quite good enough to beat the cards he held. One 
point margin is as good as ten, and jacks are 
as good as aces when the other fellow holds only 
tens. 
J ACK HORNER, Jack Horner Co., was the good Samaritan and angel of mercy at the 
convention. He carried a little green box in his 
Pocket, and whenever meeting brothers having 
a bilious and bloated look he gave out small, 
black pills, mighty in effect. In fact, Jack's 
m-inistrations were performed with the absolute 
guarantee of positive and satisfying action before, 
or at, the thirteenth hole. 
* * 
L THRAILKILL, Continental Can Co., kept 
• a buffet constantly stocked with antepastos 
and appetizers of every kind so that the boys 
would be all primed up to do maximum damage 
to his competitor's banquet. 
* * * 
vICTOR ELFE'NDAHL dug up what was de-
clarerl to be the only set of dominoes within 
85 miles of Harrison 1Lake, and started a game 
that endured until midnight of Thursday. With 
him were Chris Sebastian, Fred Gosse, and D. S. 
Fotheringham. Their table was surrounded with 
lookers-on all during the play, and the hotel man· 
agement expressed amazement at the amount of 
interest elicited by the contest of "stationary dice." 
T A. GRASSNER, Union Marine Insurance 
• Co., Ltd., went out toward the west, for in 
all the wide border his buzz-wagon was the best. 
It's a long way to Vancouver-especially when 
one-half of the drive must be made alone-but 
even at that they insist that he established some 
appalling records for fast work. 
W M. ACKERMAN, Kieckhefer Container 
•Co., curly·headed Adonis of the pulp busi-
ness, was the answer to the prayers of the moun-
tain maidens. He showed 'em how, and they 
couldn't say no ! He romped them through Buenos 
Aires tangoes, Parisian apache figures, Hollywood 
adagios and Egyptian staturesques. When Bill got 
through with 'em they weren't worth much for 
anybD<ly else. 
D AN CAMPBELL, Astoria-Puget Sound Can-
ning Co., proved himself the international 
champion in polite exhortation. The situation and 
conditions being taken for granted, Dan made a 
dexterous pass, saying: HCome seven, please." 
And seven it was The circle of on-lookers mur-
mured its surprise. Dan let it ride. "PLEASE 
come eleven I" he implored.-And once more, at 
the very first pass, the gentlemanly request was 
fulfilled. The huddled bunch of bereft courtiers 
of Lady Luck grunted its collective amazement, 
but gamely came back with a five·fold doubling. 
Now, right at this point an error -was comn1itted. 
The appropriate appeal under the circumstances 
should no doubt have been: "PLEASE come 
seven or eleven, PLEASE," but somehow the 
magic words were not spoken, and when the third 
pass was made, out rolled BOX CARS! 
P HilL ANDREWS arriv~d late but heavily-laden with package after package that had not 
yet even been opened ! Thereafter spirits flowed 
forth and then ran high-which isn't contradictory 
to Newtonian principles of gravitation at all, when 
you come to examine the rna tter. Pacific Marine 
Supply headquarters was host to many a wander-
ing band of nomads that drifted cheerily from third 
floor to basement, and weird tales of pioneer pack-
ing in Alaska and on the Columbia River were 
related there. 
JACK ASHLEY, Linen Thread Co., was de-clared by the conventioneers to be an incon-
sistent coot. They explain it this way, saying 
that Jack complained bitterly about the long, lone-
some drive from his Seattle offices to Harrison 
Springs, yet when three handsome daughters of 
Canada conveyed to him the idea that a drive 
along the lakeside or down to the village might 
suit their frolicsome disposition, he parried with 
excuses. Loud querrie: "Now ain't that incon-
sistent ?" Choral response: "Why sure that's 
inconsistent 1" Motion carried. 
C AN AD IAN CITIZENS, at the American Can Company banQuet on Saturday night, grinned 
their good-fellowship and understanding of the sit-
uation when the Yankee packers roared forth two 
national anthems to their own account, and none 
at all for Canada. This is how it happened: The 
opening hymn was, of course, that of the British 
Empire-" God Save the King!". None of our boys 
knew any of the words, but they certainly wanted 
to do some high-powered singing just about then, 
so they all cut in with HMy country, 'tis of 
thee--" and for choral refrain raised the roof with 
"Let freedom ring ! " Afterwards the orchestra 
struck up "The Star-Spangled Banner," and as 
the Canadian faction was almost wholly mute dur-
ing this number, King George pprobably came off 
best after all-anyway, he had the most noise on 
his side! 
J C. TEAL told the old boys at the convention that by the time he was ready to go home 
he wouldn't give a gash-darn about nuthin', and 
like as not would be so well fed up an' everything 
that he wouldn't even show enough interest to bet 
two bits on which way it would fall! 
H W. PHELPS, president of the American 
• Can Co., was accorded much applause when 
he received the conqueror's salute at the big ban-
quet. He was toastmaster of the evening, seated 
in the center of the head table. There the first 
girl soloist of the evening discovered him, and 
made of him a target for osculation that fired the 
boys with envy. The Grand Old Man of the can-
ning industries played up to every dare of the 
evening until at last the girls each had tried him 
out and found him as young in his ideas as -in his 
enthusiastic and humorous management of the feast. 
P E. HARRIS, P. E. Harris & Co., proved 
• himself typically "the tired American business 
man" when the rosy-lipped blonde songstress com-
menced her "I love you" song. He revived as 
suddenly and completely as though he weren't 
either tired or a business man, and scampered out 
to re-enforce the act. A fellow might have been 
forgiven had he thought that he thought that she 
really meant it. 
H ElNRY SEABORN, Skinner & Eddy Corp., isn't any more of a Frenchman than is any~ 
body else, so when they served him a fragment of 
fish at the American Can banQuet on Saturday 
night, he fixed attention upon it in an effort to 
find out what it was that the menu was trying to 
say when it announced: "Paupiette d'Halibut, 
Sauce au Vin Blanc." Henry could figure out 
the ''Vin Blanc" alright, but was concentrating on 
"Paupiette" when the little dancing girl, who at 
that time was entertaining in the cleared space in 
the middle of the dining room, became piQued that 
she could not claim unanimous attention from all 
eyes. Slipping up behind him, she caught him 
unawares, and 300 diners and spectators applauded 
uproariously as she brought him out of his in-
vestigative reverie. 
J ACK SALMON, Oceanic Sales Co., extem-porized assistance to the ballet girls at the ban-
QUet when he picked up one of them and executed 
a whirl that ended among the tables in front of 
the speaker's chair. You should have seen the 
boys ditch their soup as waving legs, tipped with 
sharp·heeled slippers, gyrated overhead. 
H ARRY A. WURZBACHER, of the Arabol 
paste and glUe manufacturing concern, exem-
plified the adhesive Qualities of the products he 
sells when he stuck to the celebration till the last. 
At five fifty-five Sunday morning he and Blaine 
Murray and Bill Ackerman were fine survivo1·s 
of the three·day party. The jocose threat of 
"We won't go home until morning'' had been 
fulfilled, so the trio broke up, and the convention 
came to an end. 
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DURING THE LAST California legislative session, Speaker of the 
Assembly, Edgar Levy, appointed 
Assemblyman Hubert B. Scudder, Henry 
McGuinness and Jerrold L. Seawell mem-
bers of a fish and game committee to 
work with California Fish & Game Com-
mission in forming bills and advising 
upon other matters which have to do with 
fisheries and related subjects. Scudder 
is from Sebastopol and represents the 
seventh district, McGuinness is from 
Dunsmuir and from the second district, 
and Seawell comes from Roseville and 
was chosen from the third district. 
Feeling that more information concern-
ing the fishing industries was needed to 
properly understand the problems to be 
solved. the committee asked for, and was 
granted, the sum of $2,000 to be used in 
making a personal inspection tour. The 
trip began early in September, the itiner-
ary calling for visits in San Francisco, 
Monterey, San Pedro and San Diego, fol-
lowed by a cruise down the coast of Baja 
California in the fisheries patrol boat 
"Bluefin", and concluded by a trip np the 
coast through the fishing centers of Ore-
gon, Washington, British Columbia and 
Alaska. 
Start Early in Month 
Assemhlvmen Scudder, McGuinness 
and Seawell paid a visit to Mt. Shasta 
hatchery during the beginning of their 
study. There they had an opportunity to 
watch operations in what is said to be 
the world's largest artificial producer of 
fish, and were greatly interested in the 
scientific methods used, as were they 
when they traveled to Parker game re-
serve at Gazelle, Siskiyou County, ·and 
Klamath River. At Eureka they learned 
something of the trawler operations of 
San Francisco's five fresh fish dealers 
and also gained some valuable informa-
tion about salmon fishing. 
Some time was spent in San Francisco, 
ooth 
P L. SMITHERS, for 21 years asso-ciated with Booth Fisheries Co., has 
<~>been chosen president of the large 
firm whose extensive holdings in the 
United States, Canada and Alaska pro-
duce a large part of the canned, mild-
cured, frozen and fresh seafoods of North 
America. 
Smithers' appointment to the post of 
chief executive comes after a long period 
of service in America's industrial life. At 
one time he was connected with Armour 
& Co., meat packers, with whom he re-
mained for nine years. Later he joined 
Norfolk & Western Railroad, Virginia or-
ganization, where he began as telegraph 
operator and, by hard work and ability, 
rose to the position of assistant superin-
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Sa1rvey Fisheri.es 
where Fishermen's vVharf ·was the chief 
point of interest. The legislators dis-
cussed crab and salmon operations with 
members of the fishermen's association 
there, and also took time to visit several 
of the shops in that picturesque region. 
They also further familiarized themselves 
with San Francisco's important fresh fish 
industry, and were especially interested 
to learn that the city on the Golden Gate 
has the largest trawl fleet on the West 
Coast. 
Monterey Stmly 
Coming down the coast, on September 
9 at 7 p. m. they boarded the purse-seiner 
"Lucky Star" at Monterey. The ship was 
under command of Capt. Salvatore Venti-
migla and has been fishing for Del Mar 
Packing Corp., of which Edward David 
is president. They spent the night aboard 
the ship, watching the skilful crew make 
two hauls during the night and early in 
the morning witnessing the brailing of 
the catch into the floating hopper off-
shore from the cannery. They returned 
to Monterey at 10 a.m., well-pleased with 
the information thev had obtained. 
"Our findings are proving most inter-
esting," declared both Scudder and Sea-
well upon their return to terra firma, 
"especially the sardine fishery picture. 
The entire operation of the purse-seine 
was imrnensely interesting." 
"VI[ e are interested in conservation," 
added Chairman Scudder, "and we know 
that both fishermen and canners have 
problems which will have to be worked 
out." The chairman also denied the 
statement of Assemblvman Seawell, who 
had remarked with a· smile that during 
their trip the sea became very rough and 
both, Messrs. Scndder and McGuinness, 
really did not get to see much of the 
fishermen's operations, since they were 
compelled to keep their heads over the 
side of the vessel. 
On September 20 the party continued 
south to San Pedro. There they ~-, 0 ,rt•l 
several of the packing plants -
guidance of Bismarck v:ce-
president in charge of production ""·u 
Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., 'r'c~ 
land.. Houssels explained how tuna an;l 
o;arclmes are canned, took the -
tives aboard several types of 
sels, then in Fish Harbor, including S(>!i1e 
of the large live-ba!t tunacruisers, and 
gave them a general 1clea of fisheries con-
ditions in San Pedro, Wilmington and 
Lon!'· Beach. He report~d that they were 
particularly concerned vVl th sardine 
lation at the time, and were 
a program for the business which he and 
other canners of the region are 
ing. They suggested that he a 
full draft of the subject and present it to 
them, declaring that its general outline 
met with their approval. 
Ralph Bandini, secretary of Santa Cata-
lina Island's Tuna Club, acted as host to 
the legislators during a visit to the island 
·which they made towards the end of the 
month. On two occasions 
sportsmen of that region to 
ery laws from the non-commercial 
of view, and they also had 
observe the great numbers 
which are being taken by 
engage in that activity. 
visit, they were to visit San 
then go down the coast of Baja 
nia by ·water in order to make further in-
quiry into the methods of handling tuna, 
lobsters and other seafoods emanating 
from those waters. · 
"This is the first time in the 
California that such an inspection 
been made by assemblymen interested in 
the state's fish and game resml'rces." 
stated Assemblyman :::eavvcll. "vVe are 
after first-hand information and want 
to be equally fair to the and 
the commercial f1shermen. shall no 
douht have plenty to say after om ronr 
has been completed." 
---------------·---·-----
Fisheri'es Dead a ~ned 
tendent. Following his success in these 
and other lines, he joined Booth Fisheries 
Co., in 1910, and soon won recognition 
for his executive ability. His last office 
before he was elected president was that 
of first vice-president, which he had held 
for some time. 
K. L. Ames, formerly president, has 
been made chairman of the board of di-
rectors, in which position he will have 
ample opportunity to display those abili-
ties which have enabled him to serve the 
company so well in past years. Other 
officers, who, it is understood, will con-
tinue with their present duties, are P. L. 
Smithers, Jr., vice-president; J. H. Keilty, 
secretary. 
Booth Fisheries Company's western ac-
tivities are chiefly concerned v.cith 
1non. Purchasing, ancl 
cure plants are located in 
get Sound and at Astoria, 
names under which the Dack 
are "Black Diamond", "Gold . ' 
tice", chinook; "Coronet"} Colu1nb1ar_ _, .. 
chinook; "Sailor Queen'', "Booth's U~~'·3 t. 
Caught" coho· "Oak Hill" chu111. "a;· 
dine' ca;1neriesJ are operat~d 1n c·anana 
and at J~astport, Maine. 
Massachusetts is the scene of the 
salt fish activity, while general 
ters of the firm are in Chicago, 
In addition, there are cold storage 
and buyin,g stations scattered 
the countries mentioned 
The firm was established 18..\8. 
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Ca••ght and Served the 
Looking towards the rear in the main dining-room of Bernstein's Los Angeles Fish Grotto. 
Note scr'Vice counter and "take-it-home" department to left, display of shells and long row 
of booths at right. 
LOS ANGELES FISH & OYSTER Co. of Los Angeles and Bernstein's 
Fish Grotto, Los Angeles, are linked 
together in a project by means of 'vhich 
they are supplying fish-lovers of Southern 
California the finest and freshest of local-
ly-caught seafoods. The rapid, efficient 
service for which the wholesale firm is 
so well known and the expert cookery 
and friendly atmosphere of the famous 
restauranteur form a partnership which is 
winning hundreds of new converts to the 
already-large ranks of those who rec-
ognize the worthwhileness of fish for 
food. 
As be remembered from the article 
published in its 1930-31 annual de-
reference number, Maurice Bernstein 
_ especial stress first upon serving the 
linest quality of seafoods obtainable, sec-
'mdly getting his customers to eat 
more and to consume a varietv of 
;pecies prepared in numerous ways, third-
1Y upon providing fitting surroundings for 
hts guests. While the San Francisco 
yrotto striking in these respects, the 
,os establishment has not been 
Indeed, the great throngs of 
vvho daily descend upon the 
house have forced the management 
extend the already-;;pacious quarters 
addttron of another large room, this 
. been opened on September 1 
ot this year. 
, ''The Los Angeles store was opened on 
JUne 1930," states Paul Tresser, man-
, had been a coffee shop before 
took it over. We remodeled and dec-
the place over a period of several 
so that when it was completed it 
a comfortable yet artistic grotto with 
of 128 on the main floor and 
Jack Deluca, Los Angeles Fish & Oyster Co. 
of Los Angeles, and Paul T·reJSer, manager 
of Bernstein's Fish Groito, Los Angeles. 
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Los Angeles, was located next-door; it 
offered us the opportunity we · 
we took it over and thereby 
OL!r capacity, making the 
neighborhood of 325 persons." 
There are many features to the estab-
lishment. One first notes the elaborate 
window displays, which are changed daily. 
At one time a swordfish is exhibited, 
while on another occasion mill 
about the doorway to catch of 
an awe-inspiring shark and a 
a giant seabass becomes the focal 
for many eyes. Always in 
hangs the signs: "I have 
elusively for 25 years. 
erything in fish and 
Not for a million." It bears 
ture, "Maurice Bernstein." 
E:xperienced Executives and Men 
The well-trained staff adds much to the 
eating house's appeaL Paul man-
ager, gained his first fishery experience 
on the rivers of Germany, where he 
learned to mend and make nets and wire 
traps. He came to the United States in 
1910 and for almost a decade studied the 
fishing industries of California, Oregon 
and Washington, In 1919 he joined 
Bernstein, with whom he since has been 
associated constantly. 
The service staff is under the direction 
of S. Varish, an expert in his line. Wait-
ers all are experienced men who have had 
specialized instrnction in handling the 
high class of customer who frequents the 
grotto. Each week these men, who are 
dressed in dark uniforms with gold braid 
like offi.cers aboard merchant vessels, are 
called together to hear lectures on service, 
what fish are in season, where and how 
they are taken, and similar subjects. New 
waiters are watched carefully to see that 
they make no mistakes. They are expert 
in advising guests as to what species of 
fish to order, being assisted in this respect 
by a board in the kitchen which each clay 
lists the free-swimming fish, crustaceans 
and mollusks then particularly to be re-
on the mezzanine. We had expected 
to be enough room, but so popular t~e establishment become that after 
t an a year we saw we could not ac-
all of our customers. Jones 
a famous old landmark of 
Exterior of tlze Los. Angeles fresh fish finn which supplies Bernstein's Fish Grotto, Los An-
geles, w·ith zts clzo1Cc, locally-caught seafoods. lack Deluca is president of the •wlwlesaf'e 
organization. 
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1\[anagcr Pmtl TresSPr of Bernstein's confers with Head Chef Emil Hansen m the latter's clean, well-ordered and completely-
equipped kite/zen. 
commended. There are 45 in the serv1ce 
staff. 
Spotless IGtchen 
In the kitchen Emil Hansen, head chef, 
presides over a force of 20. In the scoured 
and shining room deft white-uniformed 
cooks prepare the seafoods and their ac-
companying vegetables, after which they 
are steamed, baked or otherwise made 
ready for eating. A busy department is 
that devoted to cold dishes, it being espe-
cially popular on warm days. Two re-
frigerators are provided for keeping the 
foods in perfect condition, in spite of the 
fact that all fish is served on the day on 
which it is received, surplus stocks being 
disposed of at the end of each day. In 
order to have trout in the best of condi-
tion, this species of fish is kept alive, 
tanks being provided in which the .grace-
ful creatures besport themselves. 
Still another interesting department is 
that which supplies foods to be taken 
home. "When a customer is enjoying a 
fine meal here, naturally he wishes that 
his friends or family might be with him 
to share it," states Manager Tresser. "We 
have therefore set aside an area in our 
store, near the front, where competent 
staff members are ready to give advice on 
what to purchase. If one may say it with 
flowers or candy, why not with seafoods?" 
Producing Quality Seafoods 
While care in handling the fish, proper 
service and pleasant surroundings are im-
portant contributive factors to the success 
of Bernstein's three restaurants (two in 
San Francisco and one in Los Angeles), 
officials recognize that they may hope to 
hold their present friends and gain others 
only if they serve the finest obtainable 
seafoods. It is for this reason, they ex-
plain, that they purchase all of the local 
fish for the Los Angeles division from 
Los Angeles Fish and Oyster Co. ol Los 
Angeles, of which Jack Deluca is presi-
dent and general manager. The 
ous wholesale fish firm furnishes a 
ous supply of fresh, high-quality products 
which form the chief part of the gouds 
sold in the grotto. 
"One of our trucks is used for the ex-
clusive purpose of transporting fish direct 
from the docks at San Pedro to Bern--
stein's kitchen," explains Deluca. "Regu-
lar deliveries are made twice daily, at 8 
a. m. and at 4 p.m. They vary in amount 
from 500 to 1,000 pounds every day. Chief 
species are swordfish, local halibut, local 
seabass. totuava, 'black bass', red snap-
pers, vuccachi (a large species of 
er), chili pepper, rock cod, turbots, 
Catalina Island jack-smelt, blue perch. 
individual rock bass, sculpin, skates, 
flying fish, sheepshead, whitefish, 
(Continued on Page 39) 
ashington Fishery Legislation 
T HREE HOUSE BILLS and seven senate bills of interest to commer-
cial fishermen were passed by the 
Washington state legislature during this 
last session out of 15 house and 13 senate 
bills introduced. Ten of the house bills 
received indefinite postponement and two 
were sent to committees, while all six of 
the unpassed senate bills were referred 
to committees and not acted upon. Fol-
lowing are summaries of the measures 
,,;hich were ratified by the state legisla-
ture: 
H. B. No. 314, McCracken: Amends 
section 5751-1 of Rem. Stat. by making 
it unlawful for any person to take or have 
in his possession for the' purpose of can-
ning or selling any geoduck, excepting, 
hov•;ever, the right of any person to take 
not to exceed three geodncks with fork, 
pick or shovel in any one clay for per-
sonal use. 
H. B. No. 388, McCracken: Amends 
section 3, chanter 90 of the laws of 1923, 
to provide that salmon may be taken with 
hook and line for family use in the Co-
lumbia River, provided that not more 
than 25 salmon may be taken in any one 
day, all of which must be over 10 inches 
in length and not exceed 20 pounds in 
weight in the aggregate. Amends chap-
ter 31, laws of 1915, by adding thereto a 
provision that the license fee for a dip-
bag net for taking smelt shall be $5.00 
per year, but providing that any person 
may take in any one day for personal use 
not to exceed 20 pounds from places 
where commercial fishing is permitted. 
Declares an emergency. 
H. B. No. 390, McCracken: Amends 
5751 of Rem. Stat. to make a closed sea-
son for clams in the waters of Puget 
S.ound from May 1 to August 31 of each 
year, and to perm it the taking of not to 
exceed 20 pounds in any one day for 
personal use without a license. Declares 
an emergency. 
S. B. No. 2'8, Norman: This measure 
does not apply directly to fishing, but 
relates to construction of a dam. It pro-
vides, however, that the dam shall be 
provided with suitable fishways. It will 
be built across Palix River in Pacific 
County. 
S. B. No. 86, Norman: Grants P. J. Mc-
Gowan & Sons a 10-year right from 
March 14, 1933, to use a portion of the 
East one-half of Holman vVaterwav for 
the purpose of operating a fish cat1nery. 
S. B. No. 158, Wray: Amends section 
5704 of Rem. Stat., which is the scale of 
excise tax on fish, by eliminating provi-
sion for the tax on dogfish and skates. 
S. B. No. 167, Norman: Amends sec-
tion of 5679 of Rem. Stat. by substituting 
the office of 'Director of Fisheries' for 
that of 'Fish Commissioner' therein; and 
by adding thereto new matter which au-
thorizes the holder of a duly licensed trap 
site to move such location not to exceed 
100 feet in any one direction, so long as 
such removal does not interfere with the 
rights of any ex1stmg adjoining trap l'f 
net operator, and provided further that 
such holder must file an amended map 
or plat of such changed location in the 
same manner as required of an original 
applicant. Declares an ernergenc_j:. 
S. B. No. 220, Committe'e of Fish and 
Game: A somewhat lengthy game 
bill \'Vhich amends section 4, chapter 
Ex. Sess. Laws of 1925, bv making ,al-
mon taken with hook and J!ne fish' 
and also contains a number of pro-
visions relative to administration ot game 
fishes. 
S. J. M. No. 5, Condon and Foss: ~{e­
morializes the president to issue a prnc-
lamation excluding all vessels of the Do-
minion of Canada from sud1 
commercial privileges in United 
ports as are denied .American 
Canadian ports. 
S. J. R. No. 12, Norman: Provides fur 
a ioint committee of three senators 
fain· house members to confer 
committee from the Oregon 
relative to Columbia River fish 
tion. 
S. J. R. No. 14, Norman: 
the appointment of a joint 
sisting of two senators and three 
sentatives to confer with . a . .. .. + 
from Oregon relating to legrslatwn alhc 
ing fishing in ·waters under _ in 
jurisdiction of the hvo states, to aet 
the interim between sessions of the 
latures. 
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Jofm Hannula, ·right, with one of lzis staff of jislz handlers and a group of customers pho-
tographed on September 19 during the big salmon run. Hannula lzas trebled his local sale 
of fish. Tlze signs in front of his pla•ce of business may give an idea of how· he has ac-
complished this fea.f despite generally unhealthy economic conditions. 
The Fr'esh Sal~non Situation 
A. LL OPERATORS are in agree-ment that had 1931 been a normal 
marketing year, one of the largest 
packs of canned salmon that the industry 
ever has known ~would have been caught, 
cased up and sold. Alaskan manufactur-
ers, who went north vowing that they 
restrict the pack to an amount 
which the lessening market conveniently 
could consume, became dazzled with the 
heavy run of fish which struck in, and 
ended a mad harvest which was con-
cluded when the plants exhausted 
their of cans. 
Puget Sound enjoyed a good season, 
and the catch still continues with the 
advent of the fall run of silvers. Chums 
yet to follow. However, no serious 
of salmon is at present char-
of this area, there still being 
canneries at work which absorb the bulk 
of the take. 
Bay was the scene of heavy 
during late September. About 75 
t were landing catches there, the 
otal being divided between Sun-
Co., Nehalem Bay Fish Co., and 
loc2l branch of the Pt. Adams firm 
of Hammond, Oregon. On September 20, 
a fourth buyer came into the field, this 
being Fred Small, of Tillamook. The 
first clay he purchased several tons where-
with to commence his mild-curing opera-
tions. Fish being comparatively scarce 
at Tillamook, he continued buying, a clay 
or tvvo later getting fourteen tons out of 
a total catch of twenty. That same after-
noon the cohos struck in at Tillamook, 
and when Fred got home the fish were 
knee-deep all over his floor. He called 
out every available mild-cure man in the 
town, and until midnight the cooper's 
hammer kept up a constant tattoo. 
"That is characteristic of this localitv," 
says Small. "For weeks now I have had 
only 500 pounds a day, then all at once 
they swamp me. Likely as not they will 
s\ving back to Nehalem in a few davs-
you can't out-guess them." · 
Tillmnook Runs Large 
Tillamook Bav receives the affiuents of 
five streams: the Tillamook, Miami, Wil-
son, Trask and Kelcih rivers. Into these 
run the largest cohos to be found any-
where on the 'vVest Coast, states Small, 
fish large enough to split for mildcuring. 
For example, four cohos landed on th~ 
afternoon of September 22, averaged 29)0. 
pounds each! About 150 boats are oper-
ating on Tillamook Bay, all of them being 
one-man and two-man gill-netters, there 
being no trolling there at all. 
Arthur Ramsey, head of the Tillamook 
Bay Fish Co., operates a station on the 
Silez River, near Taft, vvhere he has 
recently been getting more big cohos 
than he can haul at a single truckload. 
Ramsey states that there were no fish all 
season until middle September, when a 
heavy run commenced. The salmon are 
big ones, 75 per cent of them being split-
ters, and already he has more than 20 
tierces in his refrigerators. 
''Early September fish ahvays are large,'' 
states Ramsey. "Then there is a period of 
about two weeks when the cohos stop. 
and the whole run will be chinook. After 
that the cohos start in again and the hvo 
species will be about 50-50. The main 
coho run comes in October, chums fol-
lm\' in N ovemher, and we always find 
that our fish strike in here just about two 
weeks later than everywhere else along 
this coast." 
Astoria and Portland 
At Astoria, only two canneries were 
receiving fish for fall pack, and these were 
accepting only the catch from their own 
boats. Consequently, unprecedented ton-
nages moved into Portland, or were 
landed at way points and carried inland. 
A prominent Portland broker declared 
toward the close of September, that be-
tween the lOth and 24th he had handled 
more salmon than was usual in t'c\'O and 
a half months of normal business. "There 
really is such a thing as too much bnsi-· 
ness, and that has been the prevalent sit-
uation," said he. 
So many chinooks are being caught in 
the Columbia that neither Portland nor 
any other available market can begin to 
cope with the supply. Consequently the 
splendid big salmon are going begging 
for buyers, and the boatmen, in sheer des-
peration, have turned ha,,vkers and vend-
ers. Whatever fisherman has an auto-
mobile-or has a relative or 
who has one-has filled the 
fish and taken to the road, peddling. Little 
booths and stands line the Oregon and 
highways on both sides of 
women and boys and old 
men being in attendance there to sell 
customer a whole salnion at four 
or five cents, or perhaps, as n1uch as 
seven cents a pound! Dealers estimate 
that there are more than 200 peddling 
outfits canvassing the country districts, 
going from farm to farm, throughout 
about a fifth of the state's total area. Some 
40 of these have taken out the prescribed 
$5 state license, the balance are "running 
wild". Many farmers--as well as dwellers 
along the river-have hung considerable 
quanitities of the big, fat chinooks in 
their smokehouses and are preparing a 
rich delicacy for the coming winter. Cotm·· 
try women are canning the salmon in 
glass jars, and, indeed, fish is used 
everywhere as never before in 
It is 50 per cent cheaper than the 
meat, and of the finest quality 
(Continued on Pa,ge 30) 
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nality ltla· es Selling Easy 
0 STORAGE PROBLEM faces 
\N ashington Packing Co., Inc, 
salmon canners of Aberdeen. 
Washington. Successful selling has re~ 
duced warehouse stocks in a degree which 
makes its officers look ahead in eager 
anticipation of the next run of fish. 
"It happens that our institution is the 
oldest cannery in Aberdeen," states H. H. 
Schwartz, secretary-treasurer of the 
Washington finn. "Since the time of its 
building it has been in continuous opera-
tion, and still is active in the field. We 
count ourselves exceedingly fortunate on 
account of Our location, for because of 
our geographical position we are enabled 
to obtain the very finest of fish at modest 
cost, and all our manufacturing expenses 
are merely nominaL Ours is an extra-
fancy, hand-packed article which is pro-
duced without any premiurn of expense." 
The Washington Packing factory 
stands over flowing vv·ater, hence enjoys 
absolute cleanliness of environment. In-
teriorally it is maintained in highest con-
ditions of sanitation, facilities for cleans-
ing the premises having been built into 
the plant, integrally. Even within the 
machine-line itself unique appliances have 
been introduced, the mechanical can-
scrubber and washer being an invention 
of the technical staff of the plant which 
well might be used as a model by what-
ever other institution pnts its products 
into round cans of the tall type. 
Famous Rluebacks 
"For many years this plant has been 
known for its pack of bluebacks," says 
Schwartz. "The blueback of the Quin-
ault River is a salmon of the same species 
as the Alaska red or sockeye, but to the 
eye of the experienced fish-man it seems 
to offer certain distinguishing characteris-
tics, among which is the deep blue tints 
of its back. Its flesh is of intense red 
color, and no canned salmon offers a 
more appealing spectacle than does this, 
when the tin is opened." 
Schwartz obtains much of his supply 
of bluebacks from Quinault Indians who 
catch the fish in reservation streams 
where by treaty between the tribe and 
Progressi'Ve Salmon Cannery at Aberdeen, 
Washington. 
the United States Goverrl'tnent no white 
1nan may compete. The rare resource, 
appreciated since before the beginning of 
history by the red men and reserved by 
them for their own enjoyment as an ex-
press stipulation of the peace for which 
our government sued, affords the most 
desirable material upon which any can-
nery could wish to work. An emphatic 
proof of its undoubted worth is that the 
fish-wise local populace is a large patron-
izer of the cannery, citizens of Aberdeen 
and near-by places coming to the Wash-
ington Packing Co. plant to obtain their 
private supply of canned salmon where-
with to provide against the winter 
when fresh bluebacks are 
Standm·d Stencil 
"Among people who really know rich 
we need put forth no argument or e:z. 
planation in favor of our " 
Schwartz. "But to those live in 
tant places, and consequently cann~t hr· 
expected to understand such matters. ,~,: 
are preparing a means wherebv · 
nnconfoundably distinguish our 
from all other packs. This 
fected by a standard stencil we 
ready have <;dopted. This stencil will bt 
reproduced 111 reduced scale in IVF s·•· 
COAST FISHERIES ~~ 1 
and will be exactly lik~ the stencil that 
we shall apply to the s1des of our cases 
This will make it easy for our custc,me~s 
to identify their favorite brand, and wili 
enable other persons who want 
salmon to recognize the 
Packing Company product." 
In determining on a method of esblJ-
lishing consumer-recognition of the 
goods, executives of Washington 
Company have shown that thev ar~e alin· 
to the urgent necessity for nrP"",,._,,, 
the minds of the public, 
producers. Hundreds of packers n! 
products throughout the United 
have recently found themselves 
pitiable plight of having to accept the 
dictates of distributing and 
cies for the sole reason that they no 
public following and had made the fatal 
error of losing touch with their ultimal~ 
customers. Washington Packing Cu. 
proposes not to fall into this economic 
trap, but instead is continuing 
to call the attention of its 
tamers to the fact that it is the 
of the excellent canned 
are so much relished. Through the 
licizing of its standard stencil in 
advertisements the identification m;Hle 
positive. 
Clean Ships Pay Dividends 
S UDDEN GROWTH of California's canned fish industry during the past 
three decades from a minor activity 
to one worth many millions annually ne-
cessitated an equally rapid development 
of the fishing fleets which were supplying 
tuna, sardines and mackerel for the pack-
ing plants. Especially has this been true 
in the case of tuna, the pursuit of which 
has made compulsory the construction of 
large, far .. cruising craft as schools of fish 
have been found at ever-greater distances 
from chief receiving ports. 
The impelling demand for fish from the 
canneries, on whose books were quantities 
of orders which could not be filled until 
many days after they had been received, 
forced tuna skippers to sacrifice efficiency, 
care and attention to detail before the im-
pelling urge for speed. The market was 
hungry for tuna; packing houses were 
doubling and trebling their flotillas of sea-
going vessels; in every plant stress was 
laid upon the importance of getting the 
fish and processing it as rapidly as possi-
ble. 
Rapid Improvement 
Fortunately, this period proved but a 
transitory one. Leading coastal 
building companies turned over all 
their facilities to the task of augmenting 
the means of supplying raw materials. 
Baker Ice Machine Co., General Refrig-
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., At-
Engine Co., Western Enter-
Co. and many others im-
vessel equipment. In the can-
neries various firms--Standard Boiler & 
Co., California Press Manufacturing 
Continental Can Co., American Can 
E. A. Ulmann and others--improved 
speeded up processing devices. As 
a result, the industry at last was able to 
catch up with the demand and now is ex-
periencing a fleeting period of quiet-·-the 
threshold of another and greater era of 
development-during which fishermen 
and canners are finding 
take care of the problems about 
the rush of previous seasons did nc1t per-
mit consideration. 
One of these matters which has "'"'"' 
hard to handle is tlnt of sanitation aboarc 
fishing craft. A f1sh itself is one of t!J[.: 
cleanest objects the world contains .. btF 
nevertheless soils the decks and lwirts 
the vessels in ·which it is 
Fishermen have recognized the 
importance of this problem becansc 
degree of cleanliness found aboard 
average workhoat is not 
the case of a ship used to carry 
The additional purification 
been the subject of much 
both by ship crews and cannery 
llfarine Cleaner 
Turco Products, Inc., with 
in Los Angeles and offices in 
cisco, Oakland, Portland 
(Continued on Page 
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California Sardine perations 
ALTHOUGH ALL BUT TWO of the fish canneries in San .Pedro ?is-
trict arc expected to begm sardme-
canning operations on or shortly. after 
the opening of the Southern Cahforma 
,eason on November 1, none of the can-
pers i,; plannmg to put up a large pack, 
··nd several state that they may not run 
~heir on pilchards at all, if condi-
ti~ns . not improve during the latter 
part ot 
. California Packing Corp. will pack 
quarter-oils in San Diego if it is able to 
;zet fish of the proper size and of good 
~ondition, but offictals do not expect to 
run their San Pedro cannery. General 
i'isheries Corp. plans to operate, accord-
ina to President Nick ]. Kuglis, but prob-
ably 'NiH not start until about the first of 
Decem beL "We hope to pack all the 
rest season," says the chief execu-
tive, the bottom drops completely 
out of things." 
Plans Un1ee1'tain 
Halfhill Packing Corp. will not pack 
this year, as is its custom on sardine's. 
franco~Italian Packing Co., Inc., is uncer-
tain as to its course of action. "Unless 
the price is bette_r tha,~ it ha~ been," 
states a company officer, we wont run on 
sardines, but if conditions improve, I 
exDect our president, Joe Mardesich, will 
give the order to start work. We didn't 
pack sardines last year." 
"We won't know until the beginning of 
the season when we'll start," declares 
T. "Williams, one of the officials of 
Sardine Co., "but I believe we 
shall be packing most of the five months. 
We expect a good many of the canners to 
pack against orders, without any attempt 
to build up big surpluses." 
contemplating operating," says 
sales manager of Coast Fish-
we won't know until the 
of . season whether we are 
gomg can sardines or not. It all de-
pends on the next few weeks. I don't 
~hink anyone will be operating very 
heavily." 
Pride Packing Corp. will not run 
California plants. Southern 
Corporation's plans are 
not certain. One of the company repre-· 
expressed the belief that Presi-
dent vVilbur Wood will set his staff to 
Work on pilchards if conditions are satis-
and prices betterr, but will not 
upen other\vise. 
Open1te 
''\Ve plan to start at the first of the 
and probably will operate until the 
states Eugene Giacomino, vice-
of I tali an F oocl Products Co., 
.. Beach. "vVe don't expect to pack 
;.ery strongly but, like last year, will take 
,are of all of our regular customers." 
Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., will pack 
and mackerel as usual. 
expected that but few cases of 
"Will be packed in San Diego. 
of the plants in that city are 
of packing quarter-oils but they 
not certain that the fish will be suit-
for that purpo8e, and the mapority 
thelll are waiting to see how the mar-
Ed B. Gross, president of E. B. Gross Can-
ninq Company, Monterey, California. At !tis 
plant on ll!lonterey Bay, Gross packs "El Cap-
itan", "G·rill", "El ll!lar" and other brands of 
qua·lity sardines. 
ket looks before thev make plans for 
opening their factories. 
San Pedro canneries are in good shape 
to begin work on the pilchards which in-
vade their waters in such great numbers. 
But few of the plants have had to improve 
or change their factories, since the pro-
gram of development carried on duriug 
the past decade has resulted in moderniza-
tion and perfection of machinery, sys-
tems and general facilities. California 
sardines are securing wider recognition 
each season as one of the finest and most 
nutritive of seafoods. 
Monterey Plants 
Operations m Monterey were fairly 
well under way by the end of Septem-
ber, with several of the factories open 
and others prepared to commence within 
the next few days. 
Angelo Lucido, manager of San Carlos 
Canning Co., stated at that time that his 
firm would resume operations on Octo~ 
ber 15. Plans also are being made to 
supply fish to Globe Grain and Milling 
Co., whose straight reduction plant is lo-
cated next door to San Carlos. "We ex-
pect to pack moderately," stated Manager 
Lucido, "but prices are anything but fa-
vorable this year, and I understand that 
oil has again dropped to a new low level." 
Eel B. Gross, president of E. n. Gross 
Canning Co., stated that he was not plan-
ning to start operations again as long as 
returns are as low as they have been re-
cently. "These prices are ruinons," stated 
Gross, "and I will not operate my plant 
at a loss this season. I had much rather 
remam closed clown." 
F ou,- Stw·t Soon 
F. E. Raiter. president of San Xavier 
Fish Packing Co., announced that his es-
tablishment was ready to commence 
season's work, and expected to 
its first fish on October 15. Edv.'ard Da-
vid, president of Del Mar Canning Corp., 
declared that his cannerv also was in 
good condition for the season; he was to 
have begun packing on October 1. 
Irving of Sea Pride Canning Co. was 
have started operations on October 5, ana 
stated that he will pack moderatelyo 
K. Hovden Co. planned to receive fish 
on October 5, according to W. 0. Lunde, 
"Samples of pilchards which we have re-
ceived in our laboratory show the fish to 
be in prime condition," stated Lunde, "and 
with our new and improved steam-grilling 
machinery, designed and built in our own 
plant, we are in readiness to handle a 
heavy pack during the balance of the sea-
son. 'Portola' steam-grilled samples 
which we have sent to all parts of the 
country are attracting the attention of 
buyers and many hundreds of letters 
rave come to us complimenting on 
this new pack of Monterey sardines. 
Se·veral Close<l 
California Packing Corp. and Monterey 
Canning Co. executives both declared 
that their Monterey factories would not 
be operated until prices showed material 
improvement. It is believed that Carmel 
Canning Co. also will remain closed un-
less the market takes a turn for the 
ter, although no definite information was 
available at this vvriting. 
Custom House Packing Corp. was pre-
paring to open its plant October 15. 
James Lochhead of Bayside Fish Flour 
Co. stated that his firm was behind sched-
ule. "We shall continue to run until 
compelled shut down by the light of 
the moon, he predicted. 
F. E. Booth Co., Inc., started canning 
on September 17 in Monterey. "The 
made a heavy and satisfactory run 
that date until the twenty-fifth of the 
month," stated Joseph Alves, superin-
tendent of the plant and for six veai:s as-
sociated witb the firm. "At that· time we 
were compelled to close down, because of 
the light of the moon. From four to six 
crews have been fishing for us. We in-
tend to start canning again on the morn-
ing of October for we expect the fish-
ennen to out sardines on the night 
of 30. This season we plan 
to pack approximately 200,000 cases in 
Monterey, employing 200 on 
the average. Our Monterey are 
one-pound ovals in tomato sauce, and 
one-half-pound skinless, boneless, in olive 
oil.n 
Two floating plants also have been re-
ceiving sardines in the Monterev area. 
The Mexican ship "Cal-Mex" bas been 
operating off Capitola Beach, near Santa 
Cruz, snice September 15. Capt. Bravo 
is in charge. Two purse-seiners are sup-
plying the raw material. "Lake Mira-
flares," floating reduction plant, also was 
receiving fish during September, it being 
reported that 5,000 tons were reduced to 
oil and meal during the month. 
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Wood Whi~h Will Not Burn 
BEFORE A GATHERING of thirty or forty men, including scientists, 
governmental officials and business 
leaders, Dr. 0. T. Hodnefield of Los An-
geles, presented a demonstration which 
might fittingly be called one of the world's 
modern miracles. While his audience 
looked on in amazement from their points 
of vantage in the yard of Standard Prod-
ucts Co., the Southern California optome-
trist demonstrated conclusively that he 
knows the secret of so treating wood that 
it will not burn, no matter how withering 
the flames which are turned against it. 
Inside the Standard Products building, 
Dr. Hodnefield held a thin cedar shingle, 
entirely dry but impregnated with his 
product, against the all-consuming blaze 
of a 6,000-degree acetylene torch; the 
wood charred slightly, but the biting rod 
of flame was unable to cause it to ignite. 
Other pieces of wood, also treated and 
also entirely free from moisture, were sub-
jected to the same test, but would not 
burn, although shingles, sticks and tim-
bers which had not been so processed 
caught fire at once and were rapidly con-
sumed. Lighting a gas jet, the inventor 
thrust into it canvas, silk, brake linings 
and wood, all of which had been sub-
jected to his protecting fluid and, none 
caught fire. 
Taking the now thoroughly-astonished 
gathering out into the enclosure which 
lies by the side of Standard Products Co., 
Dr. Hodnefield set ablaze a pile of sticks 
and lumber which had been drenched 
with kerosene. Directly on top of this 
fiery pyramid he placed a four-by-four 
timber of Douglas fir, which had been 
treated with his product and then thor-
oughly dried, so that its moisture content 
was less than that of average lumber. 
The four-by-four, held in place by wires, 
remained above the fire until the latter 
had burned out, being lifted only a few 
times to demonstrate that it was not afire. 
When the flames had died down, the tim-
ber was removed and examined, and the 
spectators saw clearliy that it had charred 
but slightly and burned not at all. 
"I have been working on this project for 
six years," stated the eye specialists to 
those present, "and have spent somewhere 
in the neighborhood of $50,000 on my ex-
periments. I did not wish to announce my 
discovery until I was sure that it was 
ready to be announced. Now, however, 
I am entirely satisfied. I know that it 
may be used on any kind of wood-today 
I demonstrated with Douglas fir, cedar, 
redwood and pine-and that its results 
are permanent, for I have made tests with 
boards which have been impregnated for 
a long period of time. One company took a 
processed timber, planed it into shavings, 
subjected these to 100 hours of washing 
under pressure, dried them and then tested 
them; they would not burn. Impregnated 
wood not only is fire-proof, but also is 
water-proof and, to a degree, heat-proof. 
Nor is it expensive, for in constructing a 
six-room house (one which would cost 
in the neighborhood of $10,000) the addi-
tional cost would be but $250." 
Possibilities in the fishing industry, as 
in every other business, are practically 
endless. Scarcely a month goes by in 
which WCF does not report the loss of' a 
number of fishing craft by fire, and every 
once in a while a cannery, fresh fish estab-
lishment, reduction plant or 
house is destroyed. Were 
structed of Dr. Hodnefield's ' 
wood", no harm could come to them fr 
that source. _ o 
Evid~nce. of the _importance of the 
onstratwn 1s pn?vtded by the list of 
servers. Fredenck Beutel, president 
Standard Products Co., was an mt·l'r.eo+Q"'';m 
watcher at the demonstration for - hi 
P_lans. call. for use of the d_octor's inven~ 
tlon 111 hts well-known "Otlastic" paints 
and finishes. Others included Paul W 
~ill~r, Wih;nington. engineer and special: 
1st 1~ man~e eq~upment; En_nals Ives, 
assoctated wtth Htller; I. D. Ttchomiroff 
mining eng_ineer fr~m Amtorg Trading 
Corp., Sovtet Russta; W. E. Trastle 
Thomas R. Smart and Darrel Weaver' 
business men from San Garbiel· D c' 
Dawkins of General Petroleum' C~rp.; 
W. K. Adams, Los Angeles; C. G. Sher-
man and M. E. Merrill of Glendale; R. J, 
Scott, Los Angeles fire chief; A. N. 
Rolfe of Los Angeles municipal construe~ 
tion department. 
Louis B. Scott, special representative 
for Manufacturers Life Insurance Co · 
William F. Beck, chief of Pasadena's fi;~ 
prevention bureau; Walter Zuetell, build-
ing inspector, and Walter Putnam, super-
intendent of building, of the city of Pasa-
dena; V. R. Salinger of The American 
Mortgage Co.; E. E. Bowe of National 
Lumber Manufacturers Association; 
James C. Coleman, president of Saf-T-
Pak Filler Corp., Ltd.; Elverton B. Stark, 
editor of West Coast Fisheries magazine; 
W. L. Thornton of the sprinklered risk 
department of the Board of Fire Under-
writers of the Pacific. 
FiriD Operates on Botll Coasts 
A LTHOUGH RUDYARD KIP-LING was convinced that East 
and West could have nothing to 
do with each other, at least one of Amer-
ica's large fish-producing and distribut-
ing firms is demonstrating that it is able 
to carry on its activitiep on both the 
East and West coasts. That company 
is Atlantic Coast Fisheries, headed by 
Harden F. Taylor, with headquarters in 
New York City. Two recent develop-
ments on the West Coast have con-
cerned the large eastern firm. 
Austin M. Bentley, who for many 
years has occupied a place. of prominence 
among fresh fish operators of California, 
recently has announced his appointment 
as West Coast manager and distributor 
for the well-known "Nordic" brand of 
packaged seafoods. These include fish 
steaks, filets of haddock, whiting and 
shrimp, all of which are popular sellers 
in the East. 
Haddock steaks probably are the best 
known of the four. They are prepared 
in a scientific process in which the fish 
first is cleaned, then shaped into a cylin-
der, machine-cut into individual steaks, 
placed on freezer plates, subjecte-d to 
contact with brine at 20 degrees F., in-
spected, placed in cartons (two and a 
leaflet of information to each carton) 
and then packed in paper shipping cases. 
Specially-built refrigerated railroad cars 
are used to ship the fish to its destina-
tion, thus insuring that its condition up-
on arrival will be as good as it is when 
it leaves the processing plant. 
"Plans for this territory are still in the 
making," declares Bentley. "However, 
we are going to sell Nordic filets of had-
dock, fish steaks, whiting and shrimp, all 
of which are prepared with the Harden 
F. Taylor method which insures the trade 
and the consumers of receiving the finest 
fish and sea foods that are produced." 
Atlantic Coast Fisheries is not inter-
ested alone in selling eastern fish on the 
West Coast, but also is beginning ex-
tensive shipments of western salmon and 
halibut to the East. As was reported in 
WCF two months ago, Marlyn Fish Co. 
of Ketchikan, Alaska, has formed an 
agreement with Taylor's firm to supply 
fileted salmon and halibut and has been 
busy on that program practically all 
summer. The work began after. J .. E. 
Berg, head of the Alaskan orgamzatwn, 
had made a trip to the Atlantic Seaboard 
and conferred with Taylor. So impressed 
was the Atlantic Coast executive that 
Vice-President A. H. Cooke was dis-
patched to lend his expert assistance at 
the scene of operations. 
This season's activities came to an en~ 
on September 21, when the N orthlan 
Transportation Co. vessel "Norco" left 
the wharf with sufficient Alaskan sea-
food to fill seven cars. This halibut and 
salmon was taken to Prince Rupert, 
where it was loaded aboard the special-
ly-constructed cars of the eastern tlrmd 
connected to a fast locomotive an 
routed directly through to its destination£ 
Officials of the two companies, both 0 
which are enthusiastic over the new ven-
ture, state that if the fish receives the 
welcome which is expected of it, larg~­
scale operations will be entered upon IU 
coming seasons. 
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lflinter's Statement 
"The advertising campaign which has 
been launched by the San Francisco 
,,holesalc fresh fish dealers will be car-
ried on in an aggressive n1anner," states 
W. S. Winter, vice-president and general 
manager of N. C. Fisheries. "It will in-
clude many projects which will be inno-
7ations to the industry and which un-
doubtedly will be of great benefit to it. 
The three fundamental principles con-
the fresh fish industry today are 
merchandising and aclvertis-
It is a recognized fact that the pres-
consumption of fish in the bay area 
be gauged within a few hundred 
pounds, and until such time as consump-
tion may be increased through merchan-
and advertising, it behooves the 
to limit their catches in ac-
rorclance with the demand and not pro-
duce more fish than can be merchandised 
Fan•o•ts 
ISHERIES SCIENTISTS and those 
in the commercial fishing 
have joined together to 
respects to Dr. David Starr J or-· 
presicknt emeritus of Stanford Uni-
California, and one of the world's 
ichthyologistfs. Dr. Jordan 
on September 18 at his home on the 
campus after an illness of many 
Hh)nths. 
famous fisheries student was born 
New York, on January 19, 
life he showed his scholar-
and soon gained recogni-
interest in knowledge. He 
number of America's most 
receiving the following 
Master of science, Cornell Uni-
doctor of medicine, Indiana 
doctor of philosophy, 
doctor of laws, Cornell 
"T. G. Condare", 70-foot, Western-Enter-
prise-powered trawler operated by Standard 
Fisheries, San Francisco. California. 
fresh to the consuming public. 
"\N e know that the words 'fresh fish' 
have been sadly abused in past years. No 
cooperative effort has been made by fresh 
fish wholesalers and retail dealers rela-
tive to ways and means of dressing, dis-
playing and preserving fresh fish to the 
best advantage. We are negotiating for 
a model display case to be on exhibit in 
the offices of N. C. Fisheries which will 
be the last word in up-to-the-minute 
equipment. We shall invite the retail 
dealers of Northern California to come 
and learn of the many attractive displays 
of fresh fish which we in tend to show. 
The case. which will be refrigerated, will 
be changed each week." 
The Campaign 
"The Fresh Fish Industry of Northern 
California" was formally introduced to 
the public during the past month, accord-
ing to Harry Bercovich Jr., who is di-
recting the big advertising campaign. Be-
ginning of actual publicity efforts was 
delayed only long enough to complete a 
"Realisto" outdoor display which. it is 
said, already has a large part of San 
Francisco "talking fish." 
"Each piece of advertising copy will. 
be completely tied in with extensive mer-
chandising plans," states Bercovich. 
means that the man on the firing 
the fresh fish dealer-will coordinate his 
own sales efforts with advertising of 
the wholesalers. and 
counter cards are in course 
tion and copy is being written 
'The Fish of the Week' in 
Reproductions and tear sheets of 
terial will be provided the retail 
in order that they may post them 
shops and on their windows, ra-
dio educational talks on 'The the 
Week' will be broadcast, and these spe-
cies will be featured in hotels, restaurants 
and cafes. Street cars will feature 'The 
Fish of the Month' on their advertising 
cards, with extra prints again for the 
dealers. Special reproductions will be 
made for the many trucks of wholesalers 
and retailers." 
Big Increase Expected 
Northern California fresh fish 
and distributors expect the 
increase the sale and consumption 
fish several times in their territorv. 
believe it will stabilize the • 
price, will register in the minds 
buying public· the thought that fresh fish 
is an exceedingly economical and nour-
ishing food, and will introduce the at-
tention of everyone a number 
which heretofore have not 
popularity which they deserve reason 
of their excellent flavor, fine texture and 
health-giving qualities. The 
will be continuous, as must all such 
to secure public favoL 
Oakland fresh fish dealers a.re en-
thusiastically joining the San 
firms in forwarding the program. 
era! Oakland houses are associated with 
companies in the bay city, and the others 
have been quick to pledge their coopera~ 
tion. 
Fisheries Student Dies 
1891, when he became president of Stan-
ford. In 1913, when a change was made 
in the organization of the latter school, 
he was made chancellor, which was the 
title under the new regime which cor-
responded to president in former days. 
Later, in recognition of his splendid ser-
vices, he was granted the title of presi-
dent emeritus, which he held until his 
death. 
Dr. Jordan's hvo chief fields of service 
were world peace and fisheries. In con-
nection with the first of these he served 
as president or held other offices in a 
number of peace societies and wrote many 
books and articles upon international law, 
arbitration methods and related subjects. 
vVhile there were many who did not agree 
with his views, his sincerity was unques-
tioned. 
Among other which Dr. Jordan 
held in the industries were the 
following: Cooperating- assistant, United 
States Fish Commission; United States 
commissioner in charge of fur seal and 
salmon investigations on the \Nest Coast; 
international commissioner of fisheries. 
Fisherv books of which he was the 
author a;e: "Fishes of North and Middle 
America," four 
1896, in cooperation 
"Food and Game oi 
" with B. W. Evermann, 1905: 
to the of " )) 1907; 
Holder, 1908; "The 
four 1918-20; 
Southern " 
"Classification of 
A great deal of Dr. Jordan's 
accomplished in cooperatiOn 
Barton vV. Evermann of 
demy of Sciences and the late Dr. 
Frederick Holdn. The three were asso-
ciated in naming various of fish 
and also in settling certain contro-
versies ·which were current during the 
past few decades 
Dr. Jordan married twice, his first vdfe 
being Susan Bowen and his second Jessie 
L. Knight. He had three and 
three sons, three of whom 
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EUGENE GIACO:NIINO, vice-presi-dent and general manager of Italian 
Food Products Co., Long Beach, 
California, has earned for himself a place 
of respect and importance in the fisheries 
industries of the \:Vest Coast entirely 
through his own efforts, but he must also 
give credit for his success to a love of ad-
venture, since it was that roving spirit 
which caused him to leave his home and 
come to the United States. 
He was born in Genoa, Italy, (spelled 
Genova by the Italians), where he was 
educated and where he first went to work 
He became interested in a company which 
distributed hooks and stationery to the 
retail trade; by hard work and ability he 
soon rose to a place of importance in the 
company which brought him considerable 
revenue. He was restless, however, for 
his mind had been stirred by tales he had 
heard of opportunities in California and 
other parte; of the United States, these 
coming to him from an uncle then resi-
dent in America and from various others 
who had visited the New World. 
In 1903, therefore, Giacomino left 
Genoa, traveling to New York by ship 
and from there coming west to Los An-
geles by train. "A funny thing about my 
arrival in the United States was my ex .. 
perience with English," he tells. "In Italy 
in the schools of my day one had to study 
either French, German or English. I 
took the last-named, and when I left to 
come over here I could read and write the 
language fairly well; for that reason I 
was chosen interpreter for a group of 
people with whom I was traveling, all of 
them also being bound for California. All 
v\·ent well until I made my first attempt 
to talk English in New York. Then I 
discovered that I couldn't understand a 
·word that was being said to me nor could 
I make a single person understand me." 
His first job in America was with a 
grocery firm, Castruccio Amestoy Co., 
where he was made "chambermaid to a 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
Eugene Giacomino 
horse," as he describes it with a smile. 
"After having graduated from school and 
having been manager of a prosperous 
business, it was quite a change to have a 
job like that," he explains, "However, I 
worked hard, later became a clerk and 
finally bought out the firm, in company 
with A. Vignola (now president of Italian 
Food Products Co.) with whom I started 
a new company. At that time the store 
was located where the Los Angeles city 
hall now stands." 
It was in 1910 that Giacomino took 
over the company. In addition to that 
connection, he also spent a year and one-
half as teller in the International Savings 
& Exchange Bank, now the International 
branch of Bank of America. It was dur-
ing the same period that he married, 
choosing for his wife a California girl, 
one of Italian descent. 
Italian Food Products Co. was estab-
Le e 
lishecl in Los Angeles in 1915, 
and Vignolo being two of those 
interest~cl in its founding. "We 
lished the company 
Italian-style tonno," 
"for in those days tonno was worth 
per case of quarters. Our fish was 
from the harbor on trucks to the proce' ._ 
ing plant in the city. We began -·' 
tog1ato paste .and this additim~al pack,:, to-
gether wrth mcreased sales m our tnna 
and tonno packs, made necessarv .1 
change in operating methods. - ' 
"We therefore consolidated with vV c,t 
Coast Packing Corp., which had a mo1J_ 
ern, well-equipped cannery in .. 
Beach. In 1923 we moved our base 
operations to that plant and in the follow-
ing year I took full charge of operations 
having disposed of my interest in .th~ 
grocery firm to Vignolo in 1921. Previous 
to that time I had not taken any part in 
management of the canning company, al-
though I had been a director since its 
formation back in the clays the 
vVorlcl's Fair was on in San 
Today the company markets its tonno 
under five labels: "San Francisco," "Mar 
Grosso," "'Sardegna," HGenovan and "Sl~ 
cilia." White-meat tuna carries the 
"W.espac", "Far-Fan1ecl" and 
Club," while light-meat 
under the names "W espac," 
and "Seaview." "Luster" is the brand 
used for salad tuna. In addition, the com-
pany produces considerable quantities of 
sardines and tomato paste. 
"I believe that the future of the 
try is safe," declares the Italian 
Products Co. executive. "The 
business is the oldest there is, going 
to antiquity, and it is not to be perma-
nently injured by temporary difficulties. 
I had rather be in the fisheries business 
than any other, in spite of its trials and 
tribulations. I have faith in the fishing 
industry and know that it soon will escape 
from its present troubles!' 
ar:r~enton. Di.sturban~e 
"A. SERIES of small tidal waves 
swept in from sea on September 
3rcl, much dam1age being done 
to our local crab fishery, ' declares Albert 
T. Anderson, manager of Warrenton 
Fisheries Co., vVarrenton, Oregon. "There 
seems to have been some sort of sub-
marine disturbance in deep water, for 
heavy currents were set up and a major 
part of the gear .that then was in the wa-
ter was lost. The 12 boats fishing for me 
compute their loses of pots as totalling 
$1,800. This is a grievous misfortune, 
especially when coming at the close of a 
season that has afforded little encourage-
ment to the boatmen." 
Anderson's fleet is composed of six 
two-men boats and six one-man craft. 
The area fished extends southward from 
the mouth of the Columbia River to op-
posite the village of Gearhart-a 10-mile 
reach. Crabbing is conducted to a dis-
tance of as much as three miles from 
shore, but concentration of effort in the 
shallowest ·water possible is characteristic 
of the fishery. During fair weather the 
boats can be seen running from ring-net 
to ring-net, or from pot to pot, just out-
side the reach of the breakers. It is ap-
preciated, therefore, that the gear set in 
such exposed position would receive the 
full force of any marine clistnrbance. 
"I was one of the unlucky ones," says 
James \V. \Vallingforcl, of the Haines 
Oyster Company crab plant at Warren-
ton. "Out of 16 pots that I had out, I 
recovered only one. Four of our boats 
had gear out, and these all lost a half of 
it or more. The heavy swell that worked 
up had the effect of dragging our pots in-
to shallower water. There the surf got 
them, whipped off the buoy-lines and 
floats, and after that the pots either were 
buried in the sand in shoal water, or were 
pounded into shapelessness by the break-
ers. vVe seldom get them back. Some-
times clam-diggers spade them up and sel~ 
them back to us, but the greater oi 
them are lost forever in water to 
for boats to venture upon, but too deep 
ever to be uncovered at low tide." 
Crah pots are constructed from heavy 
copper Viire woven around black .. iron 
frames. In the building of the 
hundreds of this gear large quantities 
copper wire are used. Wallingford states 
that two years ago a group of crab-trap-
pers pooled their orders, sending in se,·-
eral orders for one-ton lots of wire. Be .. 
cause of the occasional unexoectecl stor!llS 
much gear is sacrificed to 'the sea each 
year, so that the necessity for replaci~1g 
lost pots continues endlessly. The chs-
turbance of early September is an instance 
in point, it being estimated bv all \Var-
renton crabmen that the loss of apparatns 
exceeded 50 per cent of the gear then in 
existence. 
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. ICK FROBOESE, head of the Richard Fro-D ~ boese Co., Inc., of 83 1\iarion St., Seattle, 
made a high-speed trip hy automobile during n1icl-
d1c: September. Ta~ing Vi'ith him a diesel engine 
man and a prospective purchaser he drove all the 
waY from Puget Sounrl. to Eurekaj California, and 
} ~cl- ag-ain in three days' time. The purpose of 
~~~~{s '- cnr;rland dash \Vas to examine a pair of diesel 
tngines that Froboese had sold to a comn1.ercial 
risherman year and a half ago. The povver 
plants hav~ given perf:ct satis~action, the heads 
not having been off of either clunng the 18 months 
1Jf ser·vtce. 
ROBERT HOUSSELS, son of the vice-presi-dent in charge of production of Van Camp 
Sea Food Co., Inc.~ 1 1erminal Island, California, 
and law- student, was aboard the tunacruiser 
' 1(hicken of the Sea" during its last trip into 
~uuthern \Vaters. Robert reports that he found 
much to interest him during the ship's five-week 
\'ovage. 
:'Chicken of the Sea," named for Van Camp's 
famous brand of tuna, is a 122x.30x16~foot billet~ 
header, po\vered ·with a 500-hp. ·vvestern Enter-
vrise main diesel; it is owned by the lvforgan 
-brothers of San Diego, to which port it came 
after completing its trip in the latter half of Sep-
tember. 
W IILLIAM C. GRABAU, radio-electrical engi-
neer of the Northern Electric Company, Seat-
de, is at present occupied with designing a new-
~ype vdreJess telephone especially to the order of 
Libby, MeN eili & Libby, important salmon pack-
of Alaska. During the last season the canning 
company had several NECO wireless telephone 
sets in operation, and the superior results obtained 
from this a;)paratus induced the decision to install 
of them. 'rhe ~fone sets now being designed 
Grabau \Vill be used principally on tally~scows 
and on ti·ap-tenders. A 250-watter already has 
been erected in the central cannery town. 
APT. IVER SELERITE was taken to the 
hospital at Ketchikan, Alaska~ during early 
Beptetnber as a result of an illness contracted while 
enroute to the northern port from Seattle aboard 
his halibuter, .-GYakutat." His illness proving 
than at first had been expected, the 
schooner \vas forced to put to sea without him. 
ROBERT WAYNE, one of the, district sales 
managers for Van Camp Sea Bood Co., Inc.} 
n':i-urn(xi to St. Louis early in September all pre-
;,nred \Yith information to give his customers on 
"'White Star'-' and "Chicken of the Sea" tuna. Bob 
that time had just cmnpleted ~-- three-week vaca-
~ trip to the VVest Coast, where 
n:~ conferred \vith Roy I-Iarper} vice-president in 
:~n;:;_rge of sa1ts 1 at Terminal Island. California. 
ln srJite of the fact that he is one of the youngest 
ihtn holding responsible positions in the tuna 
he is one of the ablest, for his expet·i" 
began 1Nhen he vvas but 14 years of age. 
ENRY O'MALLEY, United States Com-
luissioner o£ Fisheries \vith headquarters at 
D. C., is praised by Ste·wart Edv,rard 
author, in an article appearing in The 
Alaska Chronicle. 'V\lhite Yvas greatly 
hy the 1931 run of salmon and said: "I 
that the exceptional run in 1931, especially 
com}Jarecl with the poor run in sections out-
Alaska, speaks -well for Henry O'Malley an.d 
s:ientific methods of assuring a perpetual sup~ 
at salmon for the industry in the territory.'' 
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Q EORGE J_ CHRISTO, whose past experi-
ences include connection with the sale of 
both fresh and canned :fish, recently visited San 
Pedro~ traveling south fron1 his hmne in n..Jonterey. 
He returned after a stay of a few days. 
w M. W. THOMPSON, president of Columbia 
__ River Packers 1 Association, \Vas in the Astoria 
offices of the firm during the third week of Sep-
tember, thereafter returning to his executive heaclc 
que rters in Portland. 
I* LEBEDOW, associated \vith lTn~ted States 
Alaska Herring Co. of Chicago, Illinois, ar-
rived in Seattle on Septem.ber 10. His visit \Vas 
for the purpose of buying Alaska herring. 
w. S. WINTER, vice·president and general manager of Northern California Fisheries 
Co., Ltd., San Francisco, is a flyer of considerable 
fame, for during the war he secured fame as an 
ace. It was only natural, therefore, that when 
he found it necessary to be in New York City on 
September 7 he booked his .-ouncl-trip passage by 
air. Leaving Ala1neda airport on September 5 at 
5:30 p.m. (via T. W. A.)., Winter arrived at 
Grand Central airport~ Los Angeles, at 8:30 p. m. 
At 3 :30 the following morning he left California~ 
reaching Kansas City at 6:30 p.-m. and Newark, 
New Jersey, at 5:15 a.m. the following day. 
After spending several days in the mett-opolis, the 
fishery executive returned hy United Airlines, pass-
ing through Clevelandj 'l'oleclc;, Chicago and Los 
Angeles. 
J J- PETRICH, of Sootka Packing Co., Ltd., 
• Nootka, ll. C., recently sent in his check for 
a renevval of his subscription to \VEST COAST 
FISHERIES n1agazine. "Your n1agazine is al~ 
·ways of interest and a great value to the inclusa 
try/' he \'Hites. "I(eep up the good vvork l" 
L. THOMPSON, president of Columbia w. River Packers Association) Inc., Astoria, 
Oregon, recently returned from a trip oi sOTne 
duration, during ._.vhich he visited 1nany of the 
hnportant centers of distribution for the salmon in-
dustry. lJpon his return he reported that the out~ 
look for salmon sales vvas fairly goocl. \Vhile 
prices were found to be low, sales have been good 
and the pack probably \vill be completely disposed 
of shortly after the new year. 
UBBE, fon11erly plant manager of 1\ierchants 
e Ice & Cold Storage Co., San Francisco_, 
California, has accepted the same position \Vith Los 
Angeles Ice- & Cold Storage Co., rLos Angeles. 
The vvicle knovdeclge of refrigeration ·which has 
enabled Cbbe to serve the Northern California 
:finn so well in the past is expected to stand hhn 
in good stead in his ne\v work. 
ARTIN C. "WHITE, vice-president of Oceanic 
Sales Corporation, salmon distributors of 
Seattle, left the firm's western headquarters Sep-
tember 19 to return to his Chicago office at 437 
\V. Ontario. VVhite has been eastern representatvie 
of the big brokerage house eve1· since it was 
organized by Jack Salmon in 1926, 
FRED J- COMEAU, canned salmon broker of 
· Seattle, makes so many annual trips to IIarri., 
son Hot Springs that the convention jaunt n1eant 
little to him insofar as nevv scenery was conc.erned. 
Comeau already had 1nade hvo or th-ree auto:rnobile 
voyages to I-Iauison, 1t being a favorite stamping~ 
ground fo1- him. 
J B. BURKE, of Burke Packing- Co., Astoria, 
{I vvas in Kalama on September 2.5 while trans-
acting business 1vith Henry H. Goodrich of the-
Doty Fish Cmnpany. 
WM. H. COFFIN, head of the Coffin Fish 
Company, states that the true genius in 
advertising and publicizing a 1nerchantable product 
lies in devising some new and attractive trick or 
device for holding the attention of the trade. This 
does not 1nean the pilfering of another finu's good-
vvill by atteinpting to imitate its labels} brands or 
slogans, but, on the contrary, to invent son1ethi:ng 
new, thereby contributing helpful ideas to the busi~ 
ness. Being a practical advocate, Coffin has given 
an instance of what he recon1mends by hirnself 
coming forward '\vith an entirely ne\v label and 
brand for his boneless cod product. He went 
about the 1natter in the right way, taking his sub-
ject to J, Griswold, \videly-known Seattle cartooriist 
and illustrator. Gris'\vold drew for him such a 
comn1ercial emblem as \Vould forever distinguish the 
Coffin article from all others, and there can be no 
doubt in the mind of \vhoever sees the new and the 
old Coffin labels that the Griswold presentation is 
altogether superior to the one it replaces. 
A THENA KOULOURIS, daug-hter of A. K. 
Koulouris, seafoods broker of Los Angeles 
and formerly employed in his office; was ill last 
month, but has recovered. J\Iiss Koulouris is to 
be married shortly. 
BARR WIEST, partner in the firm of Fletcher, 
\Viest & Co., was a. busy 1nan during the 
closing days of September. In addition to handling 
his regular business and preparing for the oyste1· 
season, he was saying goodbye to his brotherfr who 
is associated \vith Radio-Keith-Orpheun1 and who 
has been pr01noted and transferred to Northern 
California. 
L, 1LANTRON, president of Lantron Pack-
@ ing Co., Palacious, Texas) visited San Fran~ 
cisco, Calif orniaj early in Septernber. I,antron1 
1,vhose i1rn1 is engaged in growing oysters and pack~ 
ing shrimp) called on Henry Dowden Co., n1arine 
products brokers of Northern California, after 
vvhich he traveled south to Los Angeles to visit 
A. K. I(oulouris and others. The Lantron oyster 
beds are located at Matagorda Bay and 1"~spalaci~ 
ous} Texas. 
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0. LUNDE, secretary-treasurer of K. Hov-
* den Co., :Monterey and San Diego sardine 
and tuna canners, re-ports that he recently receiyed 
a letter from the Kansas City brokerage firm of 
BarneY & Co .. the first paragTaph of which states: 
"\Ve ;11 enjoy~d ·very n1uch the article on Hovden's 
ne\v process sardines in the August issue of \VEST 
COAST FISHERIES magazine. vVe think 
enough of this one article from the standpoint o£ 
the information it gives us to send in a subscrip~ 
tion for one year." 
RANK LEN K, manager of the prosperous 
fresh division of Young's J\.iarket Co., Los 
Angeles, doesn't have to do any worrying now as 
to how to spend Saturday afternoons. Frank is an 
exceedingly \vell-in£ormecl student of football, and 
from nO\\' on he \vill be spending a great deal of 
time "\Yatching Southern California and U. C. L. A. 
display their vvares in the stadia of Los AngelesJ 
\Vhere theY Will he meeting iealUS from Other SeCc 
tions of tl;e Coast and also from the East. U. S. C. 
looks pretty good to I~rank this season, but he ad~ 
mits that there are a lot of teams which n1ust he 
counted into the picture and which may upset the 
Trojans. 
J P. MORGAN, who is associated with the 
a large packing firm, Libby, l\lcNeil &. 1Libby, 
was a Yisitor in Ketchikan, Alaska, dunng the 
middle of Septetnher. 
7i7 E. KINGSBURY is president and treas· 
\ V 0 nrer of the newly~formed wholesale n1er-
chanclise brokerage firm of Kingsbury, Perkins~ 
\Voodruff, Inc., Dallas, Texas. This company 
also is maintaining offices in :Houston and Abilene, 
~f'exas. and has taken over the accounts formerly 
handl~cl hy Interstate Brokerage Co., which has 
been dissohTed. Other officers include w. n. Per-
kins, Yice-pt·esident and genet·al manager; '\V. R. 
\Voodruff, vice-president in charge of Houston of-
fices; 1'. R. Perkins, "":ice-president in charge of 
Abilene offices; J. \V. Surghnor, secretary. 
M ARIE KOULOURIS has joined the office 
~ · staff of her father, A. K. Koulouris, of the 
seafoods brokerage finn of that name in Los An~ 
geles, California. :Miss J(oulouris, who is acting 
as assistant secretary~ took up het· new duties dur~ 
ing the first of September after having completed 
a conrse in secretarial \York at YVoodbury's Col~ 
lege. 
lXTlL1.LIS H. RICHt scientist in the employ of 
V V of 1Jnited States Bureau of I"i"isheries, com-
'l)leted his Alaskan \Vork early in September and 
ieft during the middle of the n1onth for Seattle. 
_He has been in Southeastern Alaska for several 
months. 
TTO WEISSICH of American Fisheries, San 
Pedro. received an unusual gift the other day 
frmn H, F. Pitt, secretary of the firm. Pitt was 
visiting the state of Kansas, and while there de-
cided to show Otto that he remembered him out on 
the edge of the great \Vestern Ocean. As a kindly 
gesture, therefore, he sent vv; est by parcel post 
(collect) a highly valuable and~ in California, ex· 
ceedingly rare specin1en of a I(ansas "dairy flower". 
To those \vho rlo not know their Kansas, this 
curiosity is proving a great attYaction, especially 
since it tneasures fully 10 inches across, shows no 
footmarks and is symmetrically perfect in shape, 
texture and 1nakeup. 
J-OHN HANNULA, JR., fish dealer and baseball athlete o£ Aberdeen, \Vashington, has a new first 
baseman for the future Hannula hig league teamo 
On July 27 there arrived in John's household a 
1\Ir. Donald Hannula, Esq., \Vho immediately ex~ 
pressed himself out loud in terms of general disgust 
about nwst everything. No\v, that :fixes up the 
Indian trade1· and sahnon-egg broker with the 1nen 
for an old"fashionecl "work-up" tea1111 anyway, there 
being John himself for pitcher, Donald for batter 
and the three-year-old for catche1·. Only six more 
and he can take the field against any club, 
WEST COAST 
T HEODORE WEISSICH, formerly port 
captain o£ Northern California Fisheries Co.~ 
Ltd., ·was transferred to J~ureka at the beginning 
of the salmon season, to watch over the \Vork at 
Humboldt Fishery, branch of the holding corpora-
tion. \Vhen intervie\ved recently by a \VCF' ~-e~ 
presentatiYe, he was vacationing vvith his family 
at Shelter Cove. He confided that he was after 
the limit of bucks. \Veissich likes to hunt and 
usually gets all the law permits in the vicinity 
of Shelter CoYe. 
JACK J. COTTER, of the Oregon Fish Company, 143 Front Street, Portland, be-
lieves in the effecti'V'eness of the power of 
suggestion when applied to the public mi~td 
in the form of advertising. "E'Very food m-
dustry except our own has taken advantage 
of the opportunity reposing in publicity," 
states Cotter, "and I have been endeavormg 
to accomplish what I could in gaining Puklic 
recognition for our excellent merchandtse, 
which uf; till now lws had to sell itself." 
Cotter went about this matter in a rational 
manner: He called into his office H. H. 
Cohen, widely-read market editor of the Ore-
qon Journal, and showed to Mr. Cohen the 
July editorial of WEST COAST FISHER-
IES. The newspaper man <w'as delighted 
with the array of fact and irrefutable argu-
ment contained in the article, and carried 
the magazine away witlt him. Ever since 
that time the columns of the Oregon Journal 
have been more than ever rich in Fish-For-
Food information, and Cotter has been greatly 
pleased by this excellent co-operation. M can-
while Cohen arrives at the offices of the Ore-
gon F-ish Company with punctual regularity, 
and each month carries away W'ith him the 
mast recent issue of WEST COAST FISH-
ERIES. The September editorial was of 
much interest to him, and he has added the 
issue of that month to his file, recognizing in 
WCF the only trade publication •which is 
offering assistance in merchandising the 
producis of the industry w1Jich it represents. 
E DWIN GUTHRIE~ li_:utenant .con1111~nder ~f 
the United States Navy, retired, 1s agmn 
taking charge of a class in navigation at San 
Diego~ California. Comrnander Guthrie served as 
instructor in this subject last year and a number 
of fishermen took advantage of the expert inform.a~ 
tion which he was able to provide. It is expected 
that a number of tuna-captains and others again 
\vill enroll in the class. 
]. OE M. MARTINAC, boatbuilcler of Tacoma, 
airplaned to San Francisco during final days of 
August to hold ex;:;cutive session with Joe :F. 
Gisler of 369 Pine St.j his Northern Ca1ifornia 
agent. 1'he two J oes \Vere together about a week, 
after vd1ich the master builder continued south-
lvarcl to ]\:[onterey where he \Vent about, survey~ 
ing the seine~boat situation for three or four days_, 
before :flying back to 'J'acoma. Joe l\Iartinac is 
an old head at the \vings business, having helped 
construct a hydroplane away hack in 1913 1 and 
having been nwre or less constantly in touch \vith 
aviation ever since that time. 
'R R. DAVIS, for 1nore than two decades con~ 
i'l nected with the advertising activities of 
\Vestinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.~ has 
been appointed apparatus advertising n1anager for 
the finn at East Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. He will 
control all publicity for apparatus except that fall~ 
ing under the classification of 111erchandising, "'\V hich 
is handled from the offices at Mansfield, Ohio. 
M R. AND MRS. H. E. SIMONDS left for 
V\T ashington state early in September. Sim-
onds is superintendent of the cannery at l\ietla~ 
katla. 
p RED BENDSTRUP, manager 
J. Packing Company, Astoria, ·was husilv 
with 1nilcl-curing Chinook salmon and 
Steelheacl salmon during the great 
fish that prevailed during September. 
cern is a Danish company whose home 
in Copenhagen/' says Bendstrup. ''All 
frozen Steelheads will be exported to J~-nropc, 
they are highly esteemed. I understand th«.t 
the fish are tha\ved, and sold in the mari.;:(:~" 
fresh fish. There certainly has been a fnc'-
this season, and had economic conditl•!h:'-
nonnal throughout the \Yorld \Ve no doubt 
have established a record." 
M I\.X P'UDLICH and Max Bc·rg, who 
.... 1 mild-cure station at Fort llragg thi" 
report a highly successful season. Plentv n.: 
fish, and fat ones, On September 20 ;he~: 
Fort Bragg to return to Astoria. 'rhey ~ln· -
of the Pacific Fish Company at AltOona, thi::: 
the plant that formerly was kno-wn as 
husen Packing Company. 
F W. GERTTU!LA, formerly with Pioneer 
9 ing Co., Seattle, and now identified 'W-ith th': 
Astoria Salmon Packing ·co., Astoria, trel.;:ked d(··v.-, 
to Tilla1nook to have a yarn vvith his friendl Fr:e; 
Small, on September' 22. 
C HAS. R. POLLOCK, of 
Division of Fisheries, n1ade a rapid circ:.1it 
inspection throughout the southwestern scctidn 
the state during the closing days of the month, Hi:-
went first. to the Ariel Dam_ site, -,vhere he-
system of salmon·maze and n1aturing pools 
being constructed in an effort to save at least 
part o£ the salmon that in times past have !'Un ir; 
the ·Lewis River. Afterward he made a quick 
survey of state hatchery operations, 
stations at Kalama, Chinook and 
River, \Villapa Harbor district. 
\XT ILLIAM JOHNSON, owner of a 
V o/ pleasure fishing barges and sn1aH 
hi1·e, 110\\- operates a fish market and cocktail stand 
near his boat landings at Santa Cruz, California. 
--RH. 
M R. AND MRS. JOHN WEIBUST, 
panied by l\Iiss Katherine \Veibust, 
the United States after a considerable ~tay in 
Alaska, where -\Veibust is engaged 
packing industry. 
J-T J" FISK of Van Camp Organizations, I_,.vL 
.i&.. ]_ Ill San Pedro Jistributors of fresh fish, 
early in Septetnber from a t\vo-week vacatim1. Ht 
\Vent as far north as British Columbia, 
spent some time in POrtland, Oregon. l\{r::<. 
accompanied her husband, \Vho is forernan io: 
Van Camp finn and one of its n1ost valuable era· 
p]oyees. 
1\ .>f ISS MARY J. MARTIN, private 
lVl to George J, I-Iaechet·~ nmnager 
.Fisheries, Seattle, \Vashington, left her home . 
in August in the company of her brother Jo:-cpn 
to spend a three-\veek vacation in California, -· 
two drove south i:o San F·rancisco. \vhert ~: 155 
J\Jartin called on Henry Dowden Co.~ marine prod~ 
ucts brokers who t·epresent the Booth com van.\· 
'l'hev then continued south to Los Angeles! 
the; visited Tviatt Blumenthal) seafoods hrok~r~ 
and F. A. 'Tarantino, president of Los Angc:,·::< 
Smoking and Curing Co-mpany. JVIiss ~{arti~J d:· 
cla1·es that she has £allen in love \vith Calitc,n:l.l 
and thinks it a \Vonderful state, but Brother 
says \.Vashington has it aU ove1· the South·we:Eit 
beauty and cllmate. The hvo left for the 
on September 13. 
IGEL BUSCHMANN, general 
for Nakat Packin; Corp., sa1rnon 
firm of which R. H. Smith is president. 
the l.,.nited States afte1" an extended stay in 
He \Vas accompanied hy his sonJ Frederick. 
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\N. FAYVILLE of Fossum J..Ianufacturing R 111 Co., Portland (Oregon) prodnce1·s of \Vater~ 
proc,f clothing, came close to losing his life chu--~ 
ing the latter part of September. As a result, he 
..,,;as forced to spend ten days in the hospitaL 
In addition to his connection with Fossum 
Co., Fayville is vice-president of 
tile Junior Chamber of Commerce of Portland and 
for North \Vest Electric Co., also 
HARLES MERCHANT of Mid-Central Fish c & Produce C(l., Butte, J\lontana, \Yas a visi-
tor in Seattle, \Vashington, during the early part 
September. Since J\Iid-Central is one of the 
:.1 n~·est distrihutors of fishery produce in the· state ~", '::\Jontana, J\Ierchant is on a buying tom· as well 
~~ !JllC \"'-'hich affords him an opportunity to meet 
old friends. 
S. WILLIAMS of M. C. Flint ~Iercantile R ~,;Cu., Denver, Colorado, traveled to Seattle, 
Washington, around the 15th of September. His 
, 0 mpanv J1andles large quantities of fresh :fish, ~ysters: and salt, smoked, (h·ied and canned sal-
I AUREN M. BOWLUS of San Luis Fish Co., 
J San Luis Obispo, California, visited :Monterey, 
Californi2., on September 14. \Vhile at the bay 
:ity he called upon the dealers at Fishermen's 
Wharf, among whotn he has n1any friends. 
* 'k 
L ESSING COHEN became sales tnanager for Fox Fisheries, Inc., about the middle of Sep~ 
tt·mher. The ne\v executive comes from a family 
';vhich for many years has been identified 1vith the 
industries, his father having been a \vhole-
\Vestern states f01· a number of 
of the Arden Salt Company staff 
declares ihat his finn has l1ad a 
bigger business year than during 1930. "Our fish-
stilt sales have been mighty good, and considerably 
better than last season. For example, \Ve have 
of herring salt, and the salmon milcl-
C11rer,c:; took a lot n101·e. Finally, the large pack 
canned salmon consumed an additional quan-
tin has to have a measured pro-
f!•;-:·tion (Jf salt to make it appetizing." 
], CARLIS'LE, Los Angeles Fish 
Co., Los Angeles, decided that he 
needed a 1ittle 1·est, so he took off a \Veek for Yaca~ 
don early in September. "Pop," as he is familiarly 
kwnvn to the trade, droye to San Francisco, where 
he has a si.ster and many friends \vho learned to 
and like hin1 ·when he lived in the city by 
the Colden Gate. These joined in "shovdng hin1 
'he town" and afforded hin1 a most enjoyable \Yeek. 
]VfR A.ND MRS. G. W. SKINNER and J\fr. 
1 ' .and J\Irs. Frank Schrieb of Alaska :Pacific 
~almon Corp. \Vere among the many we11-kno\vn 
~~}:eries people -;,vho left Alaska during Septen1ber. 
:, .. :Jnner is president of the lat·ge sahnon firml 
whiie Schrieb this last year has i)een bookkeeper 
~t the 1\os<:. Inlet plant. 
J A. TAYLOR of Refrigerated Express, Inc.j 
. • Seattle. \Vashington, 1vas a Los Angeles, C:ali-
lOrnia, visi:::ur during the middle part of September. 
Y r.:xpress. Inc._. has a fleet of six ne\v 
,hf"r_; trucks HO\V on the J--1os Angeles-:SeattJe run," 
tt• explained while in the South. "These 1non-
:s~n1,ns refrigerated Reos, whose compartments are 
~'~~.·~td \vith dry ice, carry a net of nine tons of 
,,,.,n_and make the run fron1 Seattle to Los Angeles 
,-;O hours. The new equipment has pneumatic 
four-\vheel drive Bllcla motors and we be~ 
is the last vvorcl in higlnvay equipment in the 
,, of speed. safety and economical transporta-
T~l.Ylnr's trip south was for the purpose of lining 
ire:;h fruit and vegetable cargoes to defray ex· 
uf his trucks on their return trips. 
EORGE A, HEAGERTY, secretary and 
warden of the official bank-roll of the J, l\L 
J\lartinac & Co.~ finn of T·acoma shipbuilders, 
states that on September 15 vvork was recommenced 
on the 81-foot combination vessel that is under 
construction in the £a1nous northern yard. For a 
number of weeks work has been suspended on the 
nearly-completed hull, \vhich no\v lacks only five 
or six 1veeks of effort to put it into commission. 
EARL B. HUGHES, emmisary of the Diesel 
Filter Con1pany of Astoria, who a year and 
a half ago was headquartering at San Pedro, is 
nmv on the East Coast. At the present time he 
is de·v·oting his enet·gies to introducing the diesel 
filter to the fishing fleets of J\Iassachusetts state, 
and is having excellent success in Glouceste1·, 
Boston and New Bedford. Before departing from 
California ports he sold and installed some 100 
filters in vessels of the tunafleet and in sardine 
seiners. 
11 RT HARTMAN 
of Superior Seafood Co., Los Angeles dis-
tributors of fresh fish, is responsible for the 
following: 
"Did you ever stop to think that hard times 
mean nothing to a man in the fish business? 
He just keeps on buying fish and selling it 
for whatever his competitors will let him get 
fur it. If !tis sales drop he just lowers his 
price a little more. If collections are bad, lte 
just quits paying his bills. Regardless of con-· 
ditions, the fish man just keeps on buying and 
selling fish whether he makes any money or 
not. The poor Fish, Did you ever see an 
optimistic fish man.P No sir-ee; they are born 
pessimists. Either there is too much fish or 
not enough; the price is too high and custo-
lllers won't buJ' or it's too low and the fish 
man can't sell because the customers think 
the fish is rotten. Did you C'i}Cr hear of a 
fish man stan1ing to death'! Nat on your 
life-he can always eat his fish." 
W IL'LIAM GIFFI'N, for 14 years night en-
gineer in Terminal Island tuna and sardine 
canneries. recently has been prospecting for gold 
up on the Feather River. "A friend of mine made 
$18,000 a fe\v years ago:' states Bill, \vho recent" 
ly dropped in to see some of his friends along 
"cannery row/) Hso I thought I'd try 111y luck, 
too. I located one claim, but sold out my share 
and now have a ne\v one which I plan to work in 
the spring." 
Bill first \\'as night engineer for San Pedro 
Packing Co., then for International Packing Corp. 
and finally for Van Camp Sea Food Co .. Inc., 
when the merger occurred early in the 1920-'s. 
T HATCHER AND DONALD BRINDLE, 
sons of A. VV. Brindle, president and n1anager 
of \Yard's Cove Packing Co.~ I(etchikan, Alaska 9 
recently left Alaska to attend College in \Vashing-
ton state. Thatcher is going to St. J'viartinls Col" 
lege, Lacey, \Nashington, for his first year at that 
institution, \'vhile Donald is continuing his law 
studies at University of \Vashington, Seattle. 
1<· -¥..· 
H F. PITT 1 accompanied by J\.frs. Pitt, left 
e on Septen1ber 8 for a two-week vacation trip 
to Cleveland, Ohio. Pitt is a member of the San 
Pedro (Ca1ifornia) firm of fresh fish distributors, 
American Fisheries. 
T OHN A. P. JACKSON, formerly a Santa Cruz 
... fishern1an, and I\.fiss I<:atherine Blackwood of 
\Ve.st Virginia were married in Salinas, California, 
on August 15. Jackson, recognized as one of the 
most enterprising fishermen of the vicinity, was 
among the first to troll for salmon in 1\Ionterey 
Bay in i.he early 90's. LateL in partnership with 
Le\Yis Kent 1 he ran a fish 111arket on the old rail-
road \vharf. 
The nev .. rlywecls are making their home .in Santa 
Cruz, where the groom HO\Y is engaged in the 
nursery ht1siness.~R. If. 
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H ENRY KNOWLES, truck driver ior A. 
Paladini, Inc., wholesale fresh fish distribu~ 
tors of Northern Califonia, killed a buck deer on 
the higlnvay a few miles frotn \Villets, Califurniar 
on the evening of Septen1her 17. Kno\vles, on his 
\vay south from Eureka with five tons of fresh 
fish, vvas ho\vling along at a fast clip \Yhen a 
spiked horn buck dashed across the highv;,cay direct· 
ly in front of his truck. The vehicle crashed into 
the animal, and the impact \Yas so great that the 
young huck \Yas killed outright. This happened 
at J 1 p. m., but rather than run the risk o£ being 
found \Vith a deer in his possession in a closed 
clistd.ctJ Knowles turned his truck around and 
headeO. back the four 111iles to \Villets, where he 
reported the accident to a state highv;ay patrol-
man; the latter accompaDiecl him back in a road" 
ster and took chat·ge of the animal. 
E F. CHAPPELL, of the Tacoma Fish & 
"' Packing Company, has been out planting 
gooey-ducks again, say the fellows around the 
waterfront. Every once in a \Vhile he goes off au 
clam-planting1 and must have quite a gooeyduck 
ranch staked out somewhere in the Sound. 
J OHN 1LISTER. \Von low gross prize in the 
... annual gold tournament of Link-Belt Co., 
Chicago, \.vhen he sho\vecl an 81 on the Cog-Hill 
course on September 12. Other low scores \Vere 
turned in hy Fred Van Bumpus, Evan Vickers 1 
Bob Sayres, Art Olson and I"arry Millard. A 
number of company executives participated in the 
tournament, including \\l. C. Carter and J. C. 
N ellegar, vice-presidents ; R. V•l. Yerkes, secretary~ 
treasurer; J. S. Holl, advertising xnanager; \V. '\"Al. 
SaS-ers, Chief engineer; B. J. Burnell, sales man-
ager. Charles Piez, chairman oi the hoard,. was 
judge. 
B ART H. CLAGHORN, manager of the 
Astoria Salmon Exchange and fon11erly con~ 
nected \vith the Oceanic Sales Corporation, left his 
Columbia River headquarters late in September to 
undertake a three-month selling trip throughout 
eastern markets. He \Vill make the tour as repre~ 
sentative of the Union }...._ishermen's Co~operative 
Packing Company, a fin11 that has been in business 
more than 30 years, and \vhich has g·ained nation~ 
wide recognition for its excellent Columbia River 
canned Chinook salmon. The Co-operative institu~ 
tion this summet· put up a large lot of these ex· 
cellent fish, which it is marketing in seyeral color 
grades, but all of them rich in oil, tasty ancl high 
in nutritive Yalues. 
'UI:T ALTER PALADINI, manager of the Oak-
VV land l)ranch of A. J>aladini, Inc., 1\;orthern 
California fresh fish firm, left for Los . .:'\ngeles on 
September 24 in order to see the St. ~Iarysq 
Southern California football game. After \vitness~ 
ing the triumph of the northerners mrer the state's 
southern representatives. he journeyed back to his 
place of business on the follov.,.'ing lvionday. 
A L. BROV:/N, VVashington, D. C., chief cled( 
• C\1 for 1.Jnitecl States Bureau of Fisheries. 1nade 
his annual trip to Seattle during September. \Vhile 
there he extended his travels by journeying north 
to visit Southeastern AlaskcL He went aboard the 
"'Brant," tender, commanded hy Capt. Earl Hunter, 
and \Vas accompanied by J. R. Russell of the 
bureau's Seattle division. Brown ftrst \Yent to 
\vork for tJnitecl States Bureau of Fisheries Ln 19020 
S V. SVENDSEN, of Northern Products Co., 
$ Seattle, \Vas in Astoria during seve1·al days in 
late Septemher. On the 23rd of the month he 
was 1vorking in the· curing station of Venclsysse1 
Packing Company, passing upon the pack of mild~ 
cured salmon there being made. SYendsen is a 
recognized judge of quality in both cured and 
frozen fish, and his professional services are availed 
of by many buyers \vho cannot personally be on 
the g:round. Packers along the Oregon coast to 
southward of Astoria were anticipating a call hom 
SYendsen V_)\\'ard the final days of the month. 
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M AX N. SCHAEFER, heacl of Monterey Fish 
By-Products Co., J\.Ionterey, California, re· 
cently took steps to conYince 0. 0. :Mcintyre, 
weU.-known newspaper columnist, that California 
sardines are the equal of any pack anywhere in the 
"\Yorld. After :Max had seen a note in Mac's daily 
contt-ibution cmnn1enting upon the can of imported 
sardines he had had for a recent meal. the 1\Ionte-
rey executive shipped him a number of cans of 
fancy-pack 1\:1onterey Bay pilchanls. ''\Ve hope 
that you \Yill find the1n good enough for your fu-
ture midnight luncheons,'' said the letter which 
accompanied the parcel. 
0 TTO SUTTER, A. Anderson and F. N, 
Brooke-Smith of Fidalgo Island Packing Co. 
returnee! to Seattle during the middle of September. 
Sutter is superintendent ancL the others are mem~ 
hers of the office staff of the company's Ketchikan 
plant. Other canneries are located at Anacortes, 
\Vashington; Pillar Day and IIerencleen, Alaska. 
Carl A. Sutter is general manager. 
R ALPH CLASSIC left Terminal Island, Cali-
fornia, during the n1idclle of Septen1ber to re-
turn to his work as executive in the J\ionterey 
office of California Commercial Fisheries Bureau. 
Ralph has been absent for over a month. 
T OHN MULLER of The First Bank of Conlova Alaska, and \Veli-kno\vn to those of the fishing 
industry in that port, arrirved in Seattle, Washq 
ington, during Septe1nber aboard the ship "Yukon.'' 
He 'ivill spend the winter on Puget Sound. 
i\ H. SIEMER of Bruer & Siemer, which 
1'--\_ ~ firm operates 1narine ways in San Francisco, 
left his home on September .S for a jaunt to Los 
Angeles ahoard the steamer ''H. F. Alexander." 
Siemer, \'vho \Vas accompanied by his "\Vife) spent 
two days in the southern city, after \vhich the 
couple 1·eturned to the Golden Gate aboard the 
Lassco steamer ''Y a1e." 
J E. ISOM, who operates crab plants at Conlova 
• and Petersburg, Alaska, left for the South late 
in September. l\Irs. I som accompanied her hus-
hand. 
WEST COAST FlSHERie 
M ISS MAUD JOHNSON, pretty auburn-
haired secretary of WCF~ recently decided 
that she likes the publishing business but likes 
someone else better. She was married to \\T endell 
Porter, of the San Pedro federal post-office, dur~ 
ing the latter part of September, the couple travel-
ing to Northern California for their honeymoon. 
They \vill make their home in San Pedro. 
J\.Iiss Louise ]~urman, formerly circulation nlan-
ager, has been pron1oted to the office of secretary, 
while J\.Jiss Gladys Dunbal' '.vill hanclle J\'Iiss Fur-
man's fortner duties. 
W F. THOMPSON, International Fisheries 
•t=ornmission scientist \vho has been one of 
those responsible for administration of the halibut 
fishery under terms of the convention between the 
·united States and Canacla~ recently returned to 
Seattle after a considerable period of time spent 
in ~1..laska. 
J OSEPH O'CON1NOR, secretary of Oregor; Co., 143 Front St., Portland, kno\vs eYerv 
rif-fle and pool in the lower seven mile.:.. -c r 
Necanicum River, near Seaside. During 11~(Jr~t 
40 years O'Connor has gone there chll'iDg T: 1,, 
angle fot· the big trout that have contribut:c\J.,:. 
to the strea111. This last summer he spent a · 
in his old haunts! and although the coming 
ne\v highway has resulted in a seriou5 
of the trout stocks in the river, his absohi.-· 
miliarit:y with the stream, and his almost ' 
acquaintance vvith the biggest trout in the 
holes, enabled him to do very~ satisfactorily a ftc: 
R K O-SHIMA of the school eo£ 
at Imperial University of Japan has 
recent visitor in the Northwest. Dr, 
spent hvo weeks studying fisheries couditkn:s 
Alaska, coming \Vest fron1 V{ashington, D. C.) 
inspect the region ·whose fishing conditions t;-. 
considerable degree duplicate those of a1·c;:-_s ·-
plaited hy his own people. 
TRIPOLI OLIVIERI, who has been 
a fish truck in 1viercecl anU l\T arlee{ 
California, has discOntinued his 
wholesale activities have been taken over hy 
national Fish Co.j \Vhich operates 
in that tetTitory.~-RH. 
A RTHUR EINARSON, Washington 
of Fisheries, expert in salmon rer.rqdn:·t;,,,~:~j 
and hatchery \'vork, returned to Bell Street 
in Seattle during the third week of September 
an arduous observation trip into the he;-,_dwatcr;:: 
the Columbia RiveL Severa] years ago a 
season '\vas imposecl on the Columhia during 
and April; each season since that time there 
been a noticeahle increase in the size of the 
run ascending at that early time: during the 
hvo summers the increment has been greater 
ever. Einarson _\vetit to the spawning ground~ 
a place \·vhere they were 1,100 miles frorn the 
He saw large numbers of big Chinooks 
there, nearly ready to deposit their eggs, 
returned -to Seattle tnuch cheered with \vhat 
considers a 1na1·ked improvement in the spring 
of the large-sized Columbia River Chinook 
rrhe V alne of Trade Journals 
A MERICAN MAGAZINES which devote themselves to reporting the 
news and achievements of specific 
industries are receiving increasing recog-
nition for their services in developing 
business, improving products, securing 
sales and raising the level of general 
business conditions. Especially during 
the recent period 1 of dullness has the 
powerful and beneficial influence of these 
publications been demonstrated to execn-
tives throughout the nation. 
A recent survey published by American 
Trade Council shows that 93.968 per 
cent of the failures reported during the 
past year were firms which did not at-
tempt to promote or stimulate their busi-
ness through their particular trade's pub-
lication or directories. The survey was 
compiled by Otto Baedeker & Associates, 
covered a period of 18 months ending 
July 1, and included 12,003 failures. 
Many of the unsuccessful firms used 
other media for advertising, including 
newspapers, outdoor signs, radio, cata-
logues, circular letters and similar meth-
ods, according to the report, but only 
724 out of the 12,003 vvere advertisers in 
trade journals. In the food products 
field, 928 non-advertisers in trade publi-
cations went to the wall while but 19 
who used such magazines were unable 
to make the grade. 
In commenting upon this, officials of 
American Trade Council speak of the 
importance of industrial plans for co-
operation which are being encouraged 
through trade magazines. "We have had 
a number of good plans proposed by 
men who know what they are talking 
about," declares one. "Not one of the 
plans was perfect, but if they conlcl be 
advanced beyond the status of an 'after 
dinner speech', real good undoubtedly 
would ensue. . . The trade publications 
are the palladium or safeguard of the 
industry they __ serve. Their concerted 
action will have great power in compel-
ling the adoption of any noble experi-
ment for eliminating the recurring ills 
to which industry now is prone. When 
commerce is at a pause, while opportu-
nity is accorded for taking stock a real 
plan may be formulated for the future 
protection of the worker and the stabil-
ization of the industry upon which he 
must depend." 
Equal enthusiasm for advertising was 
displayed by the 
Advertising Clubs 
long ago at Long 
Walter A. Folger, assistant 
of Pacific Telephone & 
described the many benefits 
from well-placed and 
campaigns, and concluded by 
General Foods Eastman 
Co., Scott Paper Cream of 
Proctor & Gamble Co., 
and American 
Telegraph all continued their 
vertising campaigns and were 
show material improvements 
business, in spite of bad times. 
"Advertising has played an 
part in raising our standards 
in stimulating invention and in 
ing competition," states President 
bert Hoover in a statement 
Sales Management. promoting P"' 
duction and distribution, it has . 
within the reach of many the comro~ 
:mel conveniences previously . . 1 
the few. . . , Sound, constructive ac \ 
tising is bound to aiel in accelerating 1 
return of normal business activity." 
cTOBER, 1931 
IJBiproving Sardine 
lndiistry of 
., 
California 
By HARRY A. IRVING 
Pruident of H. A. !r'Vin,J, Int. 
T HE EXPLANATION of why there is not a better domestic mar-
ket for canned sardines is a lack 
oi uniform quality and the inferior qual-
of the packs of various canners. If 
suitable quality could be assured and 
minimum standards guaranteed, I believe 
that possibly 2,500,000 or 3,000,000 cases 
could be sold in the U nitcd States for 
not less than $3.50 per case, F. 0. B. can-
To obtain this quality would rc-
complete cooperation on the part 
canner in California with the 
so that high standards would 
followed by all, subieFt to rigid in-
the said State Board. I be-
if proper standards were 
adopted by the canners, the State Board 
Would see that nothing was packed or 
Processed which was not up to the stand-
ards adopted. 
Canners have always depended too 
:nuch upon by-products, until toda)' the 
ilY-proclucts are the main issues and the 
canned article has become tbe by-prod-
Uct_ should be divorced and each 
Product--oil, meal and canned fish-sold 
at prices based on the individ-
of each. During the past two 
canners have taken a distinct 
each case of canned sardines 
to be made up from the profits 
by-products. The canners them-
;elves ar-e to blame for this, as most of 
-hem have been ·willing to give their 
HARRY A. IRVING 
is one of the bcst-knoct'n of Ca-lifornia's 
fish cannery executi-ves. and thacfore ·is 
especially fitted to out the weaknesses 
and strong points the business. H c is 
}'resident of 1-1. A. Inc .. and 'i.'ice-
}'resident and general of Sea P rid c 
Packing Cor}'., Ltd., o}'rratcs plants 
in klontercy. 1/Vilmington and San Pedro. 
He a/so acts as distributor for Carwrl 
Canning Co., J~I on/ere)'. l-Ie was one of 
the founders of California Sardine Export 
Corporation and, in recognition of his serczJ-
ices to that bod}'. was 1zamrd sccrclar}'-
trcasurcr. For these reasons. an1' stalcmcnl 
by .Mr. I n:.'ing 7e•ill be read wi'th interest 
by the industry.-THB nDITORS. 
canned goods a way if they could make a 
profit on the oil and meal. 
Up to this past season there has al-
ways been a ready market for oil and 
meal but the canned goods needed sales 
effort to get the proper price for it, and 
many canners not having sales organiza-
tions practically gave their canned goods 
awav to clean out the warehouses and 
get -as much money from the goods as 
possible. At this writing the situation is 
worse than it has ever been, clue to oil 
and meal prices being below cost of pro-
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Harry A. lr'Ving 
duction coupled with the fact that the 
canned article is also selling below cost. 
The solution is simple. If all sardine 
canners will bind themselves to sell ex-
port at only one net f.o.b. price and figure 
a c.i.f. price to all points based on that 
f.o.b. net figure, adding sufficient to 
the same to permit the exporter to make 
a profit, there is no question but what 
that would stabilize the export market 
and the price could be gradually raised 
to a legitimate profitable basis. 
So far as domestic prices arc con-
cerned, if all canners would agree not to 
sell below their actual cost, I believe this 
would solve the situation and I am in-
formed that such action is perfectly legal. 
It would prevent buyers and exporters 
from hammering canners down in 
and would mean that exporters and 
ers would place their business on a 
of service and quality rather than lowest 
price regardless of quality. Assuming 
that the standard of quality was fixed and 
maintained ,bv all, then canners would all 
be on an equal basis and should be able 
to dispose of a normal pack equally. 
Canners should remember that an ex-
porter is not a broker, working for the 
cannery, but is himself a buyer, "\vorking 
only for his own advantage. A broker. 
on the other hand, is practically an em-
ployee of the cannery except that instead 
of receiving a he receives a conl-
mission only for he sells. 
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(Continued from Page 19) 
sea and river ever produces. 
Accounts are current that thousands of 
pounds of salmon are changing hands on 
barter basis-"I'll swap you two chinooks 
for a sack of spuds"; "I'll trade you a 
fish for two chickens, and five fish for a 
sack of sugar". Along the river the coun-
try folk and fishermen care little whether 
the money kings of creation suspend both 
gold and silver standards, for they still 
retain monetary equivalents in terms of 
chinook salmon, a preferred food that is 
acceptable to all. 
Up the Columbia 
Peddling is not confined to the lower 
reaches of the Columbia. Authoritative 
information comes from The Dalles and 
from The Cascades to the effect that the 
Indian tribes have gathered on the banks 
of the stream and are dip-netting and 
spearing great quantities of the run. Uma-
tillas, Yakimas, Walla W allas, Cayuses, 
Snakes and other races are represented 
there, these convening at the ancient 
scene of the aboriginal fishery according 
to established truce and immemorable 
tribal custom. These people are no longer 
painted savages or dirty siwashes, but 
instead, college-educated men who speak 
perfect English and will debate any sub-
ject you may elect. They own good auto-
mobiles, are poprietors of valuable farm 
lands, and make a lucrative business o£ 
their tribal fishing rocks. Finding usual 
cannery and city markets wanting, these 
Indians have likewise resorted to their 
own means of distributing their fish, and 
t;DEC OUT 
are peddling salmon all over the grain, 
orchard and cattle sections of eastern Ore-
gon and Washington. It is said that in 
Oregon, few of the Indians have obtained 
peddler licenses, wherefore the State 
Police have been asked to stop whoever 
is encountered selling without permit, and 
instruct them to comply with the stat-
utes or suffer punishment. 
There can be no way of estimating the 
quanitities of fish that are being carried 
over the river banks and distributed 
locally, in rural places. That it amounts 
to many tons daily cannot be doubted. 
Temporarily this is comething of an 
injury to established fish merchants, hut 
on the other hand it is recognized that 
the peddlers are reaching thousands of 
remote farms and stock ranches where 
inhabitants otherwise would not see a 
salmon once a decade. To a considerable 
extent, the peddler is acting the part of 
the fresh fish crusader, and because the 
stock being distributed is of such excellent 
quality-genuine "Columbia River Chin-
QOk Salmon"-many a harvest hand and 
tall-heeled cow-puncher will feast on 
juicy chinook this fall for the first time in 
so many years that he'll run out of finO'-
ers trying to figure up the long lapse ~f 
trnre. 
Escapement Good 
But a large percentage of the run is 
escaping upstream to the spawning 
grounds. Because of the lack of market 
the netting has been sporadic and without 
system. This year's escapernent will be 
the largest in a long time, and the 1935 
fall run of chinooks should be something 
to look forward to. Taking this view of 
the matter, it is seen that eventually there 
I' 
distribution waste 
with FIBRE OARD 
EVERY economist of note decries the high cost distribution. But 
today-in both export and domestic 
trade-Fibreboard Shipping Cases 
are tearing down distributing ex-
penseL From packing plant to store 
Fibreboard acts as a check-valve on 
waste. Because of five important reasons 
Fibreboard Shipping Cases reduce costs. 
Too long to tell here, a postal 
them aiL Write today. 
~" :':~:, 
LATE O,fE.RATIONS of British ''fa,:. ··~ 
tor:y shrps rs causmg amazement i•· ;::•; 
Europe. Ther.e are no';" ~!;tree of the;.:~ · ..·'.• .. ~) 
1;10nsters wo;,kmg from Bnt;~h ports. n:~ :~:•: 
largest, the Arctrc Queen, carry;1N " ::~::: 
crew o£ 490 men. She carries fit•· f ~ ;~{~ 
small motor-boats, and is f~o~~ ·•tn.1r .,., 
five or six. 111onths at a titne. ~· ,;-~:: 
fishing grounds these smaller bo;: ts 
released to fish for halibut, and cod· · 
in~ with 100,000 hooks on a line 'sevcr 2 :.' ~ 
mrles long. -·, 
Huge quantities of --i' 
aboard the mother ship, -:'' 
in brine, treated exactly as 
were in a factory ashore, and 
inspectors on board to pass 
every stage of the process. 
factory ships return to port thcv 
unload, they turn themselves into 
stores and release a proportion 'j~ 
catch daily as the market req11 irt:'.--- .,, 
S. H. C. 
SOVIET RUSSIA'S fishing 
during the first half of 1931 incre;:cc;cd it, 
production over that of the same Deriurc 
in 1930 by 20 per cent, the catch an;·:mnt: 
ing to 700,000 tons. While this was far 
below the quota set for the industry h 
the five-year plan, "Piatiletka," IYa,; 
enough to make Russia the second 
est producer of seafoods in the 
Japan leads, the United States nm1 ;,, 
third, and Great Britain fourth. 
G Export f)rt-
board ca5t-?S loa,r 
f!l ing for · 
important 
Fibre ard Pr 
I& Fibreboard Shipping Cases 
carry the Seal of Approval 
of the Export Fibreboard Case 
Association~ 
110 
710 Russ Bldg., San Francisco 
SALES OFFICES: 
SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO 
PORTLAND SEATTLE 
Stockton 
Los Angeles 
Philadelphia 
OAKLAND SALT LAKE 
MILLS and FACTORIES 
San Francisco 1'\ntioch 
Southgate Port AngeleS 
Port Townsend Honolulu 
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This division of CANNERS. SECTION} 
relates news of developments in Califor- ~­
nia's tuna-packing industry TUNA 
Fleet of small albacore boats which Japanese fishermen used to operate to supply 17 an Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., with white 
meat tuna during the days when the longfin schools of Southern California were an actuality instead of a memory. 
The Alba~o•·e Fishery 
·EVERY YEAR since that time when, 
without warning, the much-prized 
albacore disappeared into the depths 
the ocean and returned no more to the 
coasts of California, fishermen of the 
..,_, .. n .. .,aot have been looking forward to 
when once again the long-fins 
appear off San Pedro and San 
From time to time those whto had 
share of the white-meat fish 
that the coming sunimer 
albacore season, basing their 
upon the appearance of cer-
, alleged changes in currents, 
of the water and similar phenom-
As regularly as these prognostica-
were ventured, however, they came 
t, for the albacore remained at 
distances and such white-meat 
was packed was imported in a 
tate from Japan. 
the past several years albacore 
been reported in increasing numbers 
the coasts of Northern California and 
. Carl B. Tendick of United 
Bureau of Fisheries listed a num-
occasions on . which fishermen of 
regions, and also halibuters and 
operating out of Washington and 
Columbia ports, had happened 
of this species (see WCF 
1930, page 15). Southern Cali-
canners have sent men north 
these apparently vagrant squad-
to look into the possibility of 
them for canning. 
year albacore have(been schooling 
terey i n considerable numbers. 
California canners received 
of the appearance of the species 
as a result many of the wholesale 
fish dealers at Fishermen's Wharf, 
, received telegraphic offers of 
per pound ($200 per ton) deliv-
the packing plants. At first this 
to be a welcome opportunity to 
Northern Californians, but they ran 
trouble when hook-and-line fisher-
went on strike and refused to fish 
they were paid seven cents per 
.Since cost of icing, boxing and 
1s approximately three cents per 
the wholesalers saw that there 
be no margin of profit left to them 
to pay seven cents to the fish-
and receive 10 cents from the can-
There seemed but little likelihood that 
either fishermen or canners could be 
brought to change their offers. The 
packers felt that the $200 offer was as 
high as they could go, while the boat op-
erators declared that their daily operat-
ing expenses run in the neighborhood of 
$10, since they must run their trollers at 
top speed in order to secure fish. The 
albacore season off Monterey has been 
short-lived in the past and it was believed 
that Southern California canners would 
receive little fish from that region. 
Interested in the possibilities of secur-
ing albacore in Monterey, Capt. Mariano 
Crivello brought his tunaship "Europa," 
flagship of Pacific Coast Fishermen's As-
sociation, into the bay ori October 1. As 
was reported in the last issue of WCF, 
Capt. Crivello and his handsome 117-foot 
billet-header have been prospecting about 
in search of long-fin for some time, al-
though no success has been attained. Offi-
cials of the Monterey branch of Califor-
nia Commercial Fishermen's Association, 
which was formed several months ago to 
serve hook-and-line fishermen, greeted the 
skipper and have been negotiating both 
with him and with the fresh fish dealers 
in an attempt to establish a price which 
would be satisfactory to both producer 
and purchaser. 
SPAULDING 
INSPECTION 
BUREAU 
P. 0. Box 211 Terminal Island, Calif. 
Expert examinations and analysis 
of all fish cannery products and 
supplies. 
Inspection and Certificates of 
Canned Fish. 
N. Hendrickson W. H. Spaulding 
At the instance of the San Diego ship 
captain, Roscoe Hopkins, president of 
Cohn-Hopkins, Inc., tuna cannery of San 
Diego, came north to talk matters over 
with the fishermen. He signed up 72 who 
agreed to deliver fares only to two ships 
specified to supply his firm, these to be 
the "Europa" and the "Johnny Boy," 
purse-seiner owned by Capt. Joe Allioto. 
Insurance Risks 
and Coverage .. 
DON'T BE CAUGHT SHORT ON PROTEC-
TION. 
Years of knowledge and exper-
ience are required for the ex-
pert writing of insurance on 
marine equipment, plants, ware-
houses and other risks. Without 
them, the owners may not be 
adequately safeguarded. 
Rule & Sons, Inc., department 
method of operating offer 
these complete and exacting 
facilities. 
Call TRinity 9961, and we will 
be glad to wait upon you. 
RULE & SONS, Inc. 
621 S. Hope St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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BOYD PACKING & Distributing Co., 
Ltd., has been organized under the laws 
of California to take over Ventura Pack-
ing Corp., enlarge its activities and re-
sume canning operations at Hueneme, 
California, according to T. 0. Boyd Jr., 
president of the new firm. 
"We are still in the organization stage," 
explains Boyd. "The new company, be-
sides canning sardines, tuna and bonito 
and utilizing their by-products, will also 
engage in a general canned goods bro-
kerage business." 
TUNA OPERATONS in Southern 
California were slow during September, 
both San Pedro and San Diego canneries 
. operating only at part of capacity. The 
local skipjack run ended early in the 
month, and but little was brought up 
from the South. Y ellowfin arrivals were 
not particularly large, since a nnmber of 
the San Diego ships were not in opera-
tion and .but few San Pedro arrivals were 
noted. Since this is not the season for 
bluefin, no local albacore is available and 
the shipments from Japan were moderate 
in size, the tuna pack was augmented but 
little during the month. 
Sales are reported as having been sat-
isfactory by practically every canner. 
Stocks on hand were reduced during the 
month, and since there seems but little 
likelihood of any of the canneries operat-
ing heavily during the next few months, 
there is possibility of a shortage of 
canned tuna. 
F.E.I300TH CO~P4~Y,Int::. 
Packers of 
California Canned Sardines 
FRUITS-ASPARAGUS-VEGETABLES 
SHAD ROE 
Canneries at Monterey, Pittsburg, Centerville 
F .. Esh Fish Spt;£ialisls 
Whloesale and Retail Markets: San Francisco, Stockton, San Diego 
General Offices: 110 Mark:et St., San Francisco 
Italian Food Products Co.!Inc. 
A !So operating under the name of 
West Coast Packing Corp. 
Packers of 
CALIFORNIA SARDINES 
TONNO ITALIAN STYLE 
TUNA and MACKEREL 
r .. ,~ Creel Genova } Sea View Farfamed Sicilia Brands Nobility Touring Club Sardegna Luster Skiff Etna Mar Grosso 
Royal Dish Stromboli San Francisco 
Office and Cannery LONG BEACH, CALIF. 
"PATRICIA," former 
fornia purse-seiner and 
service at the Turtle B 
Internacional de 
docked at San Pedro on 
with 2,100 cases of canned 
three tons of baled seaweed 
shipment to Japan. Unloading 
ing of the goods was under the 
of Capt. G. Hirata and B. T. 
has been in charge of cannery 
at Turtle Bay but who has been 1n 
Angeles for several weeks. 
"Seven abalone divers were being u d 
when I left," states Kuno, "and thev wse 
packing approximately eight tons of abre 
lone meat daily. This means a gro a-
catch of nearly 25 tons every 24 hours" 88 
Kuno is an enthusiatstic booster fo~ th 
climate of Baja California. "Except foe. 
two months of the year," he declares "I 
think the weather is far superior to that 
of Souther~ California. We have good 
water, furmshed by condensers, since no 
natural supply is available. Big game is 
plentiful nearby, and when we want di-
version it is always close at hand. Mexi-
can deer is easily killed, and so our offi. 
cers frequently go out for them since 
there is no closed season." ' 
California offices of the International 
Marine Products firm, which have been 
located in Los Angeles, have been re-
moved to Wilmington, California. 
SOVIET RUSSIA'S diesel factory at 
Leningrad has reached the output pro-
ided for 1933 in its five-year program. 
The production dur;ing the last fiscal year 
was 41,480 horse-power, while it was ex-
pected to put out only 40,000 in 1932-33. 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP 
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, 
QUIRED BY THE ACT OF 
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, OF' 
COAST FISHERIES, P U 
MONTHLY AT SAN PEDRO, 
NIA, F'OR OCTOBER 1. 1931. 
State of California, 
County of Los Angeles, ss. : 
Before me, a notary public, in and for the state 
and county aforesaid, personally appeared M. W. 
Eley, who, having been duly sworn acconiing to 
law, deposes and says that he is the publisher of 
THE WEST COAST FISHERIES and that the 
following is, to the best of his knowledge and be· 
lief, a true statement of the ownership, manage· 
ment, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date 
shown in the above caption, required by the Act o£1 August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Posta 
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse stde 
of this form, to wit: 
1. That the names and addresses of the pub· 
lisher, editor, mariaging editor, and business man· 
ager are: . 
Publisher, M. W. Eley, San Pedro, Calif.; edt· 
tor, Geo. Roger Chute, ::ian Pedro, Calif. ; man~fg: 
ing editor, Elverton B. Stark, San Pedro, Cah · • 
manager, F. V. Perrin, San Pedro, Calif. 
2. That the owner is American Trade J ourna~, 
Inc., M. W. Eley and Geo. Roger Chute, stoc · 
holders. 
3. That the known bondholders, nwrtgagees, 
etc., are, none. 
4. That the two paragraphs, next above, givi~g 
the names of the owners, stockholders and securj;, 
holders, if any, contain not only the list of sto ; 
holders and security holders, as they appear U,?~ e 
the books of the company but also in cases W•~' 
the stockholder or security holder appears. 
the books of the company as trustee or m 
other fiduciary relation, the name of the pet:son 
corporation fo·r which such trustee is acting, 
given; also that the said two 
statements embracing affiant's 
belief as to the circumstances 
which stockholders and 
not appear ttpon the books the compan 
trustees, hold stock and securities in a 
other than that of a bona fide owner; and 
fiant has no reason to believe that any 
son, association or corporation has any 
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds or 
securities, that are so stated by him. 
M. W. ELEY 
Sworn to and subscribed before me 
of October, 1931. (My cotnm.ission 
Marcl:t 20, 1935.) 
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division of CANNERS SECTION} 
covers sardine packing in California and """ 
British Columbia SA 
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Export Corporation Progresses 
ONTEREY SARDINE canners 
spent a large part of September in 
meetings and discussions in which 
considered a number of plans for 
conditions in the industry from 
obtain their incomes. While 
canneries were in operation 
month, most of these did not 
and several did not open, 
apparently wishing to learn 
outcome of negotiations before deter-
upon their present policy. 
The first of the series of conferences, 
attended by packers, bankers and financial 
held on the evening of Sep-
10 Monterey. Among those 
were Julian Burnette, K. Hovden, 
Gross, Edward David, Joseph 
Muller, John Funston, George 
Angelo Lucido, E. S. Wangen-
Crivello, William Oyer and 
Irving. This group heard bankers 
outline the principle that co-
and rnaintenance of pack qual-
not only will halt further decline in 
returns on canned sardines but 
permit increasing the price to a point 
every canner will be able to secure 
fair margin of profit. It was pointed 
also that a portion of the benefits 
this coordination of marketing prac-
may be passed on to brokers and 
thereby encouraging them to 
forth greater sales efforts and thus se-
further distribution of the famous 
seafood. 
the time is at hand 
out misunderstandings 
ED B. GROSS, president of E. B. 
Co., Monterey, last month 
a statement to the press in which 
proposed that canneries be permitted 
reduction of sardines. Part of his 
which will interest all sardine 
:1re given here. 
a proposal was brought to 
which won my immediate approval in 
of the fact that it would prolong 
business life of certain competitors in 
canning business. It was proposed to 
that to rescue certain invested capital 
the governor should be petitioned to 
the California commercial fish .. 
bureau to issue reduction permits 
canner of sardines in the state of 
This would have the effect of 
the present so-called conserva-
it would in practice save the 
money which is now 
paid to Canadian, Mexican and 
reduction plants for fish meal. 
the tariff went into effect in June, 
there have been thousands of tons 
foreign fish meal dumped into the state 
California at low prices, prices which 
he in line with competitive products, 
among themselves and settling upon a 
definite policy of progress, the cannery 
officials stated that they are entirely 
willing to adopt any plan which promises 
to solve their difficulties. They described 
a number of the industry's chief ills, ex-
plained what had been done to eliminate 
these evils and pledged themselves to con-
tinue their efforts for total annihilation 
of price-cutting and similar undesirable 
practices. -
vVith this understanding serving as a 
foundation, other meetings were held 
within the next few clays; from these 
gatherings a considerable number of the 
packers became convinced that one of the 
best programs which could be adopted 
was that proposed for California Sardine 
Export Corporation. This organization 
was founded several months ago (see 
WCF for April, 1931, page 23), with K 
Hovden as president, E. S. \Vangenheim 
(Carmel Canning Co.), vice-president, and 
Harry Irving (Sea-Pride Packing Corp.), 
secretary-treasurer. Later the name be-
came California Sardine _Export Corp., 
Ltd., and the group '.vas strengthened by 
the addition of Custom House Packing 
Corp. and Del Mar Canning Corp., both 
of Monterey. 
Subjects Considered 
Monterey Canning Co. ·was next to J0111 
the grour::. At the same time it was de-
cided that the corporation was to become 
active onlv when nine of the eleven can-
neries hacf become members. In the mean-
time, however, meetings continued to be 
held at which plans for operation of the 
export association were considered, as 
but the principal fact is that the money 
in payment therefor was immediately 
lost to circulation in this state. 
"Not only has meal been imported 
from foreign fisheries, but an enterprise 
of California citizens ... has made pos-
sible the operation immediately outside 
the Golden Gate and outside the terri-
torial limits a floating reduction plant 
whose products have been brought ashore 
in San Francisco to further complicate 
the problem of marketing our Monterey 
by-products. As long as there exists a 
potential market for fish meal and oil far 
greater than the capacity of the Califor-
nia industry to supply (under the present 
law), the buyers will naturally look out-
side the state for the surplus needed to 
satisfy their requirements and such im-
portations will 'fix' the market for our by-
products. 
"The argument is repeatedly advanced 
that the canners should give up the re-
duction business and stick to canning as 
their principal endeavor. It might as well 
be suggested that the meat packers be 
asked to throw a\vay their hides and hair 
and bones and hoofs. So long as fish are 
well as such matters as brokerage and 
exporters fees, cost of packing, sales 
discounts, payments to fishermen 
other subjects now of great 
It was decided that each signer of 
agreement be required to cash 
bond, the amount to be set 
of $5,000. It also was 
eventually a minimum export price be es-
tablished and that each canner be com-
pelled to observe that minimum upon 
penalty of forfeiting his bond. -
Increase of sales volume received 
siderable attention. Several 
stressed the importance of 
and improving the present quality of 
pack, stating that this had been made in-
creasingly important because of increased 
competition from abroad. Cooperative 
advertising also was it 
was decided that a general 
program (sirnilar to that proposed for 
The Fish-For-Food Federation, de-
scribed in past issues of vV CF) un-
dertaken as soon as the organization was 
firmly established. 
Slight Change 
The export corporation's plans 
slightly modified late in September, 
it was decided to determine 
upon a C. I. T. basis instead F. B. 
San Francisco. Following this change 
Angelo Lucido, head of San Can-
ning Co., signed the agreement, 
the membership up to seven. At this 
ing no other cannery was to 
but it was expected that 
would join in the movement, 
after some additional alterations 
program. 
canned and as the standards of quality 
are elevated, there will always be a large 
quantity of fish meal and oil to be dis-
posed of. It is just as much a m 
the wheel of fish canning as is coke 
from gas ovens. And so long as the fed-
eral govermT1ent has seen fit to remove 
the duty on fish meal, thereby inviting 
the expansion of Japanese reduction 
plants, it Ywuld seem only justice that 
the state of California protect the invest-
ed capital in our community by 
our mvestors and workers on a 
the foreign fishers, because in 
analysis our resources of sardine 
vvorthless to the masses unless they are 
converted into wages and dividends 
v;hich will remain to circulate in this 
country and for the exclusive benefit of 
our own people, 
"So long as the state lays down the 
conditions under which our fish canner-
ies must operate, it is not unreasonable to 
demand that the federal government 
should balance these conditions nro-
tecting the industry against the " 
reduction plants which are operating un-
der no such restrictive legislation. And 
34 
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WEST COAST FISHERIES 
MAGAZINE 
Sardines and Mackerel ---~ 
CANNERS 
GENERAL FISHERIES 
CORPORATION 
P. 0. Box 998 San Pedro, Calif. 
Long Beach Salt Co. 
"Next Door 
-to the packing plants in Long 
B e a c h , Wilmington, Terminal 
Island and San Pedro. 
Large stock of pure salt on 
hand, crude and refined, for the 
Fish Packing Industry. 
Prompt and efficient service by 
rail or truck. Patronize vour 
home producer and manufact:lrer. 
The Fishing Trade 
Deserves the Finest 
LESLIE 
SALT 
LESLIE-CALIFORNIA 
SALT COMPANY 
Alexander Bldg., San Francisco 
2465 Hunter St., Los Angeles 
----~-----. 
Developing 
Finishing" 
Commercial W ark 
Supplies 
jl 319 West Sixth Street 
. , __ S_a_n_P_e_dro, California 
WEST COAST 
if our ports are to continue to be wide 
open to foreign fish meal produced under 
·wide open conditions, it is certainly not 
out of bounds to ask for relief from the 
ARDEN SALT 
OMPANY 
SAN FRANCISCO 
* Specializing in all Industrial 
Grades of 
SAL 
• 
Selling Agent 
W. S. Craig Brokerage Co. 
923 East Third St. Los Angeles 
Telephone TRinity 8282 
state at least until the present 
depression has passed." 
F. E. BOOTH CO., Inc., 1s 
Droud of its representatives in "A'' divi-
sion of Monterey's industrial 
league, for in the season which ended 
few months ago the Booth quintet tonl. 
high honors, winning 12 out of the 1; 
games played. The contests were [Jlarerl 
against powerful, well-trained oppone;,ts, 
including such squads as v . ' 
change Club, Monterey Presidio ""'·-
Pacific Grove Alumni and 
Alumni; "B" division includes 17 teanrs. 
The Booth A team played two 
at Salinas, two at vVatsonville 
Monterey during December, 
February and March. The 
follows: L. Collins, captain and 
A. Eley, forward; F. Oyer, guard; x· 
Nix, guard; P. Raymond, IJ. 
Reynolds, guard; R. Merls, H. 
Drake, guard. 
I 
MONTEREY BAy SARDINES I 
Leading Fancy Brands: EL CAPITAN, EL 
MAR FISH OIL and MEAL 
E. B. GROSS CANNING COMPANY 
Sales Office and Plant: Monterey, Calif. Cable Address: "GROSS" 
Quality Packers of Sea Food Products 
OP 
SAN DIEGO~ CALIF. 
We Specialize on Fancy Pack 
Baby Yellowfin and All Light 
Meat Varieties of Tuna 
WE SOLICIT P R IV ATE 
LABEL BUSINESS. 
GLADLY 
I 
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division of CANNERS SECTION }~-
of salted, cured, smoked ~-
and processed seafoods CURED FISH 
opened the plant on June 15," 
stated Ru-sso upon his return, summariz-ing- activities. "From 40 to 50 fishing 
h~ats have been in operation, and we 
have employed a crew of 15 men. The 
fishing crews are made up of Spanish, 
and Italian fishermen, and 
with them have been very 
\N e have had a fair year, hav-
N orthern California Fisher-
ies Co., with over 400,000 pounds of 
salmon and over 75,000 pounds of 
f1sh. The fresh product has 
to San Francisco by trawler, 
while mildcure has gone by trawler 
Pittsburg Fishery, also a branch of 
C. Fisheries, where it is being stored 
and graded for repacking by Frank J. 
Cardinal!i. manager and repack expert. 
"The has been exceptionally good, 
only catches have been brought 
fishermen this season, and our pro-
has been only about one-half of 
it was in 1930." 
MILDCURE operation~ 
to slow down considerably in Sep-
' in spite of the fact that produc-
was well behind that of other years. 
suitable for curing is becoming in-
scarce. and buyers increased 
on the grounds during the 
of the month from 10, 4 and 2 
14, 6 and 3 cents, this change be-
announced on September 23. Salmon 
"·t Ketchikan, however, re-
at 12, 6 and 3 cents. 
SALT Co. has built a 
salt mil! and warehouse in Van-
B. C., and commissioned the en-
with purely Canadian employ-
salt is imported from nlaces of 
and there ground to the sped-
of the local fishing agencies. The 
is one of the twinciple providers 
used in the dry-salting 
a business which has attained 
proportions in British Co-
the market being China. 
_______ (_ 
RRIS WUORI & SON is the name of 
Oregon firm which is producing 
and kippered salmon at a new 
recentlv constrnrtecl nPar Astrwia. 
The elder W uori, head of the 
is a well-known business man of the 
having been interested in 
industry for a number of 
Years. The smokehouse has been set up 
bv the comnanv 8nc1 
8.mount of high-quality 
processed. 
FRANK A. TARANTINO of Los An-
Smokin, and Curing Co. made a 
trip to San Francisco during the 
part of Seni~ember. leaving his of-
in charge of Louis Vitale, salesman-
"We are finding business good for our 
line of smoked, cured, salted and canned 
fish," reports Vitale in the absence of Tar-
antino. "At present canned goods are 
being stressed, and we expect to be espe-
cially active now that the fall season is 
at hand. Sale of the products handled 
by our firm has been materially increased 
by the larger and more pretentious delic 
catessen stores in newly-constructed mar-
kets which now are serving as outlets for 
E. Wolff 
SEA FOOD 
BROKER 
Trial Shipments Solicited. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
P. 0. BOX 1388 
SAN JUAN 
Porto Rico 
F. KRUSE, INC. 
Dealers in 
ALASKA CODFISH 
SALT SALMON 
ALASKA HERRING 
SPICED HERRING 
Bell St. Terminal Seattlt> 
Los Angeles Smoking and Curing Com-
pany. These new organizations are be-
ing operated in an efficient manner." 
Los Angeles Smoking and Curing Co. 
has done considerable pioneering and 
sales promotion work to assist its cus-
tomers in creating more demand for its 
goods. It is poin~ted out that the prices 
for specialties generally are quite stable, 
which makes them desirable types of 
products to distribute. 
Mild-Cured 
S LMO 
ALASKA HERRING 
EINAR BEYER, President 
NORTHERN 
PRODUCTS CORP. 
Cable A ddress-"NOPR0"-/1 ll Codes 
Bell Street Terminal Seattle, U. S. A. 
Fancy Scotch Cured 
ALASKA HERRING 
also 
FROZEN SALl\ION 
HALIBUT and HERRING 
and Packed 
UTOPIAN FISHERIES 
Seattle, 
T 0 s LMO 
You ·should feature: 
MO ' 
'"CHIP" SALMON 
and 
"GOLDEN GALLEON'" SMOKED AND 
SLICED SAU10N IN OLIVE OIL 
Write for attractive deal I 
MOEN PACKING CO., 
1630 HARBOR AVE., SEATTLE, WASH. 
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This division of CANNERS SECTION 
describes latest developments in the cannery 
by-products field } MEA 
Sallllon Oil Value 
0 N VARIOUS OCCASIONS in the past vVCF has published articles 
calling attention to the vitamin 
content of fish and fish oils, and urging 
that steps be taken to acquaint the Amer-
ican public with the beneficiaL results 
obtainable from using these substances. 
Experiments conducfed by John Rue! 
Manning and others have demonstrated 
that cod-liver oil not only is not the only 
product containing satisfactory quantities 
of Vitamin D but that oils obtainable on 
the West Coast of the United States are 
far superior to the medicinal fluid which 
now are imported fromN orway and other 
regions. 
D. C. Tolle and E. M. Nelson, scientists 
in the employ of the federal government, 
recently have prepared a report on the 
value of salmon oil and canned salmon as 
sources of Vitamins A and D. They point 
out in their discussion that while salmon 
oil was shown to have only 50 per cent 
the Vitamin D content of cod-liver oil in 
tests made some months ago (see WCF 
for April, 1931, page 12), that was not 
representative of the potential Vitamin D 
content of the western fish. "The oil 
now produced is used largely for tech-
nical purposes," declares their statement. 
"This quantity can be increased threefold 
by using products which are now dis-
carded. In addition, the canned salmon 
consumed in this country carries a vast 
supply of Vitamin D that has hitherto 
received little, if any, recognition." 
Tolle and Nelson secured samples of 
three commercial salmon oils now on the 
market, these being provided by West 
Coast producers of oil and meal. E. D. 
Clark, of the Northwest branch of 
National Canners Association, provided 
samples of canned salmon, while Harry 
R. Beard, director of scientific research 
for New England Fish Co., secured and 
canned samples of salmon offal from 
various plants: 
Using this material, the investigators 
made tests with groups of albino rats. 
Test No. 1, that using commercial salmon 
oil, showed in two cases that the oil 
equalled that from the cod, while in the 
The Uses of elp 
FROM TIME TO TIME ventures have been launched to make use of 
the vast beds of kelp which lie along 
the vVest Coast of the United States. 
While some of these projects have failed, 
either because of the costliness of the 
product or a decline in demand, others 
apparently are becoming established as 
profitable industries. Several interesting 
developments have been noted recently. 
Or:ean Products Co., Anacortes, vVash-
ingto'ii, is producing a soap for general 
toilet use which has kelp as. its basic 
ingredient. It is being marketed under the 
brand name "~ocokelp". Another North-
west soap produd using seaweed is "Kel-
., p<;f!e", a shampoo which is said to "be 
beneficial to hair and scalp. 
Down at Ojai, CaJifornia, William 
Baker is making bread' in which kelp is 
1..1sed. Ojai is situated near the Pacific 
Ocean, so that Baker the baker has an 
ample supply of raw material. This he 
prepares according to his own process, 
mixes with the substances ordinarily used 
in producing ''the staff of life", and bakes. 
"The kelp gives the bread a peculiar 
flavor," he states, "and quite a demand 
has been developed." 
BRITISH C 0 L U M B I A reduction 
plants had produced during their 1931 
season up to September 12, 12,723 tons of 
sardine meal and 1,988,902 gallons of oil. 
These amounts were originated in 12 
,,w~."'Kelco Co., a firm with offices in San 
Di'ego,' I.;os Angeles and Chicago, Illinois, 
for five years has been operating a plant 
aCthe first~namec! city to extract from 
kelp a glutinous product which when pro-
cessed, becomes jelly-like and adhesive. ~­
It is now being used as a sort of gasket 
for sealing . cans, replacing the paper 
wash'ers \vhich ·formerly were utilized for 
that purpose. Other uses are being de-
veloped. 
Several months ago arrangements were 
made by United States Bureau of Fish-
eries and Kelco Co. for a co-operative 
research p'rogralii in which studies are 
to be made of the value of kelp meal in 
animal feeding. The Kelco Co. employed 
··a "research associate on July 1, pr. H. E. 
Morris, to work in the bureau's 'labora-
''fory and, under bureau supervision, to 
make chemical and biochemical studies. 
It will probably be a year before sufficient 
data will have been obtained to justify 
publication. Should conclusive results be 
secured, the bureau expects to publish 
them for the benefit of the entire kelp 
industry and related organizations. 
..... Philip R: Park, Inc., a San Pedro insti-
ti.ttion, for son1e time has been making 
meal and oil factories, as follows: In 
Barclay Sound area, four plants, 4,024 
tons of meal and 581,467 gallons of oil; in 
Clayoquot area, four plants, 2,565 tons of 
meal and 484,460 gallons of oil; in N ootka 
area, four plants, 6,134 tons of meal and 
a d 
third case the salmon oil was 
per cent as efficient. Test N c. 
oil from canned salmon was 
this fluid to be equal to cod-liver 
curative pO\\rers, and in t\vo case_.:.; 
American product proved twice rif"h 
Vitamin D. ~'est No. 3, , . wa~ th" 
revelation. F 1ve runs 01 01! we1·e 
from. fish .o~al; ?f t~ese one ~quaib! 
cod-hver ml _111 V1tamm D conten-t, on~ 
was half agam as potent, and three 
fully twice as rich in .Vitamin D. 
Three factors were fotmd to be in 1,,or-
tant in detern1ining the \litan1in conte1:it !'f 
commercial salmon oils. The ·' 
n1on used as a source of 
mines to a large extent the richness of 
the oil, it being found that in 
the redder the salmon the better oil. 
Secondly, the heat treatment to whid• 
the oil is subjected must be controlieri' 
Finally, the conditions under which th~ 
oil is stored must be considered if the uil 
is to retain its maximum value in feeding-. 
"The results obtained show that 
oil can be produced which is equal to 
good grades of cod-liver oil in Vit,imin A 
content and approximately twice as potent 
as cod-liver oil in Vitamin D," conclude,; 
the report. 
922,975 gallons of oil. . i'" 
These figures represent a shght :'~ 
crease over .those for 1930 and 192( m.,~'~ 
far as mea~ 1s copc~rned, but a .shg~t dhr ~~ 
111 productwn ot ml from totals 01 t 0 · 
seasons. 
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salmon packers of Brit- ~· 
division of CANNERS SECTION }A·· 
ff/ ashingto; and SAL 
Kalama the Doty Fish Company 
of the New England firm has been 
all season, freezing wholesale 
of steelhead salmon, mild-cur-
chinooks and dealing in fresh fish. 
the last several years a number 
have been making home 
the Doty plant, discharging their 
of halibut, sablefish, rockfish and 
cod there. By so doing they are 
an additional 100-mile round-trip 
run to the Portland markets. However, 
the fresh fish department of the Doty 
•:nncern to be closed before the be-
'*<· , ,·,,.,·,n of October, Harry H. Goodrich, 
expressing the opinion that as 
markets stabilized themselves 
will reopen this department. 
have been discharging 
catches at the Kalama plant since 
present season comtnenced. 
MISS EVA CROUCH, well-liked sec-
retary of C. H. Clarke of Kelley-Clarke 
Co., died on September 9. Miss Crouch 
was one of the most valued employees of 
the Seattle brokerage firm, having been 
it for over 35 years. 
Co. is a member of Fa-
Canned Salmon Brokers Association. 
IN SPITE of a good-sized pack of sal-
mon in Alaska, the total 1931 pack for 
the \Vest Coast will be considerably un-
that o£ seasons, due to the 
that operations are expected to 
. severely curtailed this year. Condi-
tiOns aTe not sufficiently good to make 
rases. 
anxious to run their plants after 
of operations has passed. 
kings was exceedingly 
Oregon canned no troll-
the Puget Sound total on 
was but 25,112, and the 
These figures are 
since 1924. The Puget Sound 
pack on September 6 was 84,529 
and it does not seem likely that 
will be much further activity in this 
Last year the total was 352,194 
.. Alaska. reds were obtainable in large 
I{Uant1t1es this season, and 1,630,799 cases 
\\·ere canned. However, the demand has 
so good that there seems little pros-
of an over-supply. This is especially 
because the 1930 total was the small-
since 1899 and left the market but 
The coho pack was 
only 159,845 cases, of 
pack was Alaskan. 
pack was large this year, 
cases having been produced in 
659,196 cases in the Puget 
the total being 3,564,833 
here again the demand 
exp::ct~d. to approximate the supply, 
the sale of pinks during the last six 
has been the feature of the sal-
market. The chum pack totaled 
506,225 cases, almost all of which was 
packed in Alaska. This was less than 
1930 and about SO per cent of the 1929 
production. 
POINT ADAMS PACKING CO., 
Hammond, Oregon, was winding up its 
season's operations during the third week 
in September. According to statements 
made at that time by Chas. L. Rogers, 
president of the firm, it was the purpose 
of the management to conclude its work 
very presently. 
"During the spring run we worked 
chiefly on river-caught chinooks, which 
is to say gill-net fish," states Ed. A. 
Beard, plant foreman. "But from August 
10 to October 1-the fali run-we have 
been working on ocean-caught silvers and 
chinooks exclusively. These are excel-
lent fish and absolutely price. Not a 
'tule' or calico salmon in the lot." 
Point Adams Packing Company makes 
a specialty of small-package can sizes, it 
being the originator of the quarter-pound 
flat and the quarter-pound oval tins. Dur-
ing the recent phenomenally successful 
fishing considerable quantities of steel-
head salmon ("salmon trout") have come 
to dock, and these have been hand-packed 
into the dainty quarter-ovals. It is a pack 
and package to arrest the eye of what-
ever epicurean may chance to see it. 
G. \V. PUCKETT, father of James, 
Roy and Clyde Puckett of Puckett Co., 
Seattle, died during the middle of Septem-
ber, his funeral being held on September 
18. Although he had reached an age of 
76 years, the elder Puckett was active to 
the last, concerning himself in various 
activities about the plant of Puckett Co., 
wh_ich is a well-known firm recognized as 
reliable and successful labelers, recondi-
tioners and public inspectors of canned 
salmon. 
S. S. "MEMNON," transport ship of 
Columbia River Packers' Association, 
sailed from Astoria on Saturday, Septem-
ber 19, on its second retrieving trip of 
the season. It was bound for Chignik, 
where CRPA has a cannery, and was ex-
pected to return about October 5 with 
the cannery crew of 75 men, and the bal-
ance of the pack. 
"On its first trip, about middle sum-
mer, the 'Memnon' went to Bristol Bay, 
to our N ushagak plant, and returned in 
late August with 30,000 cases of reels, and 
the crew," relates Edward Vv. Thompson, 
vice-president of the firm. "A stop was 
made at Chignik and 20,000 cases taken 
aboard there. Since that time Chignik 
has packed 12,000 more, and it was to 
get this quantity, and the men, that the 
vessel returned." 
Caught and Served 
( C'ontiuued from Page 18) 
tail, mackerel, tuna, bonito, barracuda, 
lobsters and turtles. 
"In addition, wherever there is an unu-
sually heavy demand upon some species 
of fish, we send over a special truck with 
the desired variety. \Ve also supply 
shrimp, crab, striped bass, catfish, sal-
mon, northern halibut and other non~ 
local fish when supplies 
low. In general, however, such 
come direct from their production areas. 
A. Paladini, Inc., provides the Northern 
California species. 
Prividing Displays 
"Our San Pedro plant pays especial 
attention to the task of picking up unique 
varieties of fish for display in the win-
dows of the Bernstein plant. Swordfish, 
big black bass, tuna, yellowtail and others 
are supplied with the head on to make a 
good window. We also send out special 
boats at frequent intervals to secure unu-
sually interesting specimens. This is an 
important service, for the striking dis-
plays attract large crowds of people every 
day. 
''When some particularly choice catch 
of fish arrives, our San Pedro of-fice at 
once notifies Bernstein of the fact, so that 
Manager Tresser may make 
lize the fare. This service, 
shares with all of our other customers, 
for Los Angeles Fish & Co. makes 
a point of putting forth best efforts 
in behalf of every client. This brings 
both ourselves and our customers extra 
profits, which is good for business all 
around." 
Coordination of skilled production, un-
der Deluca's supervision, and far-seeing 
merchandising, directed by Bernstein and 
Tresser, has built up a business which 
packs the Los Angeles grotto with hun-
gry citizens for every meal. They come 
from 6:30 a.m., when the restaurant 
opens, and they continue to 
until midnight, when it closes. 
edlv Southern Californians appreciate 
hig-h-quality seafoods and recognize the 
truth of the motto at the top of each 
menu: "Fish caught at 5 a. m. are served 
here the same day." 
011 
from Page 14) 
ley, both of Seattle, comprised a team of 
dancers wohse nmnbers and elicit-
ed profuse and sustained Co-
operative enthusiasm at attained 
touching degrees of such as 
that when Harrv Simonds Pacific-
American Fisheries (Bellingham) and 
Jack Bates of Morse Hardware Company 
(Bellingham) step11ed forth to do their 
stuff as consorts for the The really 
remarkable performance these two boys 
in high-speed foot-work brought forth 
much admiring comment from the 300 on-
lookers while the prancing ponies also 
smiled encouragement. 
Arnie Hartman, talented musi-
cian of Los Angeles, was play 
his concertina accordion--with the cheer-
ful cooperation and third-hand assistance 
of P. E. Harris !-the nimble-fingered in-
strumentalist being· accompanied in abont 
half his appearances by the alluring Miss 
Sylvia Bodden, recently of the Royal 
Hawaiian HoteL Honolulu. Svlvia came 
to Canada with her grass ski!·t and lei, 
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but her wanton guile so stirred the cave-
man instincts in the pink salmon-canners 
of the north that somebody wrapped her 
in an overcoat to confine all that was 
tropical within. 
H. W. Phelps occupied the toastmas-
ter's seat on the diaz whereupon was 
placed the head table. From that point 
of vantage he surveyed the whole of the 
hallfull of feasters, and from time to time 
addressed them. At the beginning of the 
banquet he spoke in appreciation of the 
two neighboring countries, "one in lan-
guage, one in origin, one in ideals and 
one in destiny," and reiterated the neces-
sity for the Canadian and American peo-
ples to stand together for the principles 
which will insure the progress of civiliza-
tion and the improvement of conditions 
wherein life must continue throughout 
the world. Toward the close of the din-
ner the toastmaster took occasion to in-
traduce Ray Phelps, his own son, who 
presently is to be transferred to the San 
Francisco office of the firm. "I sired him, 
and I raised him, but this is the first time 
I ever have introduced him-and may 
God have mercy on YOU!" said the old 
gentleman. 
Prizes Awarded 
The banquet concluded, and the reper-
toire of the entertainers spent, the time 
arrived for presenting the trophies and 
prizes of the golf tournament. These were 
bestowed by the toastmaster, who com-
mented with acute wit npon each. In the 
order of their rating the awards were: 
1. William ("Bill") Timson, president 
of the Alaska Packers Association of San 
Francisco, was given the Miller Freeman 
Trophy-its eighth bestowal. 
2. Dixie Flaeger, sales manager of 
Kelley-Clarke Co., Seattle, received the 
COTTON FISH NETTING 
{{The Netting of Qualit/' 
Every step in the process of manufacture-from gathering the raw material 
to packing and shipping the finished product-is carried out under expert 
supervision in our own plants. You are therefore assured of uniform, 
unvarymg, HIGH QUALITY NETTING. 
B RBOUR'S 
Double Knot Linen Gill Netting 
and Salmon Twine 
Have been used on Coast since 1876 
We Recommend 
CALIFORNIA COTTON MILLS COMPANY 
Seine Twine~ Thread and Twine Laid 
Fishing Quality Rope 
Have been m Demand by the Fishing Fraternity of the Pacific Coast for 
Over Fifty Years. 
Selling Agents 
The Linen Thread Company 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Seattle Representative 
NEW YORK CHICAGO 
GLOUCESTER 
443 Mission St. 
722 Rowan Bldg. 
303 Smith Tower Annex 
BOSTON BALTIMORE 
JACKSONVILLE 
silver platter offered by Bethlehem Steel 
Company for the best score, 18 
the two afternoons. on 
3. C. ]. ("Seb") Sebastian of 
tian-Stuart Fish Co., Seattle, won the 
Hamilton watch which hacl been 
by the Continental Can 
mium for the best net score, 
Thursday morning. 
4. P. E. Harris and his 
John X. Johnson, tied for 
golf bag posted by Longview 
pany. The toastmaster arbitrarily 
to bestow this prize upon the 
'Nhereafter there was much racket an1[ 
talk about woodsheds and other irr1;le-
vant matters. 
5. Dennis F. Ryan, superintendent 0 ; 
N akat Packing Co. at Hidden Inlet, pw: 
ted himself into possession of one of the 
cherished trophies of the day-the golf 
practice-cage or drivin.r<·-net offered" 
the Linen Thread Company. 
6. Ben Hart's consistent game 
to him the golfer's desk-set of pen 
ers mounted upon a polished onyx base 
in company with two statuettes of 
players. This award, offered by the 
adian section of the salmon packers. 
called forth onyx-pected stories frou; 
toastmaster and others, and induced 
much merriment. 
7. Lawrence Calvert, of San Juan Fish-
ing & Packing Co., Seattle, received the 
onyx desk-set that had been provided 
by Plymouth Cordage Company. Toast-
master Phelps had rather definite allu-
sions to make in this matter, so that Cal-
vert stood considerable joshing for hap-
pening to be one of the Committee on 
Awards. 
8. Victor Elfendahl was declared high 
man for the best 18 holes on both Thm:s-
clay and Friday, and so was winner of 
the six matched golf clubs presented to 
the convention by Pacific Marine Supply 
Company. Thunderous applause followed 
the toastmaster's bestowal of 
the crovnl bursting forth with 
a Jolly Good Fellow," and continuing th~ 
acclamation for a long while. 
The Grand Ball 
The naming of prize-winners complet-
ed, the revelers cleared the room. i\ 
score of hotel attendants quickly rcnwved 
the furniture, brushed up the floor, and 
prepared the salon for the ball that com-
menced immediatelv. A fine orchestra 
had been in attenclance all during the 
banquet, and this now commenced a pro-
gram that lasted until midnight. 
:Meanwhile several rendezvous had 
been established in suites of rooms. on 
several of the floors comprising the Con-
vention Wing. Continental Can was .a 
principal entertainer H. S. busi-
ness manager for 1-J,. 
Lee, sales manager for l' · 
Egenolf, district manager of 
ing for California, and several other . 
cers of the vigorous young firm bcl!llf 
present there to act as collective and scp~ 
arate hosts to the continuous stream ol 
celebrators that poured into the 
Somebodv found out where Arnie 
man, the- Fanchon & Marco 
was lodged, and the not unwilling- musJ-
cian was brougbt forth to fill the old ho-
tel with rousing melody until far toward 
dawn. 
And all through it all, when "Bill"' 
"Jack," each ass urcd the other that 
wash th' greatesht conwention y'u 
shaw!" Agreed on this point, they 
drift away together, looking for someone 
else to whom to impart their joint con-
viction. 'yes, it was unanimous. 
1931 
FisherDlen Se:~.~ve 
RETURNING TO SEATTLE from and Prince Rupert, Dr. 
Vvm. Thompson, director of the 
investigation, disembarked during 
with the important news 
Alaskan and Canadian fishing 
had embraced the Droffered 
to be represented in ti1e coun-
of the International Fisheries Come 
mission of the United States and Canada, 
and had delegated men from among their 
·memberships to act as representatives. 
The considerate and democratic ges-
ture on the part of the Interna-
tional's Commissioners. who i n vi ted 
the co-operation and suggestions of the 
vessel and fishermen, manifests an 
and becoming humility 
well become habitual and tra-
in all fisheries administrative 
endeavor. The instant acceptance of the 
craftsman's counse!lorship on the part of 
the boatmen, reveals the quality of their 
spirit, and their ready disposition to be 
helpful in any way that the commission-
ers and director deem possible. 
It v:ill be recalled that the International 
Fisheries Con1mission was inaugurated as 
the of a treaty made between the 
United and Canada in 1924. The 
as then formed, had no act-
ual regulatory powers at all. It could not 
change existing ]a ws or seasons, it could 
not put into effect new closures or limi-
tations, it could not in any way alter the 
existing order of the fishery. All that it 
had povver to do was to make a stuclv of 
the situation, find OJJt what causes ~vere 
responsible for the decline of the industry, 
refine and. correlate all sorts 
of facts .. to·the whole matter, and 
then, on a basis of these findings, make 
recommendations designed to remedy the 
laults of the fishery. Six years were re-
to investigate the halibut pursuit. 
the workers in Dr. Thompson's 
essayed a diagnosis of the ailment 
llndertook prescribing for its cure 
y.·as taken that every bit of procure~ 
mfon11ation was in hand, and prop-
erly e\'aluated for its bearing and effect 
upon the subject. Not until all this had 
been done die! the director draft his sug-
gestions to the commissioners, who in 
turn presented recommen~lations to their 
Ships Pay 
(Continued from Page 20) 
Seattle, for some time has been producing 
a cle,,ner ;,.vhich has wide usage among 
men. A number of the large 
companies are regular purchas-
the Turco product, this list inclucl-
S. S. Co., Standard Oil 
department), Nippon Yussen 
Sudden & Christenson, U. S, 
Service, Panama Mail Steam-
Swayne & Hoyt, Inc., American 
Steamship Co., Panama Faci-
ane! Dollar Steamship Com-
respective governments. The result was 
a new treaty. 
In 1931, the second halibut treaty was 
promulgated between the two countries. 
On the basis of the exhaustive reports in 
hand recommendations for certain admin-
istrative measures had been made, and 
because. of the quality of the work already 
accomplished, and the evident disposition 
of the workers to proceed with caution 
and always within conservative limits, 
both countries felt inclined to invest the 
commission with general powers to regu-
late the exploitation of the resource~sub­
ject, however, to the endorsement or the 
veto of tbe President of the United States 
and the Governor General of Canada. 
The time now has come to draft cer-
tain limitations, ciosures and prohibitions 
in order to nurse the halibut resource back 
to greater productiveness. Naturally some 
concessions will have to be made hy the 
long-line operators, who must be asked 
to exercise restraint and impose upon 
themselves a degree of self-denial that 
the fish may be given opportunity where-
in to increase once more. Instead of 
undertaking to lay dmvn these limita-
tions and closures upon its own authority, 
the members of the commission have done 
the highly decent thing of asking the 
fishermen to sit in with them, that the 
subject may be deliberated in common 
council, and no action of any sort taken 
until after every previsioned effect has 
been weighed and considered. 
So as to insure the presence of dele-
gates representative of every section of 
the halibut pursuit, the commission issued 
a call to various organizations of pro-
fessional fishermen, asking that the Con-
ference Board be. constituted of the fol-
lowing membership: 
I American 
1. One large-vessel owner, from Seattle. 
Z. One small-vessel owner, from Seatle. 
3. One vessel-owner, from Southeast 
Alaska. 
4. One fisherman, from Seattle. 
1. Two 
Rupert. 
2. One 
3. One 
Requests 
II Canadian 
vessel-owners,: from Prince 
fisherman, from Prince Rupert. 
vessel-owner, from Vancouver. 
for nominees to fill these posts 
These firms have been well satisfied 
with Turco as a means of keeping their 
vessels ship-shape, according to an official 
of the firm. "They have found that paint 
work aboard ship is easily and quickly 
cleaned with Turco," he explains. "They 
use one tablespoonful to one bucket of 
water, and find that it is not necessary to 
wash the cleaner off with fresh water, as 
it leaves the surface fresh and clean. En-
gineers find Turco a great help in their 
department, where all jobs must be clone 
quickly and thoroughly. Bulkheads are 
cleaned in half the time and but little 
water IS necessary to accomplish the 
task" 
were issued as a result of a of 
the commission, held on May 
Response was immediate. The Fishing 
Vessel Owners' Association named Capt. 
Egill Eriksen, with John Hansen as alter-
nate, and Ulrick Pedersen, with Cad 
Sather as alternate. Southeast Alaska 
chose Capt. L. A. Sunderland of Ketchi-
kan as its spokesman, Carl Blendheim to 
act as his alternate. The Canadian Hali-
but Fishing Vessel Association of Prince 
Rupert appointed Capt. Dan Larsen, pres-
ident of the association, Capt Dave Rit .. 
chie, vice-president, and John 
local secretary. The only posts not 
filled are those of the fisherman represen-
tatives from Seattle, and the single ves-
sel owner from Vancouver. 
Dr. Thompson, chief of the staff of 
scientific investigators, is known to 
have been especially desirous of hav-
ing full representation from the actual 
fishermen. His concern in this particu-
lar undoubtedly prompted the recent trip 
to Ketchikan and Prince Rupert, where 
the long-line operators named their prox-
ies to his full satisfaction. They were 
entirely willing to do this, for he stressed 
to them that it was to their own advan-
tage that they join forces with the com-
mission in bringing to light all the facts 
concerning halibut operations, so that 
whatever regulations might be decided 
upon would be drafted in the light of a 
complete understanding of the actual 
fishery. 
As the name, "Conference Board", 
would imply, it is not contemplated that 
the fishermen delegates will have actual 
balloting powers, but their presence at the 
hearings, and their participation in the 
discussions and deliberations, will con-
stitute effective representation, and invest 
the decisions of the body with the au-
thority of democratic enactment. By this 
device the bi-national cornmission brings 
into allegiance with it a bi-national board, 
so that the matter of regulating the habi-
but fishery becomes one wherein a small 
corps of specialists, assisted in its inves-
tigations by the fishermen, determines 
upon convenient remedial measures with 
the co-operation and counsel of the very 
boatmen who, thereby concur in the con-
trol which is to result in their own future 
advantage. 
"In the steward's department, Turco is 
used in c!ishwashing, since it discourages 
bacteria and saves labor. Dishes and 
glasses come out sparkling, and no rinse 
is necessary after washing, thus 
in a great saving of water. Silverware 
cleaned without the necessity of polishing, 
while burnt cooking· utensils may be freed 
of all such material by boiling in them 
·water in which a little Turco has been 
dissolved. Turco cleaner also removes 
scum and makes the surface shine on 
wash-bowls, toilets and other plumbing 
fixtures." 
Tunaship captains report that they are 
finding Turco exceedingly useful aboard 
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H. J. KNOWLES Coo Ltdo 
Pacific Coast General Agents 
260 CALIFORNIA ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
Announce Appointment of 
GILBERT c. VAN CAMP 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 
SAN PEDRO, 2680 SAN DIEGO, MAIN 4490 
as Southern California Agents for 
BOSTON INSURANCE co. 
their cruisers. It not only is of servi 
in the _manners lis~ed above-in galle;e 
lavatones and engme rooms-but es s, 
cially in holds of the big ships. In th~e­
large refrigerated chambers, whose wal~e 
are painted spotless white, the fine-fl s 
yored li~ht-meat ~ellowfin is stored du~= 
mg fishmg operatiOns and the trip back 
to San Diego or San Pedro. The utmost 
in cleanliness is necessary here, and it is 
for that reas.on, say tunaskippers, that 
they are findmg Turco cleaner a mo-t 
desirable agent. It is declared not only 
to provide complete cleanliness, but also 
to check bacteria. 
Distributors 
Robert Curry of Curry Supply Co., San 
Pedro, has been chosen to act as distribu-
tor for Turco cleaner in the Los Angeles 
district. "I have been making personal 
calls on canners and fishing vessel own-
ers, showing them the cleanliness and 
safety possible through use of this prod-· 
uct,'' states Curry. "There exists through-· 
out the fishing industry a wide application 
for Turco cleaner and I am doing all that 
I can to educate firms and individuals 
upon this subject." 
Marine Hardware Co., San Pedro, is 
acting as co-distributor with Curry, while 
]. Johnson has charge of sales in San 
Diego. Branch offices are maintained in 
San Francisco and Seattle. 
THE FIRST trawler built by the So-
viet regime was launched during June, 
1931, at Northern Shipyards in Lenin-
grad. 
THE UNION ICE COMPANY 
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FISHERMEN ORGANIZE 
IN ORDER to secure better coopera-
tion among the fishermen of San Pedro 
·district who are not vessel-owners and 
therefore not members of Fishermen's 
Ooe'perative Association, a group was es-
tablished two years ago by a number of 
the "boat-pullers" of the vicinity. Dur-
ing the early period of its operations, 
Fishermen's Progressive Club (as the or-
ganization was called) was handicapped 
by the fact that its members almost con-
tinually were away on ships_and could not 
attend meetings. Of late, however, its 
membership has shown a large increase, 
and it has taken steps to enlarge the scope 
·of its activities. 
Frank K. Padovan, diesel engineer who 
has served aboard the "Rainbow," "Sena-
tor" and a number of other vessels, and 
who now is on the "Belle Isle," is the 
only permanent officer of the club. He 
holds the position of secretary-treasurer, 
and is responsible for taking care of busi-
ness, watching out for interests of the 
members and in general developing .the 
club to the highest possible point. He is 
a charter member. A president and vice-
are elected at each meeting, thus 
the presence of presiding officers 
at every gathering .. 
Padovan reports that there are 512 
members of the group at the present time. 
The largest percentage of these are work-
mg aboard San Pedro's purse-seine fleet, 
but there are also a number engaged in 
t~e yellow-fin fishery, these latter plan-
mng to work in cooperation with Fred 
Schellin of American Fishermen's Tuna-
boat Association, San Di<;go. Especially 
Prominent in the groups affairs are Marco 
Skorlich, formerly master of the "Raine 
bow," and Tony Padue, now master of 
the "Sonny Boy." Both have served as 
President. 
"The organization is recognized by the 
state," says Padovan, "the charter first 
having been granted on July 17, 1929. We 
are not seeking to cause trouble or injure 
the fishing industry. On the contrary, we 
are doing everything in our power to im-
Prove conditions. Our chief aim is to see 
that the fishermen of San Pedro are given 
opportunity to secure a fair living." 
WHEN THE TUNASHIP "North-
;.estern", 125-foot billet-header, came into 
Plsh Harbor and tied up at Franco-Italian 
acking Company's unloading wharf on 
September 21, it meant the end of a most 
pleasant cruise for Nils Ostrem, 11-year-
old son of Capt. Fred Ostrem, master of 
the big ship. "This is my second trip 
out this season", reported young Nils, 
"and I've had a lot of fun, but now I 
have to go back to school." Nils was 
chiefly interested in navigation, although 
he admitted that it had "too much arith-
metic" to be classed as a sport. 
Capt. Fred Ostrem and Chief Engineer 
Pete Viddal reported an u'neventful trip. 
They admitted that they very nearly were 
caught in the heavy storms which recent-
ly. swept the Mexican coast, but explained 
that their 480-hp. Atlas-Imperial diesel 
performed splendidly and brought them 
in to Magdalena Bay in time to escape 
damage. "Seas were choppy most of the 
time we were out," stated the captain, 
"and a high wind was encountered off 
Uncle Sam Bank." 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
PACIFIC COAST 
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QUICK ACTION on the part of Har-
bor Master Barney Halstead, Avalon, 
Santa Catalina Island, saved the lives of 
four Japanese fishermen when their fish-
ing vessel "Empire" suddenly burst into 
flames, exploded and was destroyed near 
Long Point, about seven miles from Ava-
lon. Halstead witnessed the explosion, 
rushed to the rescue in his speedboat and 
was able to save all four of the fishermen. 
The "Empire" was a 42x10x4-foot craft 
powered with a three-cylinder, 35-hp. gas 
engine. It was owned by H. Huribayashi 
of Terminal Island, who was aboard at 
the time of the accident. The other 
Japanese who escaped death are T. Y an-
guchi, ·S. Kaywagachi and K. Minani. All\ 
four suffered burns and other injuries, one 
man being so badly hurt that he was on 
the point of collapse ·when reached by 
Halstead. 
The "Empire" was valued at $20,000. 
EITHER 
INSTANTLY 
AVAILABLE 
WITH 
SPERRY 
Incandescent 
JUST TRIP THE TRIGGER 
SEARCH 
UGHTS 
SEATTLE 
2737 1st AVE. SPERRY LOS ANGELES 524 AVALON 
BLVD. SOUTH 
Cotton 
Nettin-g 
SAN FRANCISCO 
58 MAIN ST. 
WILMINGTON 
Made from PORTERDALE SUPERIOR 
SEINE TWINE. Knit to precision in any 
size mesh and thread. 
We use PORTERDALE SUPERIOR 
SEINE TWINE, because it is best. 
Our factory is equipped with the most modern 
and up-to-the-minute machinery, which insures 
accurate workmanship. 
Netting for Haul or Drag Seines, Purse 
Seines, Gill Nets, and all purposes. 
THE FISH NET & TWINE CO. 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
Coast Repret/entative: JOHN H. DAVIS CO., 36 Spear St., San Francisco 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
Steering 
W ILLIAM I. SELOVER, Southern California representative of Sperry 
Gyroscope Co., Inc., whose head-
quarters are located in Brooklyn, New 
York, announces that his firm recently 
has developed a combination hand- and 
electrically-powered steering gear which 
is especially suited for commercial fish-
ing vessels of a size where hand steering 
is too laborious and to slow for continu-
ous duty. This steering gear provides 
hand electric steering for all normal serv-
ice and also permits hand emergency 
steering should the electrical supply fail, 
both from the same hand wheel without 
de-clutching or shifting of any kind. 
The equipment consists of a standard 
hand steering wheel and pedestal, electric 
steering contractor and electric steering 
engine. The hand wheel in the pilot house 
drives a rod which runs aft continuously 
to the electric "lost motion" contactor de-
vice located just ahead of the steering en-
gine. The engine itself always is in me-
chanical mesh with the steering engine 
and is provided with a cable drum which 
drives the rudder quadrant. 
For normal hand electric steering the 
hand wheel on the bridge or pilot house 
is moved in the direction desired, which 
closes the contactor on the "lost nwtion" 
device. This starts the steering engine 
in the desired direction and the rudder is 
moved accordingly. After this is done 
Heavy work 
at low cost FO 
Vessels 
the electric contactor opens, leaving the 
rudder at the required angle. If more 
rudder is desired, the hand wheel is car-
ried over in the same direction or back 
amidships as wanted. Positive limit 
switches are provided, these cutting off 
the steering motor at hard~over position. 
The handpower necessary to create this 
operation is just enough pressure to close 
the contactor device on the steering rod. 
Should the electrical power fail at any 
time, the helmsman simply continues to 
turn the hand wheel as before, but in 
this case his own efforts actually move 
the rudder to its new position, as the con-
tactor device is connected to the steer-
ing engine at all times by mechanical 
means. At the same time a magnetic 
clutch opens, in response to failure of the 
current, and the helmsman therefore is 
relieved from the task of dragging the 
motor of the steering engine when he 
turns the rudder. In case an emergency 
arises in which it is considered desirable 
to turn the rudder by hand even though 
electrical power is available, an "on-and-
off" switch is provided near the steering 
wheel, so that the man in charge may 
cut off the power. An arrow pointer also 
is mounted near at hand, its purpose be-
ing to provide an accurate indication of 
the rudder angle. 
The steering engine is mounted in the 
main engine room, in any position which 
FoRD TRUCKS offer a means of 
hauling goods or materiat of any 
kind at a low first cost and a very 
low cost per mile. 
Because Ford trucks are strong, 
sturdy and reliable, they are eco· 
nomical to operate and keep in 
repair. Their construction is sim· 
ple and exceptionally rugged, and 
they are built to rigid standards 
of excellence in materials 
hie performance, providing a 
wide range of speed and power. 
Torque-tube drive is used to re· 
lieve rear springs of all but their 
normal function of absorbing 
shocks, and to prolong the life of 
important chassis parts. Other 
features are the sturdy frame, 
which has five cross-members, and 
the three-quarter floating spiral 
and workmanship. 
A 4-speed transmission 
contributes to their capa-
bevel gear rear axle. 
Come in today-and let 
us demonstrate the type 
of truck for yon:r needs. 
9th and Pacific~ San Pedro, California 
is the most convenient. It may be 
up under the deck, mounted on a 
head or fastened to the deck. 
"The system has eight chief adva1 
tages," declares . Selover: "They an1: 
(1) Perfect ease m handhng the ~. 
with minimum effort on the part 
helmsman; (2) Hand emergencv 
always in gear; (3) Nothing to" 
or disengage from one steering mcthocl 
to the other; ( 4) Extreme ;,; 
electrical design; (5) Rudder mav b~ 
swung from hard-over to hard~ov~r 
15 seconds; (6) Installation is simple, 
engine being mounted near the 
switchboard, thus permitting short 
leads; (7) The system is so designed 
it may be altered to use in 
with Sperry gyro-compass and autornatir 
steering equipment ("Metal b~ 
the installation of a compass and the £0 ;_ 
ward control unit; (8) No electrical rud-
der indicator is needed." 
One of the first of these steerers was 
installed on Willetts J. Hole's new 147-
foot diesel yacht, "Samona " 
a short time ago for a cruise 
COLUMBIA RIVER PACKERS' As-
sociation did not operate its South~ast 
Alaska plant this season. It is sittcatcd 
at Lake Bay, near \IV range!, on Prince 
of vVales Island. Its activities are con-
fined strictly to the packing of pink 
salmon. 
Center of the 
Greatest play-
~round of the 
Northwest 
Ouiet location yet close to 
Everythin.q 
RATES FROM $1 so PER 
Beautiful Din1np Room and 
Coffee Shop 
FRANK C. MUNRO 
Mano.qer 
------------------·----------~~~· 
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•• relates news of interest to Washington, Brit- ~·· 
ish Columbia and Alaskan fishermen ORTHWEs· 
"IT HAD A HEAD like a ling-cod and 
, bodv iike an eel, and somebody who ~~ad b~en down south said it was a. 'barr<l:-
,_00ta' like what they catch down m Cah., 
:C 1 rnia" Henry L. Morns, fisher-
,c ~f Bend, Washington, while 
a strange fish recently cap-
somewhere near Gray's Harbor. 
it was some kind of a tropical 
nobody in all the trolling fleet 
seen anything like it before. 
too, they got several of those 
porpoises or dolphins-they are 
marked differently from the ones we have 
· are shiny on the outside as if 
been varnished, and when you 
press on their bodies they feel like hard 
rubber. VV e never saw any of those be-
fore, either. 
"At Gray's Harbor they caught more 
and mud-sharks this sea-
.son than ever in history. But they also 
got a dozen or two of what they called 
·man-eaters.' Our hannless northern 
sharks have their mouth on the under 
side, well aft from the nose, bnt these 
uew-comers had their mouths in front, 
like a salmon. They were fixed for bit-
had a mighty wicked appear-
boys got one that measured 
nine feet long; they put it in the glass 
'how-case of the Harbor Fish Company 
of Aberdeen and it filled up the whole 
Everybody in town came down to 
at it. and the local papers told all 
.about it'' 
Morris was a salmon troller for eight 
successive years. Later he went after 
ih present he is running a fish 
route. His activities bring him 
with all the boatmen, most of 
he already knew from long asso-
ciation with tbem on the trolling banks. 
TWENTY NET FISHERMEN of the 
Willapa., North and Naselle rivers, who or-
dinarily themselves each August 
with nets for the capturing of 
this vear did not concern theme 
the interesting perennial ac-
market quotations on the species 
. so depressed as not to excite their 
\nterest in the matter at alL 
" Ted Hall, partner in the Hall & Olson 
nsh house of South Bend, Washington, 
states that some catches of sturgeon al-
result as incidental to ordinary gill-
for rhinook salmon, but that this year 
gear was broken out of the 
and the catch therefore was 
nothing at aiL 
ENGINEERS of the United States 
Corps have ordered a 250-watt 
. . wireless telephone transmitter 
lroll1 F. D. Fobes of the Northern Elec-
Seattle. The government 
propose linking the new apparatus 
the military's chain of communica-
media with which it bas covered 
It is a fact well worthy of re-
rnark that the U. S. Government should 
tome to the Northern Electric firm of Se-
:ttle fer this important telephonic in-
o-trnlllent but in this decision it mav have 
by the fact tl;at all 
NECO wireless tele-
in operation at canner-
ahua"d tallv scows, and on salmon 
Vvireless telegraph rapidly is 
giving ground to the wireless telephone 
in all northern cannery work, and it is a 
fair prediction that within the next few 
years the voice-carrying apparatus will 
make its appearance in the tunafleet of 
Southern California. 
"HARMONY E. S. LODGE," the 
English-speaking branch of the Croatian 
Fraternal Union No. 746 of Seattle. will 
hold grand jubilee .on the night of No-
vember 14 at Queen Anne Hall, 711 First 
Avenue, Seattle. The function will be a 
charity affair, and entertainment will be 
both elrama and dancing. 
Tickets have been distributed widely 
throughout the Slavic elements of the 
population resident around Puget Sound, 
many purse-seine skippers having been 
delegated to give general circulation to 
the printed cardboards. Capt. Jack Re-
panich, master of the seiner "Oakland," 
has been one of the assiduous ones who 
bave worked in behalf of the benefit ,ball. 
"The Croatian Fraternal Union has a 
membership of 80,000 or 90,000 in its 770 
branches," states the master seinernan. 
"It extends all over the United States 
from central headquarters in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. In the mines, the steel 
industry and every manufacturing area-
wherever Dalmatians take part in the 
work of the land-there you will find 
branches of the C. F. U. English-speak-
ing branches exist in several places in 
the United States and in Canada, the one 
in Seattle having been inaugurated two 
years ago, It is composed chief!ly of 
young, American-born members, and 
counts about 20 in its roster. Mark Pop-
ovich is our president, Andrew Skrivanich 
is vice-president, Susan Givulondvich acts 
as vice-president during Andrew's fre-
quent absences at sea, Stee Givulinovich 
is treasurer, and our highly important ed-
ucational committee is composed of Ivan 
Mornar, Dorothy Molosevich and 
others." 
SEPTEMBER brought with it the 
usual list of damaged and destroyed fish-
ing vessels in the Northwest. 
Capt. A. ]. Anderson's purse-seiner 
"Caroline" went on the beach near Cane 
Chacon early in September when its a'n-
chor dragged and its hull was damaged 
by rocks. It sank in fairlv shallow water 
and later was salvaged by M. J Bucey, 
who employed the Beegle Packing Co. 
tender "Rolph" and a derrick scow in the 
work. The wreck 1Nas dragged off the 
reef on which it vvas resting, was 
beached, repaired and towed to Ketchi-
kan, Alaska. There it received further 
repairs, after which its skipper took it 
south to engage in salmon-seining on Pu-
get Sound. 
Capt. Louis Hanken and Andrew 
Sather, Seattle fishermen, had a narrow 
escape when their halibuter, "Volunteer," 
burst into flames off Putnev Point and 
they V>"ere forced to dive i;1to the sea. 
Oliver Maisonville and Matt Anderson of 
a nearby lighthouse saw the fire and, in 
spite of the heavy seas which were run-
ning, launched their light tender and set 
out to rescue the unfortnnate halibutmen. 
Fortunately they arrived in time and 
saved the men, although the boat was 
destroyed. 
Betty and Jack Haddon, little children, 
•.v\ere drowned when the troller "Bettv 
D" turned over in Deception Pass afte'r 
striking a powerful rip tide which was 
sweeping down the passage. The chil-
dren had been tied to the boat in order 
not to be lost overboard during the trip, 
and when the craft capsized they were 
forgotten in the excitement. The other 
five occupants of the troller were res-
cued by a United States Coast Guard cut-
ter after they had floated about for some 
time and were nearing exhaustion. 
"Tagalak," 65xl8x9-foot salmon can-
nery tender, was lost on September 10 
when fire broke out aboard and caused a 
fuel tank to explode, No one was se-
verely injured, but ail those aboard lost 
their personal belongings. The ship was 
owned by Capt, ]. Hansen and P. M. 
Hansen and was under charter to N akat 
Packing Corporation. It was built in 
Tacom:" three years ago and was po\v-
'ered w1th a 200-h.p. diesel engine. 
McKAY MARINE WAYS Ketchi-
kan establishment, was partly 'destroyed 
by fire during the middle of September. 
L. McKay, owner, got a crew of 1nen to 
work :'It once. and soon had his plant in 
opera twn agam, although it required con-
siderably more time to rebuild the dam-
aged portion of the buildings. 
~ISHERMEN operatin,;; purse-seiners 
off the west coast of Vancouver Island. 
British Columbia, went on strike during 
the latter part of September, 77 ships be-
ing affected. 
. RALPH HE~PHILL, head of Hemp-
lull Diesel Engmeering Schools, has an-
nounced the opening of a new instruction 
center in Los Angeles. After making 
a study of the Southern California re-
gion, H_en:phill has selected a light and 
airy bmldmg, brought down competent 
department heads who have been trained 
in the Hemphill system in Seattle Wash-
ington, and Vancouver, B. C, ~nd has 
arranged , for engines and other equip-
ment which will be used in his courses. 
The building, a centrally-located struc-
ture, is of one story, with approximately 
22,000 square feet of floor space. 
An innovation in the Hemphill instruc-
tion program is a thorough course in 
refrigeration methods and equipment 
which is being offered this faiL "Refrig-
eration knowledge is vital to diesel engi-
neers today," states the chief executive, 
''since the engineers frequently must also 
operate the ice machine. This is espe-
cially true aboard fishing vessels, and for 
that reason Hemphill graduates hereafter 
will be trained in refrigeration well as 
diesel, gasoline and electrical and 
practice. I have intervievved a number 
of the prominent ice machine companies 
and have found them enthusiastic over 
the idea and eager to cooperate with om-
schools." 
Hemphill states that the engine compa-
nies also have shown him courtesy. 
Tv;o large Atlas-Imperial have 
been sent to the Los Angeles 
well as other engines of 
makes and The new Packard arr-
plane diesel also will be studied. 
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BOAT 
LU~I3ER 
Red Cedar, Green Bending Oak, 
Alaska Cedar, Dry Oak, Port 
Oxford Cedar, Teak, Spanish 
Cedar, Iron Bark, White Pine, 
Lignum-vitae, Sugar Pine, Ma-
hogany, Spruce Bagac, Fir, 
Gum. 
D. A. JOHNSON HARDWOOD CO. 
Seattle 
CUNNINGHAM 
DECK 
MACHINERY 
for 
FISHING 
BOATS 
Jill echanical Drive or Electric 
Anchor Windlasses 
For Chain or Wire Rope or Both 
Seine Winches and Fish Hoists 
Gypsy or Drum Type 
or Combination 
Steering Gears 
Bronze Sprockeft Chain or 
Quadrant Type 
Air Whistles-All Sizes 
ALLAN CUNNINGHAM 
124 West Massachusetts St. 
Seattle, Wash. 
MARINE HARDWARE CO. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
WEST COAST 
FISHERIES SHORE GUID 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Boat Builders 
ANDERSON & CRISTOF ANI. 
Boat Building and Marine Ways. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Innes Ave. & Griffith, near Hunter's Point. 
Phone Mission 6961, San Francisco. 
D. LABRUZZI. 
Fishing Boats and Cruisers. 
2905 Jones St., Fishermen's Wharf. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Fresh Fish Brokers 
S. TARANTINO & SON. 
Fresh Fish Brokers. 
Specializing in Sardines. 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco. 
SPENGER FISHERIES, INC., LTD. 
Fresh and Dried Shrimps. 
San Quentin Point. 
Marin County, Calif. 
Fresh Seafood 
DA VI FISHERIES. 
Striped Bass, Salmon. 
Shad and Catfish. 
Operating My Own Boats. 
Pittsburg, Calif. 
FRANK SPENGER CO. 
Crabs, Shrimps, Fish, Sardines. 
Cocktails:..._Sporting Goods. 
Berkeley, Calif. 
Lumber 
SMITH LUMBER COMPANY. 
Channel between Fourth and Fifth Sts. 
San Francisco. 
Port Orford White Cedar. 
Mahogany-Pine-Plywoods. 
Clear Timbers-SHIP KNEES. 
Pine and Spruce Box Shook. 
Marine Equipment 
ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN. 
Marine Electricians. 
Marine Equipment. 
San Francisco-Wilmington. 
Marine Hardware 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Marine Hardware and Fishing Supplies. 
444 Bay Street, San Francisco. 
Marine Ways 
BRUER-SIEMER CO. 
Marine Ways-Repairing. 
Barges, Tugboats, Launches. 
956 Evans Ave., San Francisco. 
Nets and Twines 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Purse Seine, Half Ring and Lampara 
Nets. Bait and Crab Nets. Complete 
stock-Soft, Medium and Hard Laid 
Twines 
444 Bay St., San Francisco 
Paint 
INTERNATIONAL 
BRAND 
Marine Compositions 
Anti-Corrosive, Anti-Fouling 
and Boottopping for iron and 
steel vessels 
INTERNATIONAL 
COPPER PAINT 
for wooden vessels 
CALIFORNIA DISTRIBUTORS 
C. G. CLINCH & CO., Inc. 
49 DRUMM ST., SAN FRANCISCO 
Branch 116 Seventh Street 
San Pedro 
Propellers 
Built, Repaired, Repitched for any Ship 
afloat. 
PITCHOMETER PROPELLER CO. 
2112 Chestnut St., Alameda, Calif. 
~ 
Supplies 
TARANTINO BROS. 
Mail Headquarters for Purse Seiners. 
Fishermen's Supplies-Groceries and 
Tackle. 
373-9-A Taylor St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Wholesale Fish 
A. LAROCCA & SONS. 
Crabs, Lobsters, Shrimps, Clams. 
2350 Taylor St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
MONTEREY 
Marine Engines 
RUSSELL MARINE SHOP 
Factory Representative-
ATLAS IMPERIAL DIESEL ENGINES. 
Evinrude Outboard Motors. 
Fishermen's Wharf. 
Marine Machine Work 
L. T. CRITCHLOW 
Marine Machine Shop. 
Fairbanks-Morse Products. 
All Makes Marine Engines Repaired. 
Caille Outboard Motors. 
32-34 Fishermen's Wharf. 
Salt 
MONTEREY BAY SALT CO. 
High Grade DEEP SEA SALT. 
Coarse Ground Varieties. 
Moss Landing, Monterey County. 
Sliced Abalone 
COAST ABALONE COMPANY. 
CACO Brand Canned SQUID. 
Sliced Abalone Shippers. 
Fishermen's Wharf. 
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. 
& CRISTOFANI, boat-
~nd shipwrights of San Fran-
··cp~rt a busy month in September, 
se\:en of the plant's marine ways .be-
occupied practically the entire penod. 
• " district motor boat of the 
Engineer's office in San 
has been up for its annual 
It measures 85 feet over all, 
beam of 15 Yc feet and a depth of 
with 7 3 tons displacement. 
\vork-boats and fishing craft 
been in the yard for hull re-
engine work, installation of equip-
ment, repainting and the multttucle of 
(•ther tasks which are reqmred If the ves-
,els 2.re to be kept in good conchhon. r 
· One of the most mterestlng sights ,or 
those ·who like fishing is the ''ark" under 
~onstruction in the Anderson & Cnsto-
'ani yards for H. Hogrefe, San Fran-
;·isco.· This craft measures 31 feet in 
iength 12 feet beam and will be yow-
ercd a Bucla four-cylmder, ;:,6-hp. 
feature of the vessel is the galley, 
which is large and spacious and equipped 
with the most modern conveniences, such 
a' are found in up-to-elate kitchens of 
fi;Ie homes. The "Flamo" type gas stove 
j, of the modern enamel type, with a 
l~rl!e oven for baking. Hot and·"· cold 
wat.er run from the monel metal fixtures 
aboYe 1argc porcelain sink. Sirice the 
galley represents a combit:ation kitchen, 
livina and dining room, It ts provided 
witl,"' a large table, which folds into the 
iYall when not in use. A neat moulding 
around the top of the cabin will permit 
of attractive fishing pictures. 
of this is a large state-room, 
where 10 persons may be accommodated 
f(Jf 
an unusually strong roof, 
;o reinforced that several adults may 
'tand 011 it at once while casting or trot-
The ship is designed for use in 
bass, and the owner expects to 
of friends to Napa Slough 
River for that purpose. 
MARTINEZ FISHERMEN on Sep-
tember 15 appealed to Governor ] ames 
Rolj>h Jr. with the request that the sal-
which closed at that elate, 
five additional days. Pitts-
fisllcrrncn, backed up by the mayor 
city, also urged that fishing· op-
be legalized in their district, but 
requested that the end of the month 
deadline. 1 
against this proposal, North-
crn fresh fish dealers w1recl 
the g·m·ernor, urging him not to take 
SC1ch a ,,tcp. They explained that if the 
ce·ason is not closed on schedule the fish 
" mucldy-flavored and heavy with spawn, 
therefore cannot and should not be 
Rolph turned the matter over 
U. S. Webb, who 
that the extension could not be 
since such action 'Vvoulcl conflict 
California's present statutes. 
D. LABRUZZI, boat builder of Fish-
ermen's vVharf San Francisco, has 
started construction of a 38x10x3Yc-foot 
cabin cruiser for F. Schmidt 
JEFFERSON STREET improvement 
work at Fishermen's vVharf, San Fran-
cisco was started. early in September by Stat~ Board of Harbor Commissioners 
and the city of San Francisco, in accord-
ance v;ith the program announ~ecl 111 
WCF for August, 1931, (page 46). 
M. B. McGowan, contractor, has been 
awarded the job of erecting the piling for 
the seawall, which is to be of concrete, 
reinforced with one-inch steel. The pil-
ing will measure 22x22 inches in lateral 
dimensions and ·will be 20 feet 111 length. 
Forty of these will be driYen into place, 
as well as six of the same width and 
thickness but only 120 feet long. 
McDonald & Kahn, general contractors 
firm, has been assigned to the task of 
excavating the street and also to make 
the concrete slabs for the walk which 
will be built over the piling. 
Next to the street a new sea-wall is to 
be erected thus providing members of 
Crab and Salmon Fishermen's Protective 
Association with much more room m 
which to moor their boats. Work on this 
part of the improyements will not begm 
until N oYember 1. 
BRUER & SIEMER, San Francisco 
firm whose marine ways have the respon-
sibility of servicing the entire trawling 
fleets of San Francisco's fiye wholesale 
fresh fish dealers, have had their yards 
full of vessels throughout the month of 
September. The annual fall repair sea-
son is on in full force, and Bruer & 
Siemer is getting a good share of the 
work. 
''San Francisco International No. VI," 
canned by San Francisco International 
Fish Co., was one of the \esse Is on. the 
-vvavs during the past month. It received 
a general overhauling and a new paint 
job. "Bristol," trawler owned by A. Pa-
laclini Inc. receiYed the same treatment, 
as die! "\iv estern California No. I II," 
trawler owned by Vvestern California 
Fish Co.; the latter also received new 
sheathing on its after deck. Barges be-
longing to Berkeley Transportation c;o. 
anc! a towboat owned by Ha,,·ley & T!b-
bits and powered with a 250-hp. Atlas 
Imperial diesel, have received the atten-
tion of Bruer & Siemer's master machm-
ists and shipwrights. 
THE NEW 68-FOOT police ,boat be-
ing built for San Francisco by Anderson 
& Cristofani is neanng completwn. The 
twin Pitcbometer propellers are in place 
and the 175-hp. Hall Scott engine has 
been installed. During the last part o£ 
September workmen were busy complet-
ing the pilot-house and the salon of teak. 
At that time it was announced that the 
speedy and handsome vessel soon would 
be ready to be ~unched. 
HALL SCOTT MOTOR CAR CO., 
whose factory is located at 
California, has received an order for 
275-hp. direct-drive "Invader" gas en-
gines to he installed in the fleet of nev; 
cutters being completed 111 Flonda, for 
the United States Coast Guard. Four 
more of the popular IIwac!ers recently 
were sold to Casey Brothers and H-10 
\Vater Taxi Co, Long Beach. 
TUBBS HEAD MARRIES 
STATE SENATOR Tallant Tubbs, 
president of Tubbs Cordage Co., San 
_t;'rancisco, and one of the leading states-
men in California, as well as one of the 
most-sought-after bachelors in the 
flew to Reno by airplane on 
and there was married to 
Pillsbury de Ropp Gibson. The cere-
mony, a surprise to the many friends of 
the senator, was performed at 
able Riverside Hotel, after 
happy couple flew back to 
Upon their arrival at San air-
port, Mr. and Mrs. Tubbs were met by 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Taylor brother 
and sister-in-law of the bride, whom 
they motored to the city for a hurriedly-
prepared wedding breakfast. The only 
others to have a part in the save 
the officials, were Mrs. Ernily Tay-
lor and Thomas H. Breeze, who acted as 
witnesses and were included in the party 
on the wedding flight. 
Tallant Tubbs, in addition to 
president of the well-known Tubbs 
age Co., is taking a leading part in the 
fight against prohibition in California. He 
has been named chief executive of the 
statewide campaign being conducted by 
various national groups to secure elimina-
tion of the prohibitory statute. Last year 
he came close to receiving the Republican 
nomination for lieutenant-governor, win-
ning second place in the voting, and it is 
believed he will undoubtedly receiYe care-
governmental posts~ 
JOE REI'l'ATO, fisherman aboard 
Capt. Frank Lucido's purse-seiner, ''Pal," 
was so seriously injured early on the 
morning of September 3 that he had to 
be rusl;ed to the local hospital for treat-
ment. Renata was working near the top 
of the boom on the seiner when the rope 
caught in some way and he was forced 
against the stick. Although the power 
was releasee! at once, he suffered a ±rac-
tured vertebra and several brnises. 
was recovering satisfactorily as 
went to press, hut it is believed 
will be some time before he will be able 
to return to work. 
MONTEREY and Pacific Grove haYe 
been suffering a plague of rotting fish on 
their streets during the past month. As 
fishermen drive through the cities late in 
the evening, they drop r rom their cars 
what quantities of their catches they be-
lieve they -vvill not be able to use, there-
by ruining the . of the; thor: 
oughfares and creatmg unp1easanc 
odors. Since the fish has not been found 
in the vicinity of commercial fishing op-
erations but rather on those streets 
·which !~ad out of town, it is believed by 
many that sport fishermen haYe been 
guilty of this waste. If that be the c_asc, 
the practice fits in poorly w1th tl1eir 
frequ~,ntly-mentioned pro-
gram 
K, HOVDEN, president of K. Hov-
den Co., was tl1e speaker at a recent meet-
ing of Monterey Peninsula 
Club. He on the Monterey 
inclustrv its ills and what 
means , ~oulcl he used to eliminate them. 
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ts official publication for Monterey Sardine 
Fishermen's Organization M TERE 
ew Sardine Pu10p 
CANNERS AND FISHERMEN have been interested in plans re-
cently announced for testing a cen-
trifugal pump c,s a means of removing 
sardines from the pursed net of a Mon--
terey seiner. The purnp, manufactured 
by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., is to be in-
stalled some time within the next few 
weeks. 
Howard Oxen, Fairbanks-Morse ma-
rine salesman of San Francisco, and Lee 
T. Critchlow, owner of L. T. Critchlow 
Marine Machine Shop, Monterey, have 
been working on the project for some 
time, Critchlow having been concerned 
for three years with the problem of pre-
venting damage to fish and webbing 
which is caused in purse-seine operations. 
·'A large school of ·sardines inside a seine 
after it has been pursed create a terrific 
strain on the webbing," states Critchlow, 
"and many breaks in the meshes are suf-
~ered during a fishing season. In addi-
tion, the labor of removing the sardines 
by hand is severe. }<'or these reasons. I 
think the Fairbanks-Morse centrifugal 
pump will be welcome, for it promises to 
eliminate all this trouble. 
It is planned to install the pump, which 
New pump designed to make more rapid and 
more easy tlze work of remo'Ving sardines 
from a seine to the hold of a fislzinq 'Vessel. 
has a six-inch suction pipe, on Capt. 
Frank Lucido's 66-foot purse-seiner "Pal,'' 
which is powered with a 120-h.p. Fair-
banks-Morse diesel. 
;n stalled on the after deck 
driven by a temporary 
arrangement. After the net 
pursed, the suction pipe will 
into it and the pump started. It is 
•)ected that the sardines then 
sucked into the hold of the in less 
time than it would take t'? brail them Ly 
hand, and wlll be kept m much bett"r 
condition than is the case '10W. 
"Another argument in favor of 
ing sardines," states Critchlow, tbat 
when the catch is too lar~:;·e to be accom-
modated in the ship's storage chambers. 
the surDlus may be released while still 
alive. This will be possible because the 
net need not be pulled so tight as is the 
case with hand-brailing, and the fish will 
not be so likely to be injured. If the 
demonstration is successful, the 
may be installed in the engine-room 
the vessel and be direct-driven from an 
8-h.p. Fairbanks-Morse." 
Officials of San Carlos Canning Co. 
and J. B. Phillips, assistant biologist d 
Hopkins Marine Station, will join Critch-
low and Oxen aboard the "Pal" when the 
demonstration is made. 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA sports-
men have been complaining that because 
commercial fishermen take considerable 
quantities of sardines from Monterey Bay 
each year, sport fishing is being injured, 
because other species of fish do not come 
to that locality when their food supply-
sardines-is disturbed. However, as an 
article in The Monterey Peninsula Herald 
points out, these worried persons have 
been answered by the profusion of game 
fish which has been noted in the bay this 
year. Game fish of several species now 
is running off Monterey in greater num-
bers than in any recent year, despite the 
fact that the sardine schools have not 
yet entered the bay this season, says the 
newspaper. 
"Albacore, barracuda, bonito and white 
sea bass, all splendid game fish, now are 
being taken in Monterh Bay and just 
outside by commercial fishermen, and all 
varieties are present in greater numbers 
than has been the case for years," it is 
reported. 
Apparently this is just another case in 
which the sportsmen, by their intoler-
ance and inability to recognize evidence 
when it is presented to them, have caused 
trouble over a problem which does not 
exist. U nclouhteclly the same concli tions 
exist in a number of other fisheries about 
which thev have become so concerned as 
to attempt to rob commercial fishermen 
of their only means of livelihood. 
"PAL," 66-foot purse-seiner f1shing for 
San Carlos Canning Co., Monterey; be-
came a pleasure craft on the night of 
September 27 when Mr. and Mrs. Tf 
Russell and James Wyman of Monterey 
were hosts to a party of 30 couples. Two 
and one-half hours were spent in cruis-
ing about Monterey and Carmel bays in 
the bright moonlight,_ after which the 
party left Fishermen's Wharf, Monterey, 
to travel by automobile to Pacific Grove 
to the Russell home. There, on the 
beach in front of the house, a barbecue 
supper was prepared and served and 
proved exceedingly welcome to the 
guests, whose appetites had been sharp-
ened by their voyage. 
Music to entertain those present was 
furnished by Nick Marrota, banjo; A. 
Marrota, accordion; Josephine Pray, 
saxophone, and Joey Bruno, accordion. 
Mona-Jeanne Russell, 10-year-old daugh-
ter of the host and hostess, gave several 
solo dances, and Mike Marrota exhibited 
his skill both as a tap dancer and as a 
vocal soloist. 
Among the guests were Mrs. Della 
Speer (Mrs. Russell's mother), Miss 
Flora Rennee (Pacific Grove danseuse), 
Mrs. Seely and her son Forrest, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bell of Monterey, Mr. and Mrs. 
Davis of Pacific Grove, Dr. and Mrs. 
Hammond of Lakeside, Miss Hammond, 
Jimmie vVilliams and Miss Minnie J o-
seph, Monterey musician. 
It was late before the party was con-
cluded and the guests returned to their 
homes. 
TF RUSSELL MARINE SHOP at 
Fishermen's Wharf, Monterey, was a 
busy place during September, several 
overhaul jobs of good s1ze having been 
turned out by Gus Pray, who is in 
charge of repair work. "Umberto No-
bile," 65-foot half-ring vessel which is 
equipved with a 65-hp. Atlas 
diesel, was completely overhauled; is 
owned by Tony Balestri. "St. Arasimo'', 
owned by 0. Cardinale, had the valves 
ground on its 40-hp. Frisco Standard and 
received other servicing as well. 
PETE FERRENTI'S Monterey tim-
para fishing vessel, "Francis," was dry-
docked at Sinno Boat Works, 
during the week of September 20. 
that time Master Mechanic Gus Pray 
Tf Russell Marine Shop removed the 
25-hp. Frisco Standard with which the 
boat is powered and g-ave it a complete 
overhauling. Although the work was 
thoroughly done, the entire job 
but 15 hours. A new generator 
wiring were installed, after which the en-
gine was replaced. Capt. Fcrrenti wa;: 
able to leave with his ship on 
23; he took it to Fishermen's 
San Francisco, he is under cc,n-
tract to fish for E. Booth Co., Inc., 
fresh fish division. 
FISHERMEN aboard the 
launch, "Two Brothers", 
to have a small canary 
the craft during a recent 
\vhich is used to take 
reduction purposes during 
and for pleasure at 
was several miles from 
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l~ilot Boat 
0 NJ;<: of the most complete crafts of its type, the new Los Angeles Har-
bor- r)ilot boat "Helen C. Porter" 
- completed and commis-
Harbor, Terminal Island, 
The boat was designed by 
Alpaugh, was built to Ameri-
P in g Bureau specifications 
- and represents a fine job 
It was named for the daugh-
Mayor John C. Porter. 
chief power-plant is a 210-hp., six-
direct-reversible moclel 35 Fair-
diesel. This is the new type 
of engine with open-head combustion, 
,;imilar to the model 37, except that the 
has a separate scavenging cylinder 
the model 35 is crankcase scav-
Thc model is similar in design 
bouse. 
installed in the fishing vessel 
and the Larco trawler "Califor-
It is operated from the pilot-
An 8-hp. Fairbanks-Morse auxiliary is 
direct-con-nected to a Fairbanks-Morse 
and also drives a 5-kw. Fair-
generator by means of a 
A motor-driven bilge pump (also 
an unit), in addition to its regular 
purposes, also serves as a fire pump. 
Before this equipment was shipped to 
San Pedro for installation, it was tested 
a representative of the American Bu-
of Shipping, according to Fairbanks-
o.fficials. This expert was required 
the City of Los Angeles with a 
of satisfactory performance 
and workmanship before the various en-
gm~s were. accepted. The trials proved 
cn~n-ely sat1sfactory, the main ;:Iiese! de-
\'elopmg m excess of the 210 horse-power 
requ~red of it. It now drives the tidy 
httle ship at approximately 11;.4 knots. 
equipment was supplied by 
& Galvan, well-known ma-
o£ San Francisco and Wil-
incluclecl all the automatic 
demanded of a modern pilot 
The searchlight is a 14-inch 
model manufactured by N a-
Lamp Co. of Forrestville 
The flasher on the pilotag~ 
the handsome switchboard and 
other electrical in:-rtalla tions were 
m the San Francisco plant of 
& Galvan and put in their 
locations by the . Wilmington 
FAIRBANKS, MORSE & Co. re-
made delivery of the new San 
boat, which was ,built 
at the order of the 
States Public Health Service. It 
a steel-hulled craft, approximately 60 
111 leng-th, and is powered with a 
Fairbanks-Morse. 
"Helen C. Porter", new San Pedro pilot boat. 
J \.. 
HARBOR BOATI 
B u I L D I..,N G c 0 . I 
San Pedro 
Headquarters for 
SERVICE 
.... 
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT 
AND STOCK 
NO DELAYS ON OVERHAULS 
OR REPAIRS 
..... 
Builders of 
"ADVENTURER" 113' 300 H.P. UNION 
"RAJO" 116' 350 H. P. UNION 
"SEA RANGER" 85' 200 H. P. UNION 
"WHITE STAR" 105' 
a!td many others 
HARB R BOAT 
BUILDING CO 
Fish Harbor 
Los /lngeles Harbor 
Terminal Island, Calif. 
Phone San Pedro 1415 
Co10pleted 
a resilient rubber sleeve and a bronze 
liner, inside which the shaft turns. It is 
self-lubricating, sea-water serving to per-
mit free revolution of the shaft. It is 
especially useful in waters where there 
is a great deal of sand and other foreign 
oll]ects wh1ch damage metal bearings. 
TURCO is essential to cleanliness on fish-
ing boah. Use TURCO-not only in the 
galley where it keeps dishes, silverware, 
cooking utensils, etc., spotlessly clean-but 
use it in every part of your boat where 
thorough cleaning is necessary. The engine 
room, for instance, can be kept spic and 
span-for TURCO cuts grease and dirt as 
nothing else can. 
Use TURCO for its economy. It saves 
money because it deans quicker and bet-
ter, with less labor and less material. Abso-
lutely safe, too, because NON-INFLAM-
MABLE. 
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FISHERIES SHORE GUIDE 
Automobiles 
REO-SAN PEDRO CO. 
Karl Keller 
Reo Cars-Reo Trucks 
Complete Service on All Ca·rs 
by Skilled Mechanics 
217 So. Pacific Ave. Phone 1632 
Auto Bodies and Tops 
SAN PEDRO BODY & TOP SHOP. 
Commercial Body Building. 
Radiator Repairing. 
130 N. Pacific Ave, Phone 3689 .. 
Banks 
BANK OF SAN PEDRO. 
7th and Mesa Sts., 6th and Beacon Sts. 
Oldest and Largest. Established 1888. 
4;/zo/o Interest Paid on Term Accounts. 
Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. 
Building and Loan 
On Your Savings, 
With SAFETY 
Guaranteed. 6% MARINE 
BUILDING & LOAN ASSN. 
544 Pacific San Pedro Phone 2520 
Electric Cont1·actor 
SAN PEDRO ELECTRIC CO. 
Wiring, Fixtures, Lamps. 
Supplies, Repairs. 
263 W. 6th St. Phone 884. 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
11 Cabrillo Theatre Building. 
Telephone 5094. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
Garages 
SEVENTH STREET GARAGE. 
24-hr. Serv. Repairing, Towing, Washing. 
285 Seventh St. Phone 4335. 
Hotels 
HOTEL CARRILLO. 
615 S. Center St., San Pedro, Calif. 
Linoleum and Linotile 
ARMSTRONG LINOLEUM 
PULLMAN SHADEf' 
DRAPERIES 
CoRK AND LINOTILE 
WINDOW SHADES 
BED SPRINGS 
PACIFIC SHADE & LINOLEUM CO. 
931 So. Pacific Ave., San Pedro 
Phones 3214 and 3215 
SAN PEDRO-WILMINGTON 
Machine Work 
C. & M. MACHINE CO. 
Diesel Gas Engine. 
Cylinder Grinding & Machine Work. 
431 lOth St. Telephone 2510. 
ENGINEERS 
MACHINISTS 
B STREET MACHINE WORKS 
KELLEY METALS Phone 1666 
527 West B St., Wilmington, Calif. 
Phones: 
Res. San Pedro 5032 Shop Wilmington 87 
UHLIN MACHINE WORKS 
GENERAL MACHINE WoRK 
320 W. "B" ST. WILMHi[GTON, CAL. 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors-Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
435 Avalon Blvd., Wilmington 
Phone Wilm. 808. Nite L. B. 651-185 
Marine Hardware 
FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES 
509 Beacon St. Phone 3220 
San Pedro 
Marine Ways 
MARINE WAYS 
Expert Boat Repairing 
on 
Wood or Steel Hulls 
Handle up to 100' in length on 
Marine Ways 
Fishing and Pleasure Boats 
For Sale 
COAST 
BOAT WORKS 
1 Block South Coast Fishing Company 
WILMINGTON CALIF. 
Men's Clothing, Furnishings 
BROWN BROS. 
Hart-Schaffner-Marx Clothes 
Florsheim Shoes, Stetson Hats. 
109 W 6th St., 461 W 6th St., San Pedro. 
Paints 
R. C. LONG PAINT STORE. 
Marine Paints, Oils, Varnishes. 
640 Broad Ave., Wilmington. 
GEO. A. WILLIAMS. 
Paints, Varnishes and Wall Paper. 
1016 S. Pacific, San Pedro. Phone 1024. 
Propeller Work 
WILLIAM LAMBIE 
Naval Architect 
Lambie Propellers 
Security First National Bank Bldg. 
Phone 834 WILMINGTON, CAL. 
Propeller Straightening 
All Work Guaranteed 
EGGERT & PETERSON 
216 East C St., Wilmington, Cal. 
Phone 1412 
Provisions 
Whole sale Prices on 
PROVISIONS to FISHING BOATS 
Day and Night Service 
TANNER BROS., INC. 
633 Beacon St., San Pedro Phones 14-51-820 
Physicians-Surgeons 
DR. JOHN G. NORMAN. 
129 West Sixth Street. 
Office Phone 1636; Res. Phone 3621. 
Radio Service 
JOHNSON RADIO SERVICE. 
3 62 6th St., San Pedro. 
Majestic Radios, Radio Tubes and 
Batteries. 
Expert Service-All Makes Radios. 
Sea Salvors . 
MERRITT, CHAPMAN & SCOTT 
CORP. 
San Pedro. 2880-Cable Ad. Merritt. 
Ship Blacksmithing 
SAN PEDRO IRON WORKS. 
W. H. Smith, Proprietor. 
Acetylene Welding and Cutting. 
Phone 311. 242 No. Harbor Blvd. 
San Pedro, California. 
Storage-Hauling 
BELASCO TRANSFER. 
Packing-Storing-Crating. 
663 7th St. Tel. 3844-3845. 
cTOBER, 1931 
GNITI:ON of the power, speed 
· a of Ford automobiles and 
is apparent in the number of ve-
of this make which are owned by 
and companies· associated in 
industries of the West Coast. 
before and after the advent of the 
A car this make has been popular. 
K. Cook Co., dealers in Ford 
automobiles, has supplied a large number 
of pleasure and business cars and trucks 
those interested in canned and fresh 
and also to fishermen. The firm 
established in San Pedro, California, 
in 1921, and since that time has ~uilt up 
for itself a commendable reputatiOn for 
service and courtesy. Clark K. Cook, 
has been associated with Ford Motor 
Car Co. for 16 years, heads the organiza-
tion. Charles E. Smolar, manager, also 
is a veteran with Ford, coming from De-
troit, Michigan. Frank Smolar, well-
known sales manager, 0. J. Smolar, head 
of the insurance department which is 
operated in conjunction with the business, 
and Chester Pyle of Pasadena are the 
other cllief officers. 
"Ford dealers of the United States ·have 
secured 47 per cent of the truck sales for 
the country," states Cook, "and last ye.ar 
secured 45 per cent of the .total business. 
The first six-month period of 1931 shows 
a total registration of Ford trucks in the 
United States of slightly more than 82,-
000. From these figures it is easy to see 
the way the commercial car demand is 
pointing." 
SCARCITY of live bait off the coast 
Baja California has been reported dur-
ing the past three· months by the tuna 
fishing fleets of Southern California. 
ISHERIES 
HORE GUIDE 
PEDRO- Continued 
W. H. WICKERSHAM. 
Custom-House Broker. 
Steamship Agent. 
190 W. 7th St. Tel. 2498. 
fer Business 
F~OT'S TRANSFER & STORAGE, Ltd. 
L1gh~ or Heavy Hauling'. Moving Vans. 
Furniture Packing and Crating. 
606 Beacon St. Phone 93. 
Typewriters 
CHARWOOD TYPEWRITER CO. 
~old, Rented, Repaired, Exchanged. 
rompt, Expert Service. 
274 W. 6th St. Phone liS. 
San Pedro, California. 
·s 
~OODRICH-HALVERSON MORTUARY 
uneral & Ambulance Service. 
57} 6th St. Tel. 141-J-1515. 
RESOURCES EXCEED $13,000,000.00 
A STATEWIDE INSTITUTION 
FULL ~UILDING· LOA~ ll 6% 
ASSOCIATION 
Interest Under State Supervision-Legal for All Trust Funds 
Paid! SAN PEDRO BRANCH 
Sixth and Centre Streets, San Pedro 
Phone 2870 
FIRE 
(Underwriters Approved) 
Automatic and Manual Systems 
LUX & FYRFREEZ 
Hand Extinguishers 
THE FATHOMETER 
V ALCOLITE CLEANER 
YNCHAUSTI CORDAGE 
Distributor for 
NEW JERSEY BOTTOM PAINTS 
Agents Being Appointed 
Specializing in 
FISH BOAT REFRIGERATION 
FULL 
6% 
Interest 
Paid! 
P 4UL W. HILLER 
~.E. 
WILMINGTON 
334 Broad St. Phone 1416 
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Pioneer Ship Chandlers and Fishermen's 
Supply House of California 
PA y 
Conditions Better in Donolniii_ 
H ERMAN D. NICHOLS, Tubbs Cordage Co., San 
returned to his office at the end 
August from a fiye-week business to 
Honolulu, Hawau .. He declared upon 
return that h~ beheves conditions to he 
bet~er on the 1slands than they are on the 
mamland, although ~ransient travel has 
fallen off, the sugar mdustry has had +1, 
become reconciled to the belief that ·-
sugar is here to stay and the 
canners have had to sell their 
pack (several million cases larger 
year than last) at prices considerablv be-
low the usual amount. · 
"Our rope business is 
in the islands among 
panies, tug and barge, and 
companies," he stated after his arrival m 
San Fran cisco. "The general 
of Tubbs' 'Supercore' and 'Green 
among these companies, which constitute 
the chief users of rooe. has been verv 
gratifying." · , · 
\Vhile in Honolulu, Nichols boarded the 
"Mamo," largest steel-hulled, diesel-pow-
ered tug in the world (see WCF for Mav, 
1931), and made a trip to Kannakaki, 
Molokai Island, a distance of 53 miles. 
The powerful vessel, which is 
Tubbs Cordage Company's floa·t in the Harbo•r Day festivities, or the reason v;hy the rope 
firm's 'phone rang incessantly after the parade. 
with Fairbanks-Morse diesels, a 
miscellaneous cargo, returning with two 
all-steel pineapple barges in tow, of 200 
gross tons. The tow was handled as pre-
viously described in WCF, the first car-
rier being pulled by 750 feet of 12-inch 
Supercore rope, while the second was 
towed with 1,200 feet of wire cable. 
LSE 
~S 
MARINE VARNISH 
Made With 
100% Bakelite Resin 
No special thinners necessary 
'S 
Seals the surface in a durable, impenetrable coating which 
defies all the elements 
Distributed by A II the Leading Ship Chandlers 
A TRIAL WILL BE MOST CONVINCING 
C. A. WOOLSEY PAINT _& COLOR 
Jersey City, N. ]. 
Lexington, N.C. Tampa, Fla. Houston, Texas San· Francisco, CaL 
"The 'Mamo,' which is commanded hy 
Capt. Bob Purdy and carries a Kanaka 
crew, looks as and span today as 
she did the day left San Francisco on 
her long maiden cruise to the island<' 
stated Nichols. "The Kanakas arc re-
markable seamen, and the crew is able 
exchange barges like the men on a 
freight train ~re able to switch cars, 
ing- a 'flying switch' with no 
or bumping of tug against barge. 
Kanak a is at his place at all times. Young 
Brothers has one of the most efficient sys-
tems for freig-hting which I have ever 
seen, and I certainly feel that Purdy 
and his men are to be 
Nichols, who returned on the 
Navigation Co. steamer "Wilhelmina. 
reached San Francisco too late to witne'~ 
the Harbor Dav celebration described in 
the last issue ~of VvCF. However, his 
company was well presented in the par-
ade, as shown by the photograp)1 winch 
accompanies this article. "While we can-
not judge the amount of rope sales tr~ce­
able to this exhibit," writes Nichols 111 _a 
letter to WCF's Northern California ol-
fice, "we do know that the 'phone 
almost incessantly .for the remainder. 
the week, always- fo1lov-iccl by an inqtHrY 
for the young ladies' addresses." 
1931 
"SUGG~S~IONS o~ How .to Pain~ a 
Boat" is tl1e t1tle of an mterestmg and m-
iittle 16-page booklet recently is-
A. Woolsey Paint & Color Co. 
New Jersey. It is divided 
two the first pertaining to 
eY' ,-essels and the second to repaint iou~. the first division is informa-
tion on to tr~~t sea!11s, hulls, cabms, 
cockpits, spars, ra1lmgs, 1ron work, smoke 
tacks, bottoms, engmes and metal boats. ~~;r further advice is presented 
seams, hulls and varnished 
the inside front cover is a 
poem entitled "Soliloquy of a Mo-
., while a complete list of Wool-
is presented at the back. 
A. Dwelle represents Woolsey 
Paint Co. in Northern California, 
while c·. J. Hendry Company's three re-
tail stores are distribution headquarters in 
the southern half of the state. 
W. H. BISSELL, manager of 'Wick-
Steel Co., San Francisco, 
was early on the morning of Sep-
tember 16 when a Seattle-bound Boeing 
Air Transport crashed into San 
Bay just off the western end 
airport. Bissell well-known 
in busine:;s circles on the West Coast, 
was 47 of age; he leaves a wife, 
J:Irs. Bissell, and a 10-year-old 
daughter, Nadia" 
The crash was the first fatal accident 
suffered by passenger planes of the Boe-
in this region. Soon after the 
pilot ascended, he radioed that .visi-
bility was lov>, due to fog; a few minutes 
later he was heard above the airport. Two 
obserHrs in the weather tower heard the 
screech, saw a flare dropped and, 
want 
a ge that 
we can depend 
SHIPMATE Fuel Oil Burning Ranges, 
not being dependent for their satisfactory 
operation on the natural draft of the 
smoke stack, are therefore dependable 
under the varying conditions encountered 
at sea. 
Power atomization of the oil and air 
by blower result in unvarying 
SHIPMATES have been dependable 
for over fifty years. 
THE STAMFORD FOUNDRY CO 
alm6st at once, saw the plane plunge in-
to the bay, apparently in flames. 
"Miss Oceanside" sudde!illy burst 
flames late in August while 
tween the pier at Oceanside and a 
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CREW MEMBERS of the fishing ves-
sel "Lochinvar," operating out of Ocean-
side, California, saved the lives of 14 men, 
women and children who were forced to 
leap into the water when the water taxi 
barge anchored some distance off-shore. 
Aside from James Lawrence, skipper, no 
one was injured" Lawrence suffered cuts 
when attempting to obtain life-preservers 
for the passeng.ers aboard his boat. 
E r r tti 
for U Kinds of Fishi 
Our California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
carries in stock purse seine, round haul 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, 
Mackerel and Sardine seining. 
Ederer Netting ls Cheapest 
Because It ls Best 
R. J. EDERER C 
Main Office and Factory 
540-548 ORLEANS STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
STANDARDIZED 
Our stencil on the burlap and marker in the 
rope assures users of standardized uniformity, 
that this coil is the same as lhe last order, or 
as the next order, and wiU perform with the 
same "wiU to do" the service efficiently and 
economically that is expected frorrt a com· 
modity backed hy seventy-five years of nunm· 
factnring experience. This is our aim at 
standardization. Specify TUBBS EXTRA SU-
PERIOR MANILA on your next order. 
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FISHERIES SHORE GUIDE 
SAN DIEGO 
Bottled Gas 
Is th~ Saf~st 
~a.-in~ Fu~l 
Burns a CLEAR 
HOT 
BLUE 
FLAME 
Cook With PROT ANE GAS 
Keep Your Galley COOL 
Distributed by 
BOTTLED GAS CO. of SAN DIEGO 
Fishennan's Wharf M-1477 
Club Boat Shop, Wilmington 
Martin Newall, San Francisco 
Crushed lee 
AMERICAN 
FISHERIES CO. 
Always Ready 
Two Automatic lee 
Crushers 
Instant Service 
New Fishermen's Wharf 
San Diego 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
Telephone M-1225. 
San Diego, California. 
306 Municipal Pier Building. 
Ice and Cold Storage 
CUYAMACA 
Distilled Water 
. Best for Health 
Best for Technical Purposes 
SAN DIEGO ICE & 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
67 Eighth St. Main 0251 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors, Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
FISHERMEN'S WHARF, SAN DIEGO 
Phone Main 9688-Nite 6605 
Marine Sheet Metal Work 
BOAT TANKS 
Iron; Copper and Brass Work 
CENTRAL SHEET METAL WORKS 
Corner of G and Front Sts. 
Phone Main 5405-San Diego 
Ship Supplies 
Buy 
EDISON 
MAZDA 
LAMPS 
COAST 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 
SAN DIEGO 
Tanks 
H. K. SHOCKEY, Prop. 
Shoc::ke;-y 13oilt;l' 
wo .. ks 
FUEL OIL TANKS 
Also Fish Cookers 
for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO: CALIF. 
Phone Main 4¢48 
Read the 
Free Clock 
Offer on Page 8 
' . 
CAPT. TOM MASON was iniur d 
early in September when he slipped a~d 
fell down the hatchway of his PUts 
seiner, "Blue Sky." Several ribs wee-
broken in the accident. To make matte~e 
worse, in taking the most direct route t s 
his home port of San Pedro after he had 
been hurt, Capt. Mason was alleged t 
have . cut across re~tricted waters whil~ 
carrymg a purse-setne. However when 
the case was explained before th~ judge 
at Long Beach by Attorney Arch E. Ek-
dahl, ':"ho has :epresented. both fishermen 
and Ftshermen s Cooperattv~ Association 
the ~ourt released the skipper with ~ 
warnmg. 
The "Blue Sky" is 81 Yzx20x7 feet is 
powered with a four-cylinder, 230 hp. 'At-
las Imperial diesel and carries C: J. Hen-
dry Co. chandlery. 
The 
FISHERMAN 
GLOVE 
No. 642 made giant si~e 
and reversible with. elas~ 
tic wrist, also Cannery 
Gloves in Light-weight-
Japs. boys" and ladies' 
sizes. 
SEATTLE GLOVE CO. 
''Patterson 
Sargent'' 
PAINTS 
l\llarine Paints 
Varnishes 
Specialties 
Copper Paint 
Red-Brown-Green 
"Products the Trade have 
learned to respect" 
C. j. HENDRY CO. 
Distributors 
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division of FISHERMEN SECTION} 
pu.biication for A meri.can Fisher- •·· 
mens Tunaboat Assocwtzon AN 
FRANK SILVA ]A. of the tunaship 
"St Therese" is a proud father these 
dav·s. for Mrs. Silva gave birth to a baby 
ifl on September 30. Both mother and ~augbter are reported as enjoying good 
health. 
AUGUST, SEPTEMBER and October 
hurricane months clown the coast of 
California and Central America, 
means that a number of the small-
er tunaships found it extremely hazardous 
to venture south int,~ .tropica!, waters and 
even some ot the big uns found the 
o·oing hard, as was evidenced by the loss 
~f the ''Columbia." Impelled by a 60-
1;1ile the storm swept up the coast, 
driving it all traffic then on the sea. 
The "N eskleetia," "San Salvador" and 
·'Patria" were anwng n1embers of the 
fishing fleet which had trouble with the 
seas and powerful gales. The first 
of in attempting to escape injury, 
made for JI;Iadgalena Bay but was forced 
011 the beach befo_re it could reach a 
haven. The Merritt, Chapman & Scott 
salvage tug "Peacock" was dispatched to 
its re~cuc. The "San Salvador" was driven 
a£round but worked its way off, after 
,;;hich Capt. Manuel Machado Medina 
aided the "Patria," also aground to free 
itself. The latter ship anchored in a safe 
harbor to await assistance from the 
north while Medina's new cruiser pro-
ceeded to San Diego under its own power. 
CAPT. JOHN ZUANICH and Capt. 
Tony Zankie of the big tunaship "Olym-
oic" their cruiser in on Septem-be~ 21 a good fare of yellowfin tuna. 
"There wasn't much of anything exciting 
on the trip," stated Capt. Zuanich shortly 
after his arrival. "We lost a couple of 
hlacles off of our propeller, and we saw 
·the 'N eskleetia' hard aground on the 
beach, and we buckE:cl the recent Mexican 
storm most of the way up, but there 
wasn't anything really exciting." 
Had the "Olympic" not damaged its 
H. "Bob" Bobzien of American Fishermen's 
Tunaboat /1 ssociation (center), with Eric and 
G. Danielsen. 
AMONG DUTIES of American Fish-
ermen's Tunaboat Association is that of 
aiding its members to secure naturaliza-
tion papers and thereby becoming citi-
zens of the United States. While this 
work is not elemancled of the associa-
tion's officials, they have shown them-
selves willing and eager to aiel their 
friends in securing the benefits of citi-
zenship. 
Eric Danielsen and G. Danielsen, 
brothers of. Capt. Bror Danielsen of the 
tunaship "Amor da Patria," are among 
recent members of the association to ob-
tain naturalization papers. They came to 
the U nitecl States approximately 10 years 
ago, being two of the few of Swedish 
birth who are interested in the tuna fish-
ery. Chiefly through the aiel of H. "Bob" 
Bobzien, secretary-treasurer of the as-
sociation (who formerly fished with 
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them), they have become naturalized. 
Their brother, Capt. Bror, will be re-
membered as the man who discovered 
the "65-mile bank" in 1924 was so 
big-hearted and generous that sacri-
ficed his own fortune in order to inform 
others of his find and permit them to 
share in its wealth. 
Freel Schellin, Eddie Ghio and H. Bob-
zien all have been of material assistance 
to fishermen seeking citizenship. 
ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN, 
ton and San Francisco marine 
house, is doing the electrical repair 
aboard the fishing vessel ''Progress." A 
complete electrical installation is 
made, since practically every 
such euqipment has been 
task will not be completed 
vember 1. 
LIQUILOX Co., 1'roducers of the new 
finish which is receiving ever-greater 
recognition among the fishing industries 
of Southern California, has moved into 
its new Los Angeles plant. The new 
site, which comprises three acres of in-
dustrial property in the Laguna-Maywood 
district, already is occupied by the first 
unit building, a brick structure covering 
an area 70xl20 feet. It is provided with 
a spur track 
"THE EVER-LENGTHENING 
QUEST for tuna will lead 
build ships within a capacity 
equipped to freeze and store 
recently declared Harry S. Mason, man-
ager of Tuna Packers Association of Cal-
ifornia. "These projected 180-foot freez-
er vessels will ply the waters of the 
South Seas, which are believed to be rich 
tuna fishing-grounds. They may also 
travel along the Aleutian chain to exploit 
the fisheries of that locality." 
the captain aclrnitted he would 
have to aid the "N eskleetia" and 
the "Colombia," passenger liner which 
was lost in the blow. He was unable to 
offer assistance without endangering the 
lives of his own crevv, however, so he was 
forced to proceed homeward. It took five 
Thrifty Fishertnen Choose 
to the trip up to Southern 
60 honrs. 
Corp. instead of the usual 
-------'-
EUGENE GREGSON, San Diego 
manager for Gilbert C. Van Camp In-
Wrance Agency, has brought joy to the 
nearts of local cigar merchants by the 
of perfectos he has distributed 
celebrate the arrival of a son and heir. 
lllain 
boy was born Saturday, 
since which elate the world 
pretty good to Gene. 
JOHNSON of San Diego 
Construction Co. found plenty of 
to himself with during the 
the yards of the San 
were thronged with vessels 
overhauls or other work. 
engine repairs were the 
IN 
for 
L RA 
their B 
s 
s 
The Campbell Machine Com-
pany, San Diego, installed this 
Ingle Oil Burning Range in 
the Tunaship the 
latest of the fleet of fourteen 
fine, modern fishing boats built 
them. 
INGLE MANUFACTlJRING 
San Diego, California 
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This division of FISHERMEN SECTION } 
is the official publication, of Pacific Coast ~.h 
Fishermen's ·Association . SAN DIEGO 
Zauri Aids War Veterans 
ALEX ZAURI, one of the two chief officers of Pacific Coast Fisher-
men's Association, San Diego, Cal-
ifornia, is a man who not only is able to 
discharge his duties with the fishermen's 
group in efficient manner, but occupies 
himself in his spare time with various 
other tasks which are of benefit to those 
with whom he is associated. A recent ex-
ample of this eagerness ot aid others is 
Zauri's work on Veteran's Preference Bill 
No. 138, which was presented before the 
state legislature at the recent session. 
Thsi measure was intended as a means 
of aiding American veterans of the 
World War who, because of their service 
to their country, suffered illness, accident 
or injury which is now handicapping 
them in their efforts to" gain livelihoods. 
There are many such fine men through-
out the nation, California having its 
share. Relief for them is especially im-
portant today, when economic conditions 
are making it hard for those in perfect 
health to make good livings. 
The bill provides that disabled veterans 
(a part of the measure gives definitions 
for those eligible to come within this 
classification) are to be given preference 
over non-veterans in governmental posi-
toins which are obtained through the 
R.·T. UPJOHN of Protane Bottled Gas 
Co., San Diego, is on a business trip to 
Eric, Pennsylvania. Upjohn's firm dis-
Alex Zauri of Pacific Coast Fishermen's Asso-
ciation with Go'Vernor James Rolph Jr. as 
the latter signs J7 eteran's Preference Bill 
· No. 138. 
tributes the well-known Protane bottled 
gas for marine ranges. 
Thrifty Fishertnen Choose 
INGLE OIL FURNACES 
/or their HOMES 
-burning distillate for fuel and equipped 
with the same· famous Valjean Carburetor 
as the Ingle Ranges on their boats give 
them every advantage they look for. First 
there is a saving of 58% on fuel, an abund-
ance of fresh, warm, moist' air heating the 
whole house at even temperature and a 
noiseless, smokeless, sootless apparatus that 
is absolutely safe and can be made to oper-
ate automatically. 
INGLE 
MANUFACTURING 
Co. 
San Diego, California 
civil service commission. Anyone who is 
a disabled veteran thereby has a better 
chance of securing a post as watchman 
or in many other similar capacities than 
has one who is not. While it is sp~cified 
that no man receive preference for a post 
which his injuries make him unfit to fill 
it was believed by the sponsors that man; 
veterans would be benefited. 
Alex . Zaur! recently was honored by 
election to the post of State Commander 
of the Fourth District of Disabled Amer-
ican Veterans of the World War. At the 
Santa Monica meeting he was selected by 
unanimous ballot of the organization, the 
members thus demonstrating their faith 
in his ability and enthusiasm. That they 
were eminently justified in this faith is 
shown by Zauri's service in the previously 
described Veteran's Preference Bill. The 
fishermen's executive made a special trip 
to the state capital to confer with Gov-
ernor James Rolph Jr. and was present 
when Governor Rolph made the measure 
a law during June. 
Zauri's championship of the veterans is 
but one example of his activities in legis-
lative matters. Another, recently report-
ed by WCF, was his share in the work to 
secure the governor's veto of the sword-
fish bill. 
PULPIT-BOATS fishing for swordfish 
have been surprised to have the run of 
these fish continue throughout September 
and into early October. In past seasons 
operations have come to an end shortly 
after the close of August, but large num-
bers of the fish have been taken during 
the past month. Deliveries were being 
made in both San Diego and San Pedro, 
and prices were moderately good. 
OLYMPIC HIGHWAY EXPRESS, 
which recently opened Los Angeles of-
fices under the direction of James S. 
Craig and Theo. B. F. Mack, has estab-
lished a new service for California fresh 
fish shippers. The company has pur-
chased a handsome, green-painted Reo 
truck, four tons in capacity, to trans-
port Los Angeles and San Pedro sea-
foods to San Francisco and to return 
from the northern part of the state wi~h 
fish and shellfish for Southern Califorma 
distribution. 
According to present schedules, the 
truck leaves for the North each Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday at 4 p. m., arriv-
ing in San Francisco early on each fo~, 
lowing morning. At 4 p. m. on eac 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday the. ve-
hicle begins its southern run. It IS a 
fast truck, fully insula ted to insure proper 
refri~eration. of the seafoods it .carnh, 
and IS provmg quite popular w1th t e 
trade in both Northern and Southern Cal·· 
ifornia. Its San Francisco offices are 
under the management of G. L. Twomey. 
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Exterior of the plant of Superior Seafood Company, Los Angeles, C&lifornia. Max Freeman, 
president, and author of the article below, is the man in his shirt-sleeq;es. 
Coastwide Federation Needed 
GENERAL BUSINESS CONDI-
'IIONS may be blamed as the 
chief trouble in the fresh fish busi-
ness today. Because it takes a greater 
effort to sell goods at the present time 
than in past years, the buying public are 
taking advantage of the situation and, in 
the American slang, have become 
In other words, when pur-
goods, they use one house against 
another in an effort to force prices down. 
Buyers of seafoods have adopted this pol-
just as have buyers of other commod-
with the result that fish prices are 
what they should be, thus hurting 
and fresh fish dealers alike. 
low figures for which fish is being 
sold clearly indicate that steps should be 
~aken to improve condition~ in the fresh 
l"h If the proper combined ac-
were taken, everyone in it would be 
for there is enough business 
everyone. It has been demonstrated 
. the past, however, that it is useless for 
lllchviclual firms to attenmt alteration of 
or to raise the level of prices. 
activities naturally belong to group 
and should be undertaken onlv bv 
coordinated fish dealers of a certaill 
-working in harmony with each other 
adopting uniform rules of conductin,g 
business. 
Necessciry 
of ar1 association is the plan 
greatest promise of eventually 
undesirable features which at 
Present the industry. Such a 
could be formed on the same basis 
By MAX FREEl\1AN 
President of SuperiorS eafood Co., Los Angeles 
S UPERIOR SEAFOOD Co., Los Angeles, is one of Southern California's most 
substantial fresh fish distributing firms. 
Established during the middle part of 1929, 
its progressi<Ve attitude and quick service at 
once ~..von a place of esteem a•mong those in 
the industry. Today its handsome b·rick 
building is the scene of continuous activity, 
for it is enjoying a prosperous business. 
Because Superior Seafood Company has 
gained a place of prominence in such a short 
time. this statement by its president should 
be of interest to every fresh fislz dealer and 
distributor on the Coast.-The Editors. 
of operations as that in other industries, 
where coordination has accomplished 
splendid results. Sponsorship of the pro-
gram by a disinterested organization 
would aiel in getting- it started and in 
keeping it on the right track after its in-
ception; WEST COAST FISHERIES 
magazine undoubtedly -would serve well 
in that capacity. 
If such an association of fresh fish 
dealers were established in Los Angeles 
to eliminate present evils, stabilize prices, 
conduct cooperative advertising cam-
paigns and undertake similar duties, it 
first of all would have to include everv 
reputable dealer in the city. There ar"c 
already too many examples o£ progressive 
ideas of this sort which have been 
-wrecked because a small percentage of 
those concerned failed to join and dis-
rupted the entire project. Only through 
complete cooperation could the ultimate 
objectives be realized. 
Secondly, the organization would have 
to have a firm, able and conscientious 
central nucleus of officers and directors. 
These of course would be elected by the 
member firms and would be responsible 
for carrying out the wishes of the asso-
ciation. In addition, their duties would 
include enforcement of the by-laws under 
whose clauses the group wonlcl 
Each official would have to be a man 
high character and considerable personal 
power, in order that he might be able to 
discharge the duties of his office in satis-
factory manner. 
By-Laws, Credit Service 
As suggested above, a set of bv-laws 
would have to be up to - the 
activities of the the busi-
ness methods of the members. These 
would include provisions for periodic elec-
tion of officers, handing of association 
affairs, standards of business conduct, ar-
rangement for possible cooperative adver-
tising campaigns and sirnilar matters. 
Each company which joined the move-
ment would be required to furnish a sub-
stantial membership fee. This would 
serve as a sort of bond to guarantee the 
firm's adherence to the bv-laws. If anv 
failed to live up- to these regti-
wouicl be a period of time 
in which to rcctifv errors. after which 
its fee would be- forfeited if no change 
in policy was noticed, and through com-
hinecl efforts of other members forced 
into line. These by-laws, of course, would 
be formulated by the entire group and 
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A chid division of the association 
should be a credit department. Under 
present conditions, when no such service 
is available, a customer often runs up a 
bill for three or four weeks with one com-
pany and then, instead of meeting his ob-
ligations, refnses to pay his bills and 
goes on to another firm, where he does 
the same thing. If the wholesalers were 
banded together in one group, each one 
would supply credit information to the 
central officers, who then would .be able 
to give advice whenever a firm was ap-
proached by a new customer about whom 
nothing was known. 
Coastwide Organization 
After the fresh fish distributors of the 
West Coast were organized into regional 
associations, one in each city, the next 
logical step would be formation of a 
group which would cover the entire coast. 
No such group should be established until 
the smailer units had been established, 
however, since it has been shown that 
the problems which confront dealers in 
one municipality are different from those 
in another region, and much better coop-
eration is obtained when each city has its 
own group. But when the locational 
unions have been established, they cer-
tainly should be joined together in a 
Pacific Coast institution. This plan, we 
believe, would bring about a closer rela-
tionship between all organizations and in-
dividuals in the industry, be they on the 
buying or selling- encl. 
The Fish-For-Food Federation, which 
has been described in several recent is-
sues of WEST COAST FISHERIES 
magazine, would be the ideal medium to 
use as the coastwide org-anization. · The 
credit information collected in each citv 
would be sent to the central headqual:-
ters, where it would be available to all. 
Since no credit would be granted a re-
tailer or wholesaler unless sanctioned bv 
the local or coastal organization, this pla~1 
ultimately would eliminate the fly-by-night 
dealer by preventing him from obtaining 
fish on credit. Under present conditions 
he is permitted to secure seafoods with-
out paying for them and thus is able to 
sell them at prices well below the mar-
ket. The legitimate dealer cannot do 
this, for he has to pay for his fish, but 
the fly-by-nighter does not pay his bills 
and therefore can cut his prices. In that 
way he injures both the shipper and the 
legitimate operators in his territory. 
Other evils which could be corrected 
bv the Fish-For-Food Federation and its 
n1em ber associations are misrep resen ta-
tion as to species, quality, age, etc.: ship-
ments not sufficiently well packed to reach 
their destinations in good condition: 
price-cutting as a means of competition 
TINGEY~§ 
Spring Water-Grain Fed 
RAINBOW TROUT 
Large"_t and best equip}led trout in 
the West. Surprising ,qj_u .alilov--lo•w 
Standing orders encont"aged. 
SNAKE RIVER TROUT CO., BUHL, IDAHO 
FRANK SUTTORA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers 
Now Shipping Smelt 
Telephone 269 or 134 
NEWPORT BEACH,. CALIF. 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
instead of quality and service; and a 
number of other practices. The organi-
zation also should take up matters con-
cerning shipping rates, and legislation af-
fecting the fresh fish industry. 
We stand on record as being in favor 
of some co-orclina ted movement among 
the L. A. fresh fish dealers to ,bring about 
a betterment of conditions in the fish in-
dustry as a whole. 
SAL M 0 N -SEINING SEASON 
opened on all species of the "onchorhyn-
cus" kind on September 5 in the southern 
Puget Sonnd area. Immediately that this 
happened, busy days commenced for 
Tony Bussanich and E. F. Chappell, part-
ners, who operate the Tacoma Fish & 
Packing Company. 
"vVe received fish right away," says 
Tony. "About twelve vessels-all of 
them seiners~~made deliveries to us. This 
represents some 85 men that are dispos-
ing of their catches through us, for the 
crews are of six to eight men per craft. 
Vve started carloads of salmon rolling to-
ward New York, and also Boston, imrne-
dia tely-these were made up principally 
of cohos or silversides, with a portion 
composed of chinooks or spring salmon." 
The partners have a lively trade with 
local consumers, being favored with a 
large business with the U. S. Soldiers' 
Home and the big military establishment 
at Fort Lewis. 
TWO FROG FARMS at Vancouver, 
Washington, were consolidated when 
Miss L. M. Connell purchased both the 
Leiner Frog Farm and the Interstate 
Frog Farm, merging both under the 
name of the former, which is most widely 
known. The new proprietress is resident 
upon the premises, and has been improv-
ing the properties by constructing addi-
tional breeding pens and pools. 
It is said that the frog-raising enter-
prise was commenced in the Vanconver 
district by Chas. Leiner, who six years 
ago fenced in natural marsh ground and 
planted imported breeding stock there. 
At uresent there seems to be an abund-
ant' population, especially of young stock 
one or two years old. M:iss Connell 
states that she is making shipments of 
breeding stock to Java, Japan and other 
remote places, and says that the limita-
tions of her rearing pools do not permit 
of a full satisfaction of the demand for 
parent frogs. 
KNOWLEDGE of the changes in rel-
ative abundance of the herring popula-
tions at different times, and on different 
,P.;rouncls in Alaska, is necessary if the 
herring fishery is to be revulated so as 
to produce an optimum yield. By opti-
mum yield is meant the maximum yield 
that can be taken vvithout endangering 
the supply, and which allows the popu-
lation to maintain that level of abnndance 
·which will permanently produce either 
the g-reatest quantity or the greatest 
value of fish. ·vVith this in view, Dr. 
George A. Rounsefell of the U. S. Bureau 
of Fisheries has made a study to deter-
mine the fluctuations in the supply of 
herring in southeastern Alaska. 
Dr. Rounsefell points out that the sup-
ply of herring in areas on the eastern and 
western sides of Admiralty Island in 
,:outheastern Alaska, which have been 
fished intensively for many years, has 
been depleted to the point of r:ommercial 
Pxtinction. He also states that as the 
fishery is being extended to other regions 
the trend of general abundance, especially 
in the area north of 'Nilson 
fallen tremendously and 
1924. The herring supply taken regi,m 
by ~egion a[}parently is unequal to 
stram of fishmg, but the general v;plri 
declining much more slowly than "'~- · 
of individual fishing areas 
cause of the movement of the , 
new localities where fresh fishing g•·"·p-,X: 
are vvorked. ~~_,_ uL_' "b 
. However, there are few areas rema[p_ 
~ng wh1ch the fishery 1s not now exnJr,it-
mg. Hence, the general trend of the: ;.,.,._ 
ring fishery may be expected to conti; 1~;e 
to decline, perhaps at an accelerated rate:. 
unless some re1nechal measures are -,,._ 
plied. The Bureau of Fisheries has co't~;­
plete anthont:l'" for regulatmg the tlsh:,·r-
les of Alaska 111 the mterest of consen·a-
tion, and. sp~cific . recommendations ;;_r,, 
giVen bv 1ts mvcst1gators for so 
ing the- catch as to. maintain the 
and probably to rehabilitate the 
areas. 
UNDER DIRECTION of Dr. F. 
Donaldson, the first attempt to mark 
grating pink salmon fry in Alaska was 
successfully carried on this at 
Olive Cove, 50,000 being hv 
clipping the fins. 
"The first few weeks at the cove 'NC!'c: 
occupied with preparations for the mark-
ing work," states Dr. Donaldson, "and 
with frequent visits to the spaw11in" 
grounds in search of migrating fry. Dm~~ 
ing this time the creek was either frozen 
over or so high that it was impossihic to 
install any tyoe of permanent net that 
would catch the frv. Hence it not 
until the last of March that little 
home-made trap net could be installed. 
This net, alth owzh very crudely construct-
ed, fished satisfactor.ilv and is now laid 
away for future use. .The morning after 
the installation of this net the trap was 
full of fry, mostly pinks with a few 
chums, and it was then that the nocturnal 
migration of the fry was discovered. 
"Many trips were made to the spawn·· 
ing grounds throughout the the 
fry were migrating, but no frc-
could be found during the daytime either 
in the stream or small pools along the 
stream. \Vith the aid of a lantern one 
could find them in the stream almost an'' 
time dnring the night, but with the 
rays of dawn they disappeared 
seclusion under the rocks and 
gravel. 
"Owing to the fact that rain or sno'.,. 
was the rule and sunshine the 
during our sojourn at the 
was :for the most part either mer 
or roaring near the top of its ban,b. 
Practicallv all of the frv were caught oc· 
tween the, storms when -the creek was 
enough so that 'Ne did not to go 
,swimming in order to install net. 
These periods lasted onlv a few dayc. 
and then the net would have to he rc-
tnovecl aga1n, Ho\vever, by frequent 11'\~ 
Pnd c>uts of the net we were able catc:l 
50.000 of the little migrants, ',vas 
the number we set out to mark 
"The actual marking of the fry 
involve anv difficulties, for the 
markitl[(' them had been 
Duckahush, Wash., the vear 
only change in the method from the m:e 
used at Durkabush was that the fry 
marked rnoitly at ni,P.;ht so that they 
be liberated at the time they 
migrated. This did not inflict anv _ 
ochip unon us. for all of the marking ·we' 
clone by artificial li,ght, and o< 
the c\ovs were usually a little wal'111 '' 
than the nights and we did not have 
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This division of FRESH FISH SECTION } 
~· relates news of distributors and producers in ,_ 
Alaska, British Columbia, Washington. NORTHWE.ST 
Bostonian • ID Seattle 
CAPT. REUBEN CAMERON, re-presentative of the John Nagle 
Company, commission fish dealers 
of Boston Fish Pier, arrived in Seattle 
on September 28 to call upon Whiz Fish 
Products and v!sit t~e ot.he~ seafood 
houses with wh1ch ~IS prm<:1pal does 
business. The captam had Just come 
from San Pedro, where he had been re-
ceived by Claire Small, head of Van 
Camp Organizations, Ltd., with which 
house the John Nagle firm does a large 
business in West Coast swordfish. To 
readers who are unfamiliar with eastern 
merchants it should be explained that the 
John Nagle concern is Boston's large~t 
dealer in fresh fish, and consequently IS 
the salient distributor of swordfish in the 
New England area. 
"Our harpooners did poorly during the 
early part of the season," states Captain 
Cameron. "Receipts were light, and the 
market was without surplus to freeze. 
Then, in August, the boats hit the fish 
.off the Nova Scotia coast in considerable 
numbers, and such quantities arrived in 
·Boston that now we have in cold s·torage 
almost as much swordfish as was on 
hands at this time last year. ~ 
"Most of the catch came from Cape 
Brittain far to eastward. This was to 
a considerable extent foreign-caught fish, 
and was subject to import duty on being 
brought into the United States. Price to 
•the fishermen at the Boston Fish Pier 
was about 25 cents a pound on the aver-
age. Eighteen to 20 cents was the low-
HANNULA BUSY 
"LOCAL BUSINESS has been so 
good that I have been on the job from 
. ''12 to 18 hours every day," declares John 
Hannula, Jr., head of the H.annula f. ish 
.Company of Aberdeen, Washmgton, Up 
until this summer the consumption of fish 
.·in Aberdeen and surrounding places did 
· :not amount to much, but during the pres-
.ent season I have increased daily sales 
from 1,500 pounds to 5,000 or 6,000 
pounds. Much of this is retail business-
the people came right here for .their fis~, 
.and buy it absolutely fresh, JUst as 1t 
.comes ()Ut of the boats." r 
.. Hannula is an advertiser. He has the 
Instincts of a successful showman, and 
••k?ows how to popularize his goods. Be-
Sides the entrance to his water-side 
·Premises he has a lot of signs set up: 
.. "Fish is just as good to eat on Monday 
''ls on Friday," and other declarations of 
:hke sort. Upon the walls of his building 
:.· e has inscribed the urge to "Buy a whole 
:,salmon and save money", and other bits 
' equally sound advice. Hannula be-
ves in the merit of his business and is 
t backward about setting forth preach-
nts in favor of the industry in which 
Works and of which he is an energetic 
Presentative. 
''They won't let me sleep," he declares. 
t all times of the night the sport fish-
men call me at my home, ·ringing my 
est, and when I left home last week the 
market was 37 cents a pound. There 
was but little fluctuation in price quota-
tions during the summer, changes being 
gradual and slight. I might say that 
swordfish is the only species that has not 
suffered decline during the past year; it 
alone is holding firm, and seems to be as 
strong as ever. This can be explained 
by the fact that each year it is gaining 
favor with the public, which is ·demand-
ing it in greater quantity all the time." 
The Captain relates that the first 
swordfish of the season were landed 
either at Newport or at New Bedford 
and brought the astonishing price of 60 
cents a pound. 
"In our office I happened to run across 
a fish-receipt for 25 years ago, exactly, 
and it showed the opening price to have 
been only six cents at that time. In 
those days demand was limited to a 
comparatively small body of people resi-
dent in Massachusetts and Connecticut. 
Now New York and all of eastern Amer-
ica has grown fond of it, and the liking 
is increasing with each season," says the 
John Nagle representative. 
The fish from off Cape Brittain aver-
aged about 300 pounds each, dressed, 
while those from American waters 
weighed only about 200 pounds per in-
dividual, states our authority. One of 
the Nova Scotian broad bills actually 
weighed out at 675 pounds-probably the 
season's record. Most of this northern 
telephone until I get up to see what they 
want. Almost always it is the same 
thing-salmon eggs. Seems like every-
body in this country starts out on fishing 
trips at about two o'clock in the morning, 
and somehow they always forget all about 
bait until the last minute. But I always 
give them service. Never yet have I re-
fused to get up and open the market if 
a man wanted to give me his money. I 
was down here at half-past two this 
morning to sell four roes to a fellow, and 
and eastern catch was made by "Blue 
Nose" fishermen. 
"Within the last four or five years the 
Nova Scotia men have taken up harpoon-
ing, Sydney and Louisburg are head-
quarters for the fleet. They are new at 
the business but are doing well. They 
pay duty on their catch, and bring it into 
the United States to market." 
Captain Cameron has been with the 
John Nagle brokerage firm during 10 
years of time. Previous to that he was 
master of Gloucester schooners, "going 
down to Newfoundland" for salt fish and 
market stocks. During 39 years he cap- J 
tained vessels for one. concern-the W m. 
H. Jordan Company. Mr. Jordan has 
long since been deceased, and the firm 
bearing his name has gone out of exist-
ence. When asked concerning his com-
mands, the veteran skipper named the 
schooners "Grayling", "Margaret Has-
kins", "Joseph Rowe" and a dozen more. 
"It was the 'Joseph Rowe' that I sailed 
in the fishermen's race a few years be-
fore the Spanish-American War," remi-
niscenses the matser fisherman. "We 
sailed the course off Gloucester, and it 
blew a gale of wind. In the middle of 
it our jib went out of the bolt-ropes and 
we came in third, two minutes and forty-
seven seconds behind the winner. Now-
days there are almost none of the sailing 
craft left. All the newer vessels are 
diesel-powered, and the days of fast-sail-
ing schooners are done." 
I know as well as anything that he was 
grateful and will be in here tomorrow or 
next day to buy fish for his family." 
Hannula's bestowal of general service 
takes on many forms. For one thing he 
is probably the largest buyer of steelhead 
salmon on the nearby Quinault Indian 
reservation, the tribesmen seeming to be 
in agreement that he is their favored 
trader. This unanimity of preference is 
based upon something more than chance, 
it being said of Hannula that he wins and 
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retains the friendship of the Indians by 
many special acts of kindness and extra-
ordinary services. He counsels them 
wisely about their business affairs, stirs 
them into activity when otherwise they 
would dream on through the whole fish-
ing season without putting forth any real 
effort, helps them get their gear over-
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Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
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JOHN HANNULA, JR. 
F'ISH COMPANY 
Foot of D St., Aberdeen, Washington 
Phone 530 
ha_uled, men_ded and equipped for 
H1s energetic example does mt•ch 
thuse the Quinault natives the· 
ing that both he and the; are 
When the work all is past thev 
that through his urging their J 
has _been much improved, and 
tarchly grateful. 
"Business has been excellent 
mer long," avers the Aberdeen 
"We couldn't get enough 
fish to supolv our markets. 
trade alone .. was enough to keep r. 
for it wasn't anything for us to ,., 
or more to_ns a. day right off the 
Now the s1lvers1des are starting to r,1, 
and after that I shall be up on tlw rn .·.• 
vation again, shipping steelhead." ~ ~ c~,tl-
Every fi_sh that I;lannula sells is a rv~ 
o_mmenclatwn for ~!s firm and an ach·,;._ 
tlsement for the F rsh-for-Foocl · 
Being constantly fishconscious, and aw 2 r., 
of the abiding necessity to boost ~,·:~ 
preach the Fish-for~Foocl idea and ma~i~:~' 
Hannula J?Uts . out every package of h\~ 
product w1th the cheerful gesture o[ hav-
mg done somethmg h1ghly commendCJb1-
for the benefit of the customer, anc1 ~' < 
awakens a consciousness of the s;le-i-' 
merit and quality reposing in his' n:e;~ 
chandise. -
"C H I N 0 0 K S A L M 0 N 
''wam))ecl us here during late summer . 
says Ted Hall of Hall & Olsen, fish me;._ 
chants of South B_fllil, 
during August the run kept up, 
bringing in 6,000 or 7,000 chinooks 
clay. We shipped carloads of them 
lot right after another." ' 
The Southern Washington dealer 
that some 16 gillnet boats made 
to his firm during the chinook run. Theoe 
were one-man craft which drifted 
their fish in the Willaoa River. The 
mon averaged about 20 pounds each. 
"All the August catch was gilled, 
beginning in middle September about 
per cent of our receipts came in 
traps. None of these were on the 
lapa. but there were four on North 
and two on the Naselle. All six 
their fish to us, we having in service 
pick-up boat that made the rounds 
them all. It is only about nine 
from our wharf to the mouth of 
River, where most of catch 
taken," states Ted Hall. 
most of the chi nooks to New York." 
Coho salmon commenced running 
North River just before September 
This run extends to the Willapa 
October 10. Chums make their 
tween October 15 and November 
bulk of the coho run ascending after 
vanguard of the churns has passed. 
"We expect to operate our cannery 
the chums this fall-that is, if the 
salmon market strengthens 
states Hall. "lJsually we have a fine 
of 'bright falls', and are fortunate ill 
taining excellent fish for the reason 
we are so very close to the sea. 
hiy the price for raw material 
fcmr cents this autumn-the same 
October." 
MAURICE H. ISENBERG. 
wholesale fresh fish business Los 
g-eles is well known to the 
that SeDtember was a g;oocl 
cause of the many Jewish holidays 
it includes. Sales to Jewish , 
toC;ether with g·cneral improvenJellc 
movement of fish, has caused the 
to become stronger during the 
weeks, according to Isenberg. who 
for business to continue satisfactorY· 
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~~ is of interest to Oregon distributors and pro- .,.. 
ducers of fresh seafoods · OREGON 
oNE MAN was drowned, three trol-, 
were lost and a cannery tender was 
damaged in accidents which hap-
Columbia River during the past 
," Barbey Packing Co. tender, 
ck by the steamer "Florence 
" on September 12 and forced 
ter, Victor Pier of Longview 
) being drowned, although 
two members of the crew es-
boat was towed to Rainier, 
where it was drydocked and 
in its hull repaired, as well 
mechanical equipment overhauled; 
belonging to Jack Kaakinen, 
and Kalle Erkkilla .. were 
by fire. The first was lost on 
27, Kaakinen and his son being 
by August Saari of Astoria. 
boat, "Heceta," caught fire off 
Bay; the master and Chris 
attempted to fight the flames 
unsuccessful and were forced 
to their skiff, from which they 
up by Capt. E. Paju of the 
"Polaris." The third craft, "Siren," 
on September 23, the two men 
being rescued by William Heik" 
master of the "Tarko." 
RIA, home of the Diesel Filter, 
Chink, vault-type retort door and 
fisheries industries gear and appli-
, now is making further progress 
manufacturing lines. Astoria 
, owned by James W. Lovell, is 
a gill-net pulling machine that 
gained almost universal acceptance· 
Columbia River gill-net, trammel-
diver-net fishermen. It takes 
from the boat engine, and hauls in 
gear in an hour thari three or four 
haul to the surface by hand in 
night of hard work. The James 
net-puller was given quick recep-
by the fishermen, for he and the As-
Foundry have been well known to 
for a long time because of the eir-
e that he supplies gas engine 
diesel engine cylinder castings for 
make of power plant in use in the 
fleets. 
~~~"'uuN'S FISHING INDUSTRY 
considerable press notice during 
r part of September as the result 
fine 87-pound chinook ,salmon which 
toria Chamber of Commerce trans-
east to accompany Oregon's del-
to the national convention of the 
. Legion at Detroit, Michigan. 
sp1te of rainstorms and delays, the 
fish, which measured 5 feet 8 inches 
length, arrived in perfect condition 
almost continuously was the center 
enthusiastic group of admirers who 
as to its reality and discussed its 
flavor. 
big salmon also was displayed en-
where it received still more praise. 
however, was the same as that 
other salmon-it was eaten. 
TROLLERS 
from an unprece-
of white-meated 
chinooks among the fish caught during 
the past season. James W. Wallingford, 
of the Haines Oyster Company depot at 
Warrenton, Oregon, declares that never 
before in his experience as fisherman and 
canneryman has he seen so high a pro-
portion of white salmon. 
"Great big troll-caught chinooks that 
were taken well off-shore proved to be 
pale-fleshed when opened," says Walling-
ford. "Every trollman on the river lost 
heavily in selling price as il result." 
Many people along the Columbia-and 
among these are numerous fishermen-
have put down barrels of salt chinooks 
this summer, while a few have erected 
smokehouses and have hard-smoked a 
winter's supply. There can be no ques-
tion that there will be more salmon eaten 
along the shores of the Columbia this 
year than ever before. 
Established 1914 
J. H. REEVES 
Wholesale Fresh Fis•h Broker 
809 N. E. 76th St. 
Portland, Oregon 
SALMON 
Nehalem Bay Chinook 
Silverside 
Bright Falls 
Steel heads 
Prices on Request 
SUNSET FISH 
Company 
W. A. Snyder D. J. Harrison 
Wheeler, Oregon 
Wholesale Distributors 
COLUMBIA RIVER PACKERS' 
Association, of Astoria and Portland, 
which three years ago instituted a fresh 
fish department in connection with its 
large cannery operations, now has de-
cided temporarily to discontinue thafi"de-
partment. This determination was the 
outgrowth of a conclusion· not to pack 
fall-run fish this October, the fresh fish 
department being subsidiary to general 
cannery operations. 
The Oregon Fish Co. 
COLUMBIA RIVER SMELTS 
Also Wholesale Dealers and Shippers 
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Fish, Crabs, Clams, 
Oysters, and Various Sea Foods 
Telephone Atwater 5127 
143 Front Street, Portland, Ore. 
J. E. LAWRENCE 
&CO. 
Merchandise Brokers 
General. Sea Foods and Fish 
Products 
242 SALMON ST. PORTLAND, OREGON 
WHOLESALE 
FISH 
Chas. Feller, Inc. 
Marshfield, Ore. 
Salmon, Shad, Crabs 
and 
Canned Crab-Meat 
Exclusive Dealers of 
BANDON SPECKLED TROUT 
Your Business Solicited 
Prices Quoted on Request 
COAST FISHERIES 
Reedsport, Oregon 
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This dii,ision of FRESH FISH SECTION } 
zs of interest to the Northern California pro- ~·' 
ducers and distributors of fresh seafoods 0. CALIFOR I 
Gl . AZIER~s ART SHOWN 
A. PALADINI, Inc., wholesale fresh 
fish dealer of Northern California, not 
only has won renown for the high quality 
seafoods which it distributes, but also has 
many visitors at its Monterey branch for 
artistic reasons. Since it is obvious that 
fresh fish and art usually are not closely 
associated, a story is necessary to explain 
this apparent paradox. 
A Carmel man named J arks in 1921 
conceived of the idea of building a horne 
for disabled soldiers and sailors. This 
praiseworthy purpose won quick accept-
ance from the Carmel city government, 
so he traveled to San Francisco and pur-
chased from the firm of Simons & Simons 
large quantities of various building ma-
terials-lumber, plumbing fixtures, pipe 
and other goods. Included in the lot 
were three panels of art glass, which were 
said to be unusually beautiful and were 
destined to be used in the large recrea-
tional hall of the proposed structure. The 
entire "building-in-the-raw" was loaded 
aboard a stearner and shipped to Monte-
rey, where it was stored in the municipal 
warehouse. 
Unfortunately, the public-spirited Car-
melite had fallen ill during the time in 
which the materials were being assern-
bled. His illness persisted, so that he 
was unable to take up the sight draft 
and the goods were left on Simons & 
Simons' hands, although still in the ware-
house. After some time in storage, the 
San Francisco firm gave the Monterey 
wharfinger orders to dispose of the ship-
ment for whatever sum he was able to 
obtain. Jess Zan etta, then manager of 
the Monterey branch of A. Paladini, Inc., 
heard of this order and, because his plant 
was in need of additional office and work 
space, he purchased the entire lot for ay-
proximately $300. Part of the matenal 
he sold, the rest being retained for use in 
the improvements. 
One of the beautiful glass panels was 
broken while being moved to the plant 
from the docks, but the other two arrived 
safely. They were built into a portion of 
the new offices, located in the second 
story of the establishment, and still re-
main an object of interest to all visitors 
to the Paladini firm. Each panel meas-
ures eight feet in width by four in height, 
is heavily leaded and is made of one-
eighth-inch glass. Various scenes are 
shown: skv, mountains, water, clusters of 
grapes and leaves, and a lateen fishing 
boat. The latter is two feet long, shows 
a fisherman seated in the stern with the 
tiller in his hand, and seems quite true 
to life. Lovely colors were used by the 
makers, who employed blends of blues, 
purples, lavenders and greens. 
"These art panels have been in place 
since 1921, and attract the attention of all 
who see them," states Herb Mersich. now 
manager of the Monterey house. "I feel 
like one who lives in some art institute 
when I sit in my office with these beauti-
ful panels on two sides of me." 
F. G. :HYMAN, who makes his head-
quarters at Fort Bragg in Northern Cali-
fornia; left the offices of the fresh fish 
distrributing firm of which he is manager 
for a business trip south through. the 
chief centers of distribution of seafoods. 
Driving clown from Fort Bragg,. he first 
stopped in San Franc1sco to v1s1t mem-
bers of the trade whom he knew there, 
later going to Oakland, San Jose, Santa 
Barbara Los Angeles, San Drego, 
Fresno 'Stockton, Modesto and practical-
ly ever~ important city and town enroute. 
His journey required two weeks to com-
plete. 
"Fort Bragg will be a great fishing cen-
ter some day," states Hyman. ''Our 
boats come in every clay with their fares 
and we are located so that we are near 
the fishing grounds and yet dose to the 
markets. vV e have had as high as 800 
vessels operating out of Fort Bragg and 
Shelter Cove but the greatest number 
this year wa~ 200. Fish is shipped out 
entirelv by express, since Fort Bragg rs 
our point of distribution. Only firms 
whose distributional facilities are located 
in San Francisco can afford to move their 
fish clown by truck or boat. 
"This is my fifth summer at Fort 
Bragg, although I have been connected 
with the fishing industry in that c1ty ever 
since it began. I used to be connected 
with various canneries, once acting as 
manager for Fort Bragg Fishermen's ~s­
sociation when it was operating a packmg 
plant. It closed at the end of the war. 
In addition I fished for 10 years, and 
have been 'in every important fisheries 
harbor from Mexico on up. One thing 
I learned during that tirne was the im-
portance of feed. Absence of feed 111 
most cases is the reason for absence of 
fish. It's a trick of fishing to note the 
currents and where the proper food sup-
ply is likely to be, for it is there that you 
will find fish." 
H vman reports that July was a dull 
month at Fort Bragg, but that August 
was very good. "The fish we took in 
August ·wei·e the best we have received 
in three; years," he states. 
SPENGER FISHERIES, Ltd., San 
Quentin Point company which is en-
gaged in drying and packing shrimp, ex-
perienced a strike of its netters, who 
ceased work on September 3. Paul 
Spenger, president, states that the strike 
lasted only a week. 
"I fmd ·that the schools of shrimp still 
are moving up the Sacramento River in 
large numbers," he declared to a \VCF 
representative recently. "In spite of the 
scarcity of shrimp in the markets of 
N orthcrn California, we shall have to 
wait for the fall rains before any great 
catches may be made. Tbis year, .more 
than ever before, the shrimp have mig-
rated far from San Francisco Bay wa-
ters, seeming to enjoy the brackish wa-
ter. vV e believe that this is due to the 
lack of rain which has been prevalent in 
this region of late, for the river is low 
and the salt-water tides are going much 
farther upstream than in past years." 
GOVERNOR JAM E S ROLPH'S 
action in enabling fishermen to transport 
salmon caught 'beyond the three-mile 
limit across closed areas bas been much 
appreciated by Santa Cruz fishermen, 
who have not had a prosperous summer. 
Other mainstays of the market have been 
barracuda and seabass. So much of the 
former was brought in during 
that prices dropped, while sharks 
much damage to nets used in 
latter that the final profits 
the fishermen were small.-RH. 
--
LAS TIENDAS, new drive-in marl·oi 
situated on the NE corner of Tyler a~1',i 
Del Mar streets, Monterey, was open~ri 
during the latter part of August. ry 
stucco exterior, with hand-made J'vfissim1 
tile roof and striped awnings of tan an1i 
brown, the new structure is elaborate n; 
every detail. It consists of five 
ments, each served by a 
Bakery, grocery, delicatessen, 
ket, vegetable and friut market, mar-
ket. Over each is hung an attractive 
metal sign representing a hewn like 
those of antiquity; the signs are 
in neon tubes and at night radiate a deep 
reel glow. 
Salmon, filet of rock cod, seabass, bar-
racuda and other varieties of seafood ztrc 
displayed on trays restmg on cracked ice 
which is maintained by overhead refrig-
eration coils. 
A CEMENT which is hard enough for 
use after standing but 24 hours has been 
used in constructing a new floor in the 
refrigeration room of San Francisco In-
ternational Fish Co., Santa Cruz plant. 
When the freezing plant was built, over 
a year ago, ordinary cement was em-
ployed, but when the "cold" was turner! 
on, it had not dried sufficiently and 
cracked. The new fast-hardening mate-
rial, which is proving successful, is a 
product of Santa Cruz Portland Cement 
Co., whose plant is located at Deven-
port's Landing.-RH. 
PACIFIC MUTUAL FISH Co. 
establishing a branch at Port San Luis, 
San Luis Obispo, according to 
I. Takigawa, president. have leased 
a space 20x80 feet hom Pacific Coast 
Railway Co.," states Takigawa, ''and at 
that point we are building a large pack· 
ing and shipping plant. Cold storage fa. 
cilities soon will be provided, as 
a crane boom for receiving of 
Two abalone crews are to be 
from Monterey, in charge of 
who, with Takigawa, owns Coast 
lone Company. Esaki also will 
charge of the San Luis plant. 
packing will be the principal activity, , 
tbough other varieties of crustaceans anG 
free-swimming fish also will be 
"Our investment will be in excess 
$10,000," states Takigawa. 
HIGASHI FISH Co. of 
ports heavy catches of abalone 
last few clays of September. On 
ber 28, 243 dozen abalone were opened. 
sliced, pounded and packed for shipment, 
that being the largest pack of the sea· 
son for the firm. Thirty-three extra em· 
ployees were used. 
The new freezing room, 
10x12 feet, recently has been completer, 
and is proving quite useful as a result 01 
the large pack of abalone. The 
ture is maintained at 10 degrees 
zero. Further information this 
provement was given in for 
tember, page 76. 
GEORGE MAGGIO, manager of the 
branch of \Vestern California 
Co., suddenly became il1 on August 
sank into unconsciousness on the 
at his place of business. He 
rushed to the hospital and later re-
to his home, where he was found 
have high blood-pressure and other 
so serious that for a t.ime 
did not expect him to live. How-
ever, his strong: constitution, coupled 
- expert med1cal assistance, brought 
him thwugh the crisis and on Scpten:-
' er 24 he sat up for the first tnne 111 
0 weeks in order to greet his friends. 
that time he has been improving 
is expected to be as fit as 
a stockholder in Western 
Co., is secretary of the 
+inn and has managed the Oakland 
branch since 1906. Two of his brothers, 
Vince and Emanual, also arc associated 
with the San Francisco wholesale fresh 
-fish fm:n, while another, William, is man-
:>aer of the San Pedro stores of C. ]. 
}I\ndry Co., well-known marine chan-
dlery and fishermen's supply house. 
Tom Caito, brother of A. Caito, gen-
manager and assistant secretary of 
Western California Fish Co., is handling 
the managerial duties at Oakland until 
is able to return and take up his 
responsibilities. 
FISHING OPERATIONS at Sven-
fell off considerablv during Septem-
This was chiefly clue to the absence 
fish in any quantities. In addition, 
has been a large gain in the num-
of river seals, which are said to be 
fish out of the fishermen's nets as 
as seriously depleting the local sup-
These creatures were quite well ex-
some years ago when a bonn-
was established to encourage hunting 
them, but the premium later was re-
and they have returned in force. 
between Oregon's 
to be in-
in the future, due to a policy re-
adopted 'lvhich promises to elimi-
a considerable part of past duplica-
of effort. This improvement in ef-
was announced by C. 
, stated that present 
for his department call for more 
of chinook and silver 
cccwcoctu trout, and later the 
of a cold storage plant for 
a constant supply of fish 
HERB MERSICH, Monterey branch 
fo: A. Paladini, Inc., left Mon-
on September 23 to open the Pala-
at Eureka. Mefsich spent two 
in the Eureka territorv attending 
matters and rei1ewing ac-
old friends whom he 
managing that plant be-
tra.nsfer to the more southern 
species are 
MEREDITH FISH CO. 
lf/fwlesaiers-Specializing in 
CAT FISH 
116 Eye St., Sacramento, Calif. 
Established 1918 Telephone 86¢ 
SAN LUIS FISH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers of Fresh Fish, Shell 
Fish and Abalone in the shell and shced 
581 Dana Street, P. 0. Box 305 J 
San Luis Obispo, California 
T. HAMAGUCHI, Prep. 
Market Phone, 196 Residence Phone, 2372 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers of every variety 
of Fresh Fish caught in Monterey Bay 
CITY WHARF - - MONTEREY. CALIF. 
Oakland Fish Co. 
WHOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
Nate: We buy Barracuda, Yellowtail, Sea 
Bass, Bonito, Jewfish for salt. Producers 
quote us prices per ton. 
505 W ashi.ngton St., Oakland, Cal. 
I. TAKIGAWA, Pres., Mgr. 
PACIFIC MUTUAL 
FISH CO., Inc. 
Established since 1902 
FRESH FISH 
We Ship Anywhere 
Specializing SHELL and SLICED 
ABALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, 
SARDINES and ANCHOVIES 
in brine or dry salted 
Telephone 368 P. 0. Box T 
Cable Address "Pac-Mutual" 
23·25-27 1\'IUNICIPAL WHARF 
Monterey, Calif. 
HI-SEA BRAND 
HIGHEST QUALITY 
ABAL NE 
In 5 and 10 Pound Boxes 
Direct from Packer 
Standing Orders 
Solicited 
HIGASHI FISH COMPANY 
Monterey, Cal. 
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J. R. Burke Collier H. Buffington 
GOLD 
BE C 
P C I G 
co. 
W lzolesale Distributors of 
Fresh Salmon 
Halibut 
Black Cod 
Ling Cod 
Rock Cod 
and Smelts 
Rush Orders to Our Eureka, 
Branch 
Telephone 
JJFARAllO 
BRAND" 
Fillet ole 
We Operate Our Own 
RAWLERS 
ND RD 
HERIES 
Foot of Leavenworth Street, San 
Francisco, Calif. P. 0. Box 
64 
Nationwide Shippers of 
Fresh and Mild Cured 
SAL 
+ 
Mild-Cured 
and Smoked 
F I H 
+ 
First Grade Sliced 
N 
BAl NE 
+ 
Operating the 
Most Modern 
Type of 
Diesel Trawlers 
Main Office - - 542 St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
BRANCHES: Oakland, Monterey, 
Pittsburg, Eureka, Santa Cruz, 
Point Reyes. 
598 CLAY STREt;:T 
SAN I=RANCIS CALIF. 
WEST COAST FTSHERIEs 
ESTE N 
CAll FORNI 
FIS CO. 
General Offices 
556-566 CLAY STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Brand 
est-Cal 
Brand 
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, 
Smoked, Canned 
FISH 
We Operate Our Own 
Trawlers 
BRANCHES: Santa Cruz, Eureka, 
Oakland, Pittsburg, Del Monte 
Fishing & Packing Monterey 
TELEPHONE 
DAvenport 
0 6azo 0 
LOUIS BEVERINO, branch "''"u"""'"-
at Santa Cruz, California, for San 
cisco International Fish Co., 
most distinguished-looking 
M unicinal Wharf during early 
Beverino always has a good 
but during that time he could 
been mistaken for a French or an 
I tali an count When interviewed " 
WCF representative, he was ·· 
black trousers, black sweater, shirt 
with collar open at the throat, and a black 
beret on his head. · 
But clothes were not all that made th" 
fresh fish man distinguished in ap~ 
pearance, for his was ornamented 
with long, curved sideburns, a moustache 
and a goatee. "Yes, I know I don't 
like I'rn in the fish business," he 
ted. '"But I have to look this 
cause I have to participate in 
bration of Santa Cruz's 162nd 
which is on October 3 and 4." 
an 
Intern 
Fi 
535-39 
Francisco, 
s 
n 1 
California's Largest I, 
\iVholep I 
I 
F 
, 1 e r..: ·M~ a1'nta1'ning s d ,_,' ~ 
nine houses and 
t -, 
l a large of Dornestic a n d export 
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{ 
This division of FRESH FISH SECTION } 
··~ production and sale of fish •-
products in Southern California SO+ CALIFOR 
FLETCHER, WIEST & Co., Los An-
geles merchandise brokerage firm, has in-
. · its activities by taking over the 
California representation for 
fish & Oyster Co. of Seat-
northern firm, shippers of the 
varieties of fish and shellfish 
irnm its territory, is expected to become 
:, valuable connection, according to one 
;,£ the officials in the California organ-
ization. 
JACK CUOMO, one of the three part-
ners of Ocean fish Co., San Pedro, Cali-
fornia, recently returned to California 
after an extensive visit in Italy. vVhile 
he visited Genova, Rome and manv 
other important cities of Europe, 
and had opportunity to observe condi-
tions in those areas. 
"ItalY is in better economic condition 
than nlOst other European nations," 
Cuomo upon his return. "\Vhen 
the exchange rate was 19 lire for 
dollar. Cost of living is exceedingly 
low, which aids a good deal in minimiz-
ing the effects of depression. People 
there are not particularly worried 
small incomes, because in most 
they have never known anything 
JENNIE DELUCA, who re-
o:uffered a broken arm, has been 
considerable trouble with the in-
The arm has been so stiff that 
Deluca has been forced to take daily 
from her doctor. 
FREEMAN, efficient executiYe 
Seafood Co., Los Angeles, 
the ranks of Beneclicts on Septem-
25. Mrs. Freeman formerly was 
Grace Robards. following the 
to which were invited only mem-
family and close relatives, the 
kft on a honeymoon trip, destina-
unannounced. They returned dur-
the early part of October. 
BRADLEY of Sutherland Fish 
Oregon, is spending the 
in Southern California. 
who is making many calls upon 
is making a good showing for 
in appointments for distribu-
MASCALO of Los Angeles 
Co. of Los Angeles had 
to lose the Erst joint of 
in an ice machine which 
a short time ago. Al-
proved exceedingly 
received prompt medical 
no further bad effects were 
SEAFOOD Co. reports 
that lobsters are proving 
of the firm's best sellers. Al-
the recent warm spell in Southern 
slowed up sales of oysters, 
of company expect business 
lme to pick up rapidly. Collec-
are said to be fair, and general sales 
J. H. Brown of Avila Fish Nlarket. Avila, 
Califo·rnia, exlzibitinq a 29;h-pound Califor-
nia halibut which lze states is tlze largest ever 
cauqht on a hook from Avila pier. 
FISH DEALERS Association of Los 
Angeles, which includes many of the 
city's Jewish retailers, held a banquet at 
"Katie Kohn's Kafe," Los Angeles, on 
the evening of Saturday, October 3. 
M. Jurbin, whose retail establishment is 
well-known to the industry, proved an ex-
ceptional toastmaster. By bis wit and 
friendly spirit he soon had the members 
feeling right at home, and was one of 
the factors for the success of the gath-
ering. Another of the chief highlights in 
entertainment during tbe evening was a 
series of three vocal solos sung by Miss 
Dorothy Isenberg. These were very well 
receiYed by the assemblage. 
At the business meeting which was a 
part of the evening's program, B. Fire-
man was named acting president and H. 
MEXICAN LOBSTERS 
Fresh Fish and Specialties 
Produced and Shipped by 
LOBSTER PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION 
2162 Bei, 8t., San Diego. Calif. 
Walter H. Oliver, Manager 
Karobonik was chosen to serve as treas-
urer. It also was decided that the or-
ganization should become active in as-
sisting retailers to stabilize prices and to 
cooperate in other matters which would 
tend to better the fisheries indus tries of 
Los Angeles. 
These social gatherings are to be held 
twice a year hereafter, in addition to reg-
ular business meetings. 
HARBOR FISH Co., Los Angeles, is 
enjoying an exceedingly satisfactory vol-
ume o£ sales on shellfish, according to 
the two partners who head the firm. 
They are marketing their own brand of 
oysters, "Sea Pearl," and are finding the 
market to be quite good. They state 
that if the weather is cool they expect 
their turnover to be even larger next 
month. Lobsters are enjoying consider-
able popularity, and abalone and other 
shellfish arc moving v1·eli so far as sales 
to better-class cafeterias, clubs and other 
similar establishments are concerned. 
"WE ARE NOT 
sion," states John Ghio 
Co., San Diego, "because our 
retail market is doing a land-office busi-
ness. Vve haYe been able steadily to m-
crease our volume during the past 15 
years, since we started in business." 
c 
ST RAGE 
FISH 
ERVICE 
lOS ANGElES 
COlD 
715 E. 4th St, 
Los Angeles, Caiifm·nia 
Phone 1461.. 
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Vincent Di Meglio Annie Di Meglio 
Jack Cuoxno 
Ocean Fish 
Company 
Established 1397 
I 
SAN PEDRO 
FISH CO~ 
WEST 
DISTRIBUTORS 
<\LL KINDS FRESH, SALTED, SMOKED 
AND FISH SPECIALTIES 
Wholesale Dealers and Standing Order 
Shippers of AU California Seafoods 
Standing Orders Given Special Attention 
PROMPT AND RELIABLE-· 
"QUICK SERVICE" 
Wire for our Quotations 
Telephones: Market 229 Residence, 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Cal. MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Cal. 
We ship standing orders all over Texas, 
California, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE~ We are large buyers of all kinds of Fresh 
Fish and Specialties. Please quote us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers of aU kinds of 
FRESH, SALTED AND SMOKED FISH, 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS 
STANDARD FISHERIES COMPANY 
Established 1897 
Phone San Pedro 5 l\'Iunicipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
Cable Address: "Mutual", Bentley's Complete Phrase 
ish om.pany 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF San Pedro, Calif, 
WHOLESALE 
FRESH FISH DEALERS 
IMPORT-EXPORT ALL KINDS OF MARINE PRODUCTS 
Packers of 
"Pampco~' Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
George 1'" Ota~ Manager 
Teelgraph "Mutual" /or your fish requirements 
COAST FlSHERJE 
I 
GIOSUE DI MASSA, Mgr. 
los Angeles 
fish & Oyster 
Wholesale Shlppers 
of all kinds 
FISH AND SEA FOODS 
Telephone 520 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, CaL 
G. MINEGHINO, Mgr. Established 1910 
INDEPENDENri' 
FISH CO. 
"'\Vholesale Distributors of All Kinds 
WEST COAST FISH 
Phone 474 and 475 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San l'edco, Cal. 
r Fish 
Wholesalers of all kinds of 
FRESH FISH, PERCH, :lUNGFISH, SMELTS. 
iiiACKEREL, LOBSTERS, ETC. 
Standing Order Specialists 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF' 
San Peih·o~ Calif· 
ocTOBER, 1931 
THROUGHOU! CALIFOR~~A _the 
, e -h fish mdustry 1s showmg stnkmg lm-
,r ' in its activities. In every city 
are becoming stronger and 
are reporting better sales. 
due to a general improve-
industry. In addition, at 
time of the year standing orders from 
;tates like Arizona and New Mexico be-
~0111e effective, e!1abling Cal~fornia deal-
er' to do a considerable -busmess, and a 
" one, in shipments to localities 
some distance away. 
MR. & MRS. JACK DELUCA are 
.. ·cciving congratulations upon the birth 
"c their second child, a little girl, who ar-
on September 29. Judging from 
potency of the cigars Jack is handing 
nut Miss Deluca is going to be 
· ' the finest girls in Los Angeles. 
SAlVI KAPPER and Saul Baker of 
Central Fish & Oyster Co., Los Angeles, 
have been enjoying a splendid September 
busines5. This is partly due to the fact 
a share of their trade is among 
people, and there have been a 
of Jewish holidays during the 
month. However, they report that sales 
ha\'e been good in other fields as well. 
Oysters have been enjoying a good de-
. of warm weather. Collec-
very gratifying. 
WILLIAM HALL, manager of th.:. 
plant of F. E. Booth Co., 
fish division, says that the fish 
is picking up in that city. "Va-
cations are over and October always is 
a busy month," states Hall. "vVe en-
joyed our share of the summer business 
and we expect to secure plenty of sales 
during the fall and winter months." 
J. HORMAN FISH CO. 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts Now in Season 
Telephone 350-W 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
-----------------
Fish, Shrimp, Oysters~ 
Crabs, Turtle, Etc. 
Orders Shipped to Any Part of the 
United States 
Arcadian. Seafood 
Company 
501-527 Napoleon Avenue 
New Orleans, La. 
Purveyors to the Discriminating 
American Fisheries, Inc. 
NOT THE LARGEST, BUT THE BEST 
Fresh, Salt or Smoked Fish 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro~ Calif. 
CABLE ADI)RESS 
ARBAR 
IES AND c 
BROKERS •• 
PHONES 
MUTUAL 5277 CALPACK CODE ARMSBY CODE 
· 460 SEATON ST . .., .& ..& • ...._ LOS ANGElES. CAL 
SALTED-DRIED 
PICKLED FISH 
67 
Whole sale Dealers in and Shippers of 
Salted Barracuda, Yellowtail and 
Jewfish. Lobster in Season-
Live and Cooked 
We Specialize in Fislz Fertilizer and 
Fish Oil 
AMERICAN 
FISHERIES COMP .AJ.'\fY 
Established 1908 
841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif. 
Van Ca p 
rgan1 
LTD. 
ti 
Fresh Sea Food Pro~ 
ducers 
Southern California~s 
Largest and Most 
Complete Service . 
s 
Main Plant: SAN PEDR 0 
San Pedro 
Los Angeles 
San Diego 
Phones: 
3247 
DRexel 5100 
Main 4490 
68 
L 
MAX FREEMAN, President 
Phone TUcker ll60g 1168~ 1169 
Superior Sea Food 
Co., ltd. 
632-634. CERES AVE., I"OS ANGELES, CAL. 
Wholesale Purveyors of 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Hotels and Restaurants 
Always in the Markei: for Specialties 
M. H. ISENBERG 
Formerly Zaiser Produce Co. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
Specializing in Fresh Water Fish 
We are the oldest firm in Los Ange1es 
.handling the 
Fresh Water Fish Trade 
Telephone WEstmore 5705 Los Angeles 
1312 South Central Avenue 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
YOUNG'S MARKET 
COMPANY 
Wholesale Fish Division, Los Ange!es 
ATTENTION, PRODUCERS: QUOTE US 
FRESH FISH AND SPECIALTIES 
410 TOWNE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALJF. 
Phone MAdison 14.51 
WEST COAS'l' FISHERiEs 
HARBOR 
FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers 
Ft'esh~ §-al-ted~- -_Smok-ed aDd Canned. :Sea 
Food.s. -All va:r"ieties 6-i Shell Fish 
and --Specialties. 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote 
all kinds Fresh Fish and Specialties. 
631-633 CENTRAL AVE. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
Super· Quality 
SEAFOOD 
Phone V Andike 2084 
The Los Angeles Fish 
and Oyster Co* 
739 Kohler St., Los Angeles 
I 
l 
W red en Packing l 
& Provision 
Extensive Dealers in Fish, JVJ:eat 
and Poultry in Los Angeles 
for the 30 yean. 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KiNDLY 
QUOTE DIRECT 
Main Plant and Offices~ 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone MUtual 4351 Los Angeles~ CalH. 
CENTRAL 
FiSH & OYSTER 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE 
We buy all kinds of Fish, especially C~u·p~ 
Black Cod~ Mullet~ White Fish, Ro~k Cod, 
Halibut, Salmon and Specialties. 
Telephone VA:rndike 374.0 
1012~14 S. Central Ave"' Los Angeles, C.alH. 
IVHke Scotto~ Henry & J .... ouis Di Massa, l'l-igrs. 
Southern Ca I iforn 
fish and Oystet· 
pa 
Wholesale Dealers of Choice 
FISH AND SEA FOODS 
820 Birch St. 
Los Angeles 
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111 anager Walter Oliver of the Lobster Producers' A ssociatiou San 
representati,ve specimens of the Mexican crustacean lzis 
produces and distributes. 
IS time of the year 
sznce commencement 
cer.r Assoc£ation, 
gzven accounts 
be 
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1931 
to the dork from of living lobsters brought up from the 
1'.1 exico. 
Lobster Grontitls 
Pra and rnany 
rt \Yide area 
Farm-
to the 
in the VVest 
Africa, Australia and 
Pc)int 
being- the limit 
'~crab is scarce south of Monte-
and although the lobster does 
to the northward of Point 
exposed nature of the 
fishing there both difficult 
so that except for inva-
fisllennen~ 
to the 
of 
of the 
each 
times that 
anrl a number 
still remain to 
The n1ost in1portant lviexican lobster 
extcnd southward the coast 
the international bonndary Abreo-
jos Point. Fishing has been tried just 
south of that locality, in Ballenas Bay, but 
transportation difficulties and the pres-
ence of another species have discouraged 
A loaded lob . .-ter lender tom.inq 
Sa•n Diego, '1J.Y!zere all of this 
tacean front lVfp~:iro is 
there. The grounds most 11r0 .. 
are those along headlands, 
where the ro11gh nature the bottom 
protects the crustacean fro111 sea basses 
;:u1d c1ther ener11ies. Sandv botton1s usu-
unprodn~~tive, since the 
to find protection in 
and consequently shuns 
often is an indication of 
since rockv bottoms 
~with this sea-growtb. Or.-
usualh.r are confined to areas 
close by the sh.ore, since the ledge of un· 
dersea land the Pacific Coast 
off rapidly a distance ouL 
five to tYventv fatho1ns IS the nsual lin1it 
of lobsterinr;. 
Camp Locations 
South American~·fvl:exican 
beds arc at 
Si Puedes, 
Islands 
of 
ni:1., Breakers Point, 
Hennoso, Punta Asunci6n, 
anti Punta San are £Ln1.ong-
·vvell-knov,rn areas. :Punt:l 
Hipolito the southern bonnclarv 
the commercial fisheries: 
tb.ough a1~e kno-yvn to be productive 
beds further around the coast. 
Fishing Seasons 
be taken throughout tht 
the exception of a brief 
their 
1\.t that theJr ne 
offer the1n but poor protection, 
therefore E;een1 to nrefer to r(:-
nlaln concealed. For thei1: 
however, Mexico and California 
and closed seascns. In 
local lobster season 
and the reaches 
December catch 
gradnally declining to 
the peak is 
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HIS 
MODEl 
1010 
un£t ·was 
freezzng and 
lobsters 
for the 
holding 
the 
l 
RO 
STER 
CERS 
ASSOCI 10 
by the 
WEST (:OAST GAS 
JI:NGINE 
PUMPS and ICE MACHINES 
Market and Union Sts., San Diego 
BELOIT, WISCONSIN 
and 
1149 Santee 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
WEST C0.4S1' FlS 
J. LAWRENCE 
it1 erchandise Brokers 
242 Salmon St. Portland, Ore. 
PORTLAND AGENTS 
/or the 
LOBSTER PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION I 
of San Diego ___j 
LOBSTER 
I_,R()DUCERS 
ASSOCIATION 
Is Represented 
zn 
FL HE 
460 Seaton St. Los Angeles 
Phone MUtual 5277 
Rewashed Cnarse Salt 
WESTERN SALT 
SAN DIEGO, CAUF. 
LOBSTER PRODUCERS 
ASSO(~IATI ON 
Selects our to serve their 
. msurance both afloat and ashore. 
You, too, will we can proiltablv 
assist vou with -your insunnlce prob·-
lems. . . 
STEWART 
llfarine lnsu,-ance Specialist,, 
339 
San 
H.ARBOR BOX & 
l.UMBER. 
and W holesalus 
and Box Shook 
1428 South Alameda SL 
Los Angeles 
I
ll· :~=~h<~~~:~~~~if~~~5~~~~1~~--
Yes Sir.' Lobsten from the Lobstrr 
Producers Association are 
in good boxes. We furnish 
.1.......-..-..-------------· 
HIS Home Owned and Operated Bank is ap~ 
predative of the Patronage received from Fisher~ 
men and the Fisheries Industry. 
Main Office, S~ W~ C{n"" Fifth Ave.~ at E~ San Dieg0~ CaHL 
BRANCHES 
Fifth. at Un.Jve·rsity Ave.~ San Diego 
Chula Vista._, and Escondido 
ocTOBER 193l 
/1 interested men 
to the headquarters 
a tender, being 
California, 
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Cat.ehing Western_ I_.Aohsters 
S IKCE THE ENTIRE CATCH of lobsters from Baja Califomia. comes 
to the Umted States for d1stnbutwn, 
the industry is one of catching the crus-
taceans, transporting them to San Diego 
and from there distributing them to pur-
chasers throughout the West. During the 
of the business San Pedro also 
a considerable amount of the 
Mexican catch, since wholesalers of that 
city were able to pay a higher price than 
those of the more southern seaport. But 
in later years Los Angeles Harbor has 
received only fares of the local species, 
since the financial loss through death, 
lime wasted and the boat's running ex-
penses more than consumed the monev 
secured from tbe higher rate. · 
Previous to 1931 lobstering was con-
ducted hv a half dozen or more incle-
,)perators, each of whom estab-
a series of camps along the shore 
and operated one or more vessels as ten-
ders to bring up catches from these locali-
ties. This as it has been found 
place production and 
operations upon a cooperative 
gasoline, steel, wheat 
and countless busjnesses~ so has it 
l>ee!l deemed wise to coordinate the lob-
'ter under one heacL The van-
r,ns producers have united in an 
tion titled Lobster Producers 
1ion, ancl have been exceedingly fortunate 
m . the services of vValter H. 
Uhver as manager. More will be 
s~ud ;;bout Oliver and the asso-
uzttion's functions later 1in this special 
~tchun. 
Lobsters are taken in 
the Mexicans call "trampas." are 
cages of lath by 
They are square bottomed, 
with two upright side··walls and two 
slanting ones; the last are to aiel the lob-
S'U:inginq loaded lobster raci'l.•er from ten-
der to l."fJ..:har.f. 
sters to into the: trans. A 
is fitted. with a 
which is easilv re-
the fishermen: cto~wn ~ 
this cllUte the lobsters readilv SvYinL 
thev find it more di!Ecult to- come back 
up.- At the corners o£ the base are 
weights of stone or concrete, made to 
sink the trap to the bottom and bold it 
there while the crustaceans are cang~ht. 
A rope is attacher! to the trap, in order 
that it- be raised In· the: fishermen. 
The from. fouling on the 
float attached a short 
to a buoy, 
between the two 
surface roughness will not 
jerk the trap about and damage it against 
the roug-h material on the The 
upper btwy is a piece of 
sharpened at which floats lll an 
end down: 
aiel in 111ini-
mizing the effect of choppy seas upon the 
"tra1npa'' beloTv. 
Catching the Lol>sterH 
The lobster travels about at night, con" 
cealing itself during the daytime This 
action is said to be taken as a defense 
his especially the fish called 
swims about vrhilc it 
seizes and consun1es 
Althougl1 it is be-
lobster sees but poorly in 
prefers securing 
to serving as 
food for something else. The fishe1:men 
take full advantage of this nocturnal rov-
habit. 
best bait for lobsters is abalone, 
and since several soecies of the .1narinc 
snad are found alori£t the coast north of 
Magdalena " importa11t 
· the 
for 
f<sherm en 
sheepsheacl by 
to secure lobsters 
Securing the H anw.d 
The baited 
each marked bv 
in the nrorning, a. n1.. 
tlle iobsterman puts from the beach, 
rov~'s out to the first rnarker (standing 
erect and facing fon,vard in tJ1e fashion 
con1nron to these hauls the line 
in over the stern, 
edge of it on 
funnel-like and 
'This operation is 
until he has pulled 
~w!Jicll he returns up 
the receiver take, 
Each receiver holds to 125 
pounds; on sonre day:;; the fishennan ·will 
be able to fill more than one. 
Ar1sin[[ in the is a ncccssar\r 
evil in 'tbe the fisherma~1 
wishes to be successful. :s the 
crustacean able to cJin1h out 
when daylight filters down 
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Louis 
seated 
head of the People's Fish Diego, is here seen 
trucks which is 
Association. 
oue of his handsomely decorated 
by employees 
waters, bnt the sheepshead Js about and 
looks such cages as from the 
gods Even the of the 
moon affect productivity, since the lob-
sters' wanderings grow greater as the 
illumination becomes less. This 
then, 1s like for sardines in that 
chief of productivity is in the 
dark the moon, although the lobster-
men work continually through the m.onth, 
for severe storms. 
usually at 
leave. San 
camps with which 
Lobster Producers 
in the same fashion as has 
custom heretofore, and se-
cured a fleet of vessels, some and 
some under charter to Derfonn the ten-
dering function. · the boats to be 
used this season " owned by 
Carnillo; Antonio, owned by 
Bagalini: "Sl1ina No. II," owned by 
M. Bagalini; "Vigilant," Eel K.en-
nedy; . "Mercedes," Capt. Moreno; 
''M. K. No. 1,'. Ocean Industries. Each 
of these · a povverful 
command 
advantage of 
erations. 
to usc in 
are under 
had the 
in such op-
Before for the down-
coast trip aboard food. 
water and whatever other supplies the 
lobstermen in its camps may require. The 
fresh water is carried in oak barrels. In 
addition, the tenders a load of 
camps 
The first stop 
duties an: 
to the fishern1en and 
left at the 
1t1es are taken care of. Leaving the 
California port, the boat goes to 
most northern of its camps, where tl:e 
fishermen come aboard and remove the 
in their skiffs, the "\Yater barrels 
to-vn:d in. Such en1pt:y receivers as 
ilre needed also are brought ashore, after 
wbich the dovvn the 
coast, n1akina· calls at aH 
tions which "arc to supply it and 
which it has food and other goods. 
At the most southern the tender 
crew battens down the moves all 
above-deck cargo forward out of the wav 
and is rcadv to receive lobsters. The fisl1-
ern1 en - out to the n1ooring 
where loaded receivers are 
fast and tow them to the boat. As each 
crate comes alongside, it is hoisted over 
the side and put on a platform scale amid~ 
ships. vVhenever a crate less 
than 100 pounds, the made 
up from anotheL As each 
is noted, it is placed in the stern, on 
deck. vVl1en the entire production of 
the camp is aboard, it is covered with 
burlap and canvas and then secm·ely 
lashed in place. 
Before the vessel may 
the lobstermen gather in 
where they and the captain adjnst their ac-
counts and they give their orders for 
supplies. Food is the chief item, al-
though clothing and tobacco also 
find a place. 'vVere there no 
customs charges on such the Mex-
icans ~would derive beuefit 
from the low rates 
is able to 
charges at 
the cost higher. 
Short runs from to camp usually 
consume tbe first requiring a con-
siclerab1e nurnhcr receiver~; to consti-
tute a load for one of the transporten;. 
\1\fhen, after 16 or 111 hours of cl-mstant 
running, coupled with stops to secnre the 
catches at each camp, the tender arrives 
at a protected anchorage, the lobsters are 
pnt over the side for the first ''drinking." 
In the of lobsters from the 
fishing camps market, the greatest 
difficulty in the proceeding i:.; that of pre-
life in the creatures so that they 
landed while sti.ll animate. ac-
to \i\Ta!tcr Oliver. are able 
removal from the for 
long as 24 bours at a 
are to be kept 
it is necessarv to 
sea for a nu1;1ber of hours, 
they agam be taken up, 
aboard and the '1:oyage continued. 
The oftener this operation is the 
>veakcr the lobsters become, 
three or four such 
talitv is so reduced 
- Boats 
Usuallv 
that it ;; 
at night, 
the n1ornlng 
fares have a 
task before them, hnt 
must not onlv be fast bnt 
expert in~ _the bu..-;11l<->ss. 
course 1s so 
to "drink" the 
them aboard 
'The entire cre\v 
camera while 
'With lobsters 
operation, half of 
each side. All but 
the crates 
overboard. 
not so 
th~ n1en \Vorking L•ll 
one 111an in each teatn 
the buhvark and put 
one individuaL on 
each rupc 
for that purpose. This man LtlUct 
for the receivers conic to hin1 
succession, and he n1ust secure 
a bowline lest it drift away in 
aga1n are a 
boom 
the 
kneels in 
the knots in the mooring lines. The 
ess is a rapid 
chanica! 
to a 
again proceed:; eventually rcad1-
ing San Diego, \\-'here; after hav·]ng 
at the quarantine 
unloading pier +o 
its cargo. 
HARBOR BOX & LUMBER 
Los Angeles, through its San 
branch (formerly R. JI!I 
1S 
of ~an 
its transporting boxes. 
"Transporting of live lobsters rrotn 
Mexican to the San head· 
association spec-
states an official of the 
"During 
frorn a 'Clistanc~:-\ each crate 
overboard at least once to insure 
of the crustaceans while still in 
clition. Because of this 
be of sturdy 
that tbev do 
not lobster n1en have 
heen paid catch and a loss then 
not only tneans loss of potential 
but also of actual investment.'' 
Harbor Box & 
ber o£ has 
1931 
roont Ul 
bench are 
hamtnr:rs in 
Mer.-~ha~:tdisi 
PRODUCERS Associa-
a San Diego organization 
which will be directed in its activi-
ties by \Valter H. Oliver, has been formed 
to handle production and distribution of 
in to San Diego from 
coast of Baja Cali-
in being headed by ex-
and capable leaders, provided 
with all necessary equipment and facili-
ties of the most modern type, and with a 
to distribute which is of the 
possible qualit3• and always is in 
demaml. the association already has 
made its influence felt since its inception 
H. Oliver, general manager of 
the association, has had a long and varied 
· association with the fisheries 
He has been interested in 
in San Diego-both in 
and the canned product-for 
a period of lO years, during which he had 
opportunity to familiarize himself 
prodnct1on n1ethods, n1arketing 
and the members of the trade. 
that time he was a resident of 
Oregon, where he gained an 
of wholesale 
of 15 His 
are knov."n. 
in charge of cooking opera-
one of the \IV est Coast's best-
men in that field. He has been 
the of lobsters for 
knovvledge of 
evolved his own 
crustaceans. 
18 or 20 min-
to 25 minutes. 
Paredes and Beniamin Zuazua 
important officials. Paredes holds 
of con11nissary 
he must see that 
. the camps down the coast are 
Prov1ded with evervthing necessary at the 
n:"asonarhle cOst. He is a \viSej care-
and has a good understanding 
of various C01TI1l1o-dities. 
inspector, and was 
the government for that 
post because of his fine rccc!rcl and 
ability. 
of the 
est 
buildings 
Co., San Diego. 
that structure a 
been put to work 
in handling what 
the largest volume of lobsters ever 
handled under one roof. 
The main building covers a floor area 
of 30x72 feet. It is well lighted and ven-
tilated and is supplied 
equipment, Another 
feet, is the po,wer house. 
uring 18x50, will be the scene 
making operations, a well-tra.ined 
of men having been for that 
The commissary 
mentioned above, 
rection of Arthur 
measunng 18x24 
-of ever>/ kind of 
supply which will. be needed to 
the camps down the coast. 
freezer ioom, ·which will be used as a 
sharp freezer, measures 14x18. A second 
chamber is to be built and, when com-
pleted, will serve as a holding room; it is 
to 18x21 feet. 
PJ.. bu1lcling has been 
to house the fresh fish 
of the business has been un-
among other reasons, to handle 
seafoods ·which it is anticipated 
!Je IJrought north aboard the various 
tenders. All kinds of market fish will 
be available, and also oysters, shrimp and 
a limited amount of turtles. 
The best type of 
plies is being prcwidcd. 
and sup-· 
machine 
1s a 
ton 
products 
period 
frorn the 
first were 
equipment 
brief 
utilizes a new and svstem never 
before known to have been used in j)El-
arc the stern 
hoist for that 
picked at 
they be 
stations;· 
hovv 
has 
and -vve be-
to reach 
concl ition than 
1vharf 
hoist each box swung 
from the deck of the tender to Reo 
truck which, when loaded, hauls its fare 
to the main plant, about a·biock away, 
"Upon arrival at headquarters, the re-
ceivers are opened and the lobsters placed 
on flat sorting tables. There they re-
ceive a double inspection--,both Mexican 
and American governmental ofl1ci8ls are 
required to pass upon the size of the 
crustaceans to determine their legality-·-, 
after vvhich are divided into smalls 
and bulls, m that one re-
ceive the proper cc-Jok. SnJ.allr~ receive 
the better If the American season 
n1ust he starnped to shovv 
carne £ron1 :M::exico_ grad-
they are picked up 
l'nm,-p,•·n,-·, and 
18 to 
out 
\IV hen 
r·educed bo~~-s~ 
111)011 
-for lobster 1s a delicate 
:receive the best of care. 
"After being packed, the shellfish 1s 
covered with crushed icc and shipped 
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Zuazua, M ex iran Fisheries Department 
Association, and Walter Oliver, manager 
Arthur Paredes, commissm·y ma•nager 
standing beside a truckload 
markets. of lobsters about to depart for 
market. In addition, the hardiest and best 
lobsters which we receJVe are be 
out alive. While North and 
will be made bv plan 
to !'Un a large truck to Los every 
day, leaying here late in the afternoon. 
It will - the live deliveries and also 
some Vihich has been cooked and 
is destined for that locality. It has a ca-
boxes and is with 
a semi-trailer. A 'speed-
wagon' will 
itv and we n~~v Reos." 
serve San Diego and vicin-
plan to pur~hase four more 
''Our will be to handle a maxi-
with minimum o\·erheacl," 
Oliver. "In that \\·ay 
to give the consumer a we 
price 
us. 
which, while a high 
of quality, will be the 
of previous years. 1 n that V\'ay we 
to increase our sales volume, as 
as aiding those who distribute for 
·we also shall handle the best 
lobsters, and haYe precau-
that no soft shells or broken 
our notice. VI/ e are es-
s-weet v\ratcr in 
per cent of salt has heen 
salt comes from Vvestelin 
a soln-
to 10 
dissolved. This 
Salt Co., and is 
product, care-
clean. In 
cooking 
a recognized 
prepared and 
\Ye use special 
ONE OF THE FIRST steps of the of-
ficials of Lobster Producers Association, 
its was to call in 
C. for conference as to 
insurance and construction methods. Ken-
dall, whose background includes expcri-
of industrial insnr-
and canned fish in-
was to give the ne\v associ--
ation a considerable amount of valuabie 
advice on such matters as accident haz·-
crates, so designed as to eliminate all 
breakage. 
"We are taking especial pains to iden-
tify all lobsters shipped out of our plant. 
Each shipping box will be stenciled with 
our regnlar trade-mark, which will be 
popularized in our advertising and which 
is printed on cards of our officials. It is 
a two-color stencil with a black back-
ground and a reel lobster. That ·will he of 
help in enabling dealers to recog-
our goods, a matter o£ considerable 
importance when vou remember that we 
are shipping· to large wholesalers in New 
York and other important city east 
of the as vvell as throughout 
the \/Vest. At present we are 
a metholl of stamping each 
ster vvith a small metal tag or similar de-
vice. VI/ e are using every method to in-
sure the quality of our product, and we 
want to be sure thai purchasers know it 
is fron1 our association." 
Oliver has continually stressed 
of local products wherever 
Diego men are being 
plant, local distributors 
supplied the equipment, 
houses a1·e benig ca lied 
comestibles and other com-
missary department. Dieao is 
to be headquarters for the associatio~, h~ 
\vi shes San en te:rprise to receive 
the benefrt of its 
San Diego distribution ·will be handled 
zards, fire protection and arrang·e1nent of 
He was in constant to11ch 
association during the period of 
sidelight on the busi-
nesc' is the that the lobsters 
Insured from the time are 
at the coastal camps the 
reach their final markets. It is 
this constitutes one of the most 
cove1·agcs eYer attempted. 
from the association's headc1narters. "' 
mentioned above. Three -
tributors have been 
in Los Angeles, San 
fletcher, CJ. 
·which has been in open: 
tion £or many and which wao 
founded by Barr G. L. Duckworth 
and A R. Fletcher_ has the Los Angeles 
Their fresh fish , 
in 1923 and 
diYision of their 
ne\v account a11d 
good use o[ the eight years of experi-
ence. 
In San Francisco, 
named distributor. name needs no 
. E. I.;et¥.rrenc'" 
3\;'Sf)C;-=tti•m'~ 
products. Lawrence is one ~cf. ,th~ ~ld­
timers in the business, his seafoodc. brc.k-
erage con1pany being kno\vn thronghoL:t 
the coast. 
Producers Association is dis-
a product which has a wonder-
ful flavor, smooth, finn flesh and which '" 
rich in health-giving 
sociation has able 
and the latest 
Coast distribution 
the season i 
1-•e!Tan ttlL 
one o/~~~1 tl:~~~ 
partners the firm, states that the 
ment v;as entirely satisfactOJ·y and 
bis organ1zation is to 
·weather to bring a good of 
ness on the ·\A.la~Tet{~ line. 
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The airplane 'tt·hic!t carried a cargo 
Wredcn Packhz~, 
Lobster Producers Association to 
Company of Los .1/ngeles. 
Lobsters Through the S 
naturally should be 
air, it seems, for that 
as a natural environ-
ment for them. Halibut, too, is becom-inrr accustomed to airplane travel, occas-
io;al fares being shipped East and South 
from Seattle, V1T ashington, chief point of 
distribution. Some of Canada's lake fish 
bavc been brought down to Canadian and 
American markets by 'plane, ancl there 
has been talk of shipping totuava north 
and northeast by the same method. 
But never until Friday, October 2, have 
Pacific lobsters experienced a voy-
thc ether. Trucks and trains 
their media heretofm'e. 
m. a Gilpin tri-motor air-
Field, San Diego, with 
of 3,000 pounds of live lobsters. 
been secured by the newly-or-
Lobster Producers Association, 
\Valter H. Oliver having per-
superintended the selection of 
those crustaceans which seemed most 
"airmindecl'' and in the best of condition. 
At 4:08 !J. hour ancl one minute 
later, the: trip came to an end 
'" the big swooped down and came 
to a stop American Airport, Los An-
to receive the first lobster ship-
the season were trucks frmn 
Packing & Provision Co., Los 
Angeles. So rapidlv were tbe crates 
transferred that 12 n1inutes after arrival 
the: airplane---or one hour and 13 min-
last box had been put aboard 
seafood was in town 
loaded aboard Vv' red en 
trucks for distribution 
Carl Rehn of Wreden Packin{/ & Provision 
Company. 
throughout 
and coast 
first shipment 
32 season reach 
Vv'reden 
which chartered 
receiver of this 
provisioning house 
suburban areas 
fashion did the 
lobsters in the 1931-
Angeles. 
&_ Provision Co., 
'plane and was the 
· a \Yell-known 
supplies res-
Barr Wiest. partner in the 
Los Angeles. It was this firm 
by airplane. A bo't•e: 
taurants 9 chain stores, institutions and 
other establishments with a v;,riety of 
comestibles. It 40 
40 salesmen, and 
ion which latter 
department is 
to 
is evidenced by 
Producers Association 
serve as dis tributor. 
1JZ 
oysters 
seal-
dams 
out the 
it to 
(}oJn-
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HE FIRST 1931 SHIPMENT 
]. & ]. W. E~_svvortb (~o., }~Jcv/ .~~r~. 
or the ±amous Ked 
brand of New York count 
reached Los Angeles on September 
received · the Vvestern 
seafoods broker. 
the Elsworth 
fish. 
''This 
ters is fine 
has built 
popular 
thal. "The oysters are 
flavor and 
are suitable for 
'Red Cross' oys-
reports Blumen-
in size, with 
appearance. 
eating raw or 
ters are sea vvater in 
vicinity Long Island, 
and are known as deep-sea salt-water 
oysters. All shipments are made under 
certificate of the New York state board 
of health, the of the food thus be-
ing year the running 
time Greenport (point of ship-
ment) and Los Angeles is the fastest in 
the history of for it 
four- and 
be 
"'F.or the 
Elsworth Co. 
ucts into the Los Angeles 
sale from year to year has 
est 
.!Ylatl Blurneutlzal 
so that today 
Cross 
recognized as 
New York 
Blumenthal, 
account in Southern 
interested in dish·ibution of 
for more than three decades. 
yster 
Using Exclusively The 
& Float 
Patented. 
Shell Fish 
u.s. 
Snn ~F·.s:"2H1lCi§f~o- InJe-rna-rdoD_al F'i§.h Co~ 
535 W azhingiton Stre<:t, San Fran cisco, Calif. 
IC Koulouris 
Los "'"''"'''""''' 
.i\J!e,.,edi.th Fish 
Sacra:m.ento, 
JJ7 E S 1' 
He has 
been president of lTV estern Fish & 
Co., of Northern Fish 
has associated with A~. 
San Francisco. 
announces that as ·s 
of oysters reach Los Angeles, a~;, 
to be d1stnbuted among a numher 
well-known wholesale firms" In the Los 
Angeles terr1tory Harbor Fisb c< 
0. Beubler and Charles L. Fi;d. 
partners), Los Angeles Fish & 
ter Co. (] ack Deluca, 
vVreden Packing & Co. (Carl 
V. president) have been narnerl, 
San Ped.ro wl-11ch w11l receiv c 
share are Zankich 1ndepcnd~'::n~ 
Fish Co. (Gennero 
and Ocean Fish Co. 
lio, Annie Di 
Beach Fish Co. serve that 
Santa Monica, Venice, Ocean 
similar points will be reached 
Market. 
All of these firms are enthusiastic rwer 
the outlook for the 1931-2 season. As m:c 
executive states: "The public is eating 
more oysters each season, both bec:!l!se 
of the of the food and 
because it of the 
qualities possessed the bivalve. The 
well-known high of 'Reel Cro"' 
vvill tts to sell large c_t:uan-
of this product, and we are 
looking forward to arrival of tbe 
carload during the week of October 
r 
Marketing 
' 
c:roBEli, 19tJ1 
T HE FIRST CARLOA.D of Atlan-
. tic Coast oysters to be_ shipped fron~ 
· Eastern beds to terntory west ot 
River arrived in Los An-
and one-half before the end 
which is believed to be the 
elate such a shipment in the 
of cross-country shipments. The 
of unusually fine quality fo1· the 
of the season, was received 
Koulouris Co., Ltd., seafood 
ers of Los Angeles, who thereby became 
the first firm to have eastern oysters for 
distribution on the West Coast in 19.31-2. 
"That shipment certainly was popular," 
states Peter secretary of the 
Koulouris firm. received the car 
and by there wasn't 
The came eli-
car, loaded their trucks and 
EST COAST OYSTER FARMS, 
Ltd .. is the most southern of west-
interested in 
oysters. While the 
firms interested in 
the popular J apanbe transplants 
located on Willipa Bay and Puget 
vVashington, this has 
its headquarters at 
California, and is obtaining splen-
results at that location. 
. E. 
"alt 
Bay 
pro-
him are 
vice-presi-
: G. Ali-
Tnterna-· 
and S. Toga-
Co., treasurer. K. 
sent to United States from 
supervise planting of the seed, 
important official. 
spat in seeding Elkhorn 
COUleS frorn along the shores 
Matsushima Islands, off the NE 
es 
to their of busi-
that found ready 
1s not to be surprised at be-
of the product. I be-
car was the best first-of-
have received in five 
an excellent flavor. 
s1ze and the 1neai 
enough to 
\Ve are well 
season to be exceedingly 
A. K. Koulouris, president of the 
eragc house, also a prospcr-
otls campaign. most of the 
trade '' he have made a 
number of trips to the to personally 
inspect oyster beds and talk to officials of 
the cornpariics. On every such 
occasion I stressed the quality 
which we demand out here on the VI est 
Coast. As a result, I have been able to 
place orders with firms whose prod-
ucts I found to be distinctive in 
quality. In addition, they have learned 
not to send any to our company which 
are not the best obtainable. 
"Another guarantee of the quality of 
our oysters is our method of purchasing 
from a number of different firms, located 
in areas considerable distances apart. It 
is a well-known fact that a bed may pro-
duce a splendid mollusk at one time of 
the year but that the product may not be 
earlier or later in the season. 
conditions, presence of enemies 
to the shellfish and variot1s other factors 
enter into the matter. 
"In order to be sure that the ovsters 
sold through A. K. Koulouris Co .. are of 
a uniform high quality, we secure them 
from several sources. In that way one 
of our more northern beds may ship to 
us early in the season, but we may draw 
from one further south several months 
79 
later. Since the 
that \Ve de111and 
back east knO\N 
do not and 
who 
from us know, tl1at these 
have all of the attributes found 
-' t/~~ 
secure 
able in such seafoods." 
A. K. Koulouris Co., Ltd., has been 
in marine products 
for years~ and C01T1_pany narae 
therefore known both in Southern Cal-
ifornia and in practically every other lo·, 
in \\.rh.ich such are sold.. B~-:~ 
oysters, the handles halibllL 
salmon, lobsters, clams and many othe>" 
species of fish. 
etas 
af 
travel 
arrive: K oulouris and Peter Gas-
K. Kourouris Co.j Ltd.) fl.J)i'.th a part 
fint carload erHtern bi'Valves 
'West of tlze Ri·ver this 
.s easrnz. 
SotJ 
A. T. and E. C. Vierra, heads of !Ycst Coast 
OyJter Farms, Ltd. 
coast of the main Japanese archipelago. 
Fresh from cold waters of the Northwest 
the seed is r1.1shecl to the 1.Tnited 
States fast steamer, transferred to the 
1 < 
cifics fron'l the 
and then 
for distribution m a year 
Plans are 
ing ~~:e fine . 
and I ogasalo 
benefits of their business experi-
ences. They are expected first to intro-
duce their product on the \Vest Coast. 
after whicb thcv wi1! extend their 
tions to the Ea,~t aud South. Earl v 
ments will be made of fresh ovster< 
in the bulk and IJl;t it is sug-
gested that the will can a por-
tion of its San Francisco In-
tors. 
A. K. Koulouris Co. 
1\fcredith Fish Co. 
been nanJed d]stribu-
30 
LOS 
lity 
W'EST COAS1' FlSHF.RlEs 
:::---
--
modern plant and rnethods guarantee you the finest of 
quality in every order you place. Fresh stocks are always 
on hand and a wide range of choice is at your disposaL Our 
most notable features are--
resh F* 
h.ell Fish---R ss 
fleet of rapid delivery trucks insures pron1pt 
of your order, in first class \iVhether yours is a 
standing or special order you are sure to our service 
satisfactory. 
GELES FISH OYSTER 
oCTOBEll, 1931 
The handsonw, modern and thoroughly clean establishment of J. J. Brenne-r Oyster Co. 
Olympia, Washington. 
Operates Modern Plant 
T BRENNER OYSTER CO., of 
Olympia, Washington, is nuking 
use of its handsome new plant, one 
finest and most well-equipped in 
the oyster industry. Under the experi-
enced dir·ection of], J. Brenner, president, 
E. J. Brenner, vice-president, and D. L 
Ginder, secretary and treasurer, the firm 
rs commencing what promises to be a 
season. 
Brenner Ovster Co. was estab-
in 1893, at a- time- when commerce 
in the small Olympia "cocktail" oyster 
was at its peak and 100,000--bushel har-
vests were being taken from Puget Sound 
and vVillapa Harbor beds.- The first Bren-
ner establishment in Olympia was a small 
building, but so popular was the product 
and so continous the customers' demand 
that shortly the firm was able to build 
handsome new quarters not far from the 
locale of its genesis, The new structure, 
a well-arranged frame building, served the 
until 1927. 
year the present headquarters 
completed and operations were 
to the handsome two-story struc--
ture. The old edifice was retained, how-
ever, it having been given such excellent 
care 
\vhich 
serves 
hal!. 
the more than two decades 
been in use that it 
as a storage and general 
The modern building has been erected 
UTUAL SUPPLY Co., San Fran-
cisco, importing and exporting 
firm, is supplying vVest Coast 
oyster growers V.'ith the famous seed 
trom the Orient which is used to pro-
duce Pacific oysters. Four years ago K. 
of Mutual Supply 
the account from Interna-
tional Oyster Co., Tokyo ancl Matsuhima, 
This firm, said to be the large,;t 
vroducer of seed oysters, has 
its JJroducts to growers along the 
coast from British Colum1hia 
San Diego. The most recent planting 
the beds of West Oyster 
Ltd., Moss Landing, . 
with an eye to future developments, so 
much time and careful study having been 
given to its planning that no detail, how-
ever small, seems to have escaped the 
attention of its designers. Equipment is 
the finest possible, and the rooms are 
large, well-lighted and fully-ventilated. 
Wherever the oysters come in contact 
witb metal, monel has been used, in spite 
of the fact that the cost of purchasing 
pails, pans, strainers and other articles of 
this substance runs into thousands of dol-
lars. Monel metal has been specified be-
cause the old galvanized containers re-
tained bits of oyster and other particles, 
The opening room has space for 30 
workers, each one of whom is provided 
with his own equipment. The various 
utensils are numbered in accordance with 
a number given the and he there-· 
after is made responsible the sanitary 
condition of those articles pertaining to 
him. Cleanliness 1s stressed throughout. 
Everv of used to l1andle 
the - at the conclu-
sion of the objects to 
be c!eaned arc placed in a box ·wbere 
are treated with live steam. All 
wear white sl1irts or aprons, and 
the strictest rules are observed as to their 
performance while engaged in worlc The 
use uf tobacco i:; not permitted, nor are 
flowers allowed in the opening room. 
The plant's second floor is used to store 
111 the 
parasites. Tbose have 
say that it rapidly and that 
te~ture and ol the mature oyster 
is unusuallv fme. The color and appear-
ance also are declared to be of material 
assistance in rapid sales for the 
seafood after the adult staQe. 
Use of these ovsters at vVest ,_ 
wa~ described in 
1n u:n~ 
box shook:: .. 
Like the 
it occupies 
150 acres 
these the 
loaded aboard 
are so termed be-
made to permit 
before 
oysters 
small 
station. At the 
the fares of the floats are 
being separated from clams 
and stock returned 
the for 
able size are sacked 
From then on until 
Those of market-
sent tc1 the plant 
conclusiou ,-,f 
as one 
it, oyster's life is 
another". Taking no 
purity of their 
pte wash the 
sure its full cleanliness 
off1cial 
one bath alter 
chances upon the 
the Brenner 
A refrigerating room is an 
part of the It is provided one 
of the four and one-half ton Baker 
pany. 
upon land 
and receives heavy 
of the Brenner 
belonging to the 
have been 
ter Co .. the houses 
comfor-table and 
portation and exportation of com-
modities. The iinn. which 
ing an extensive business for 
·T·ogasaki and 
Togasaki. The former 
and treasurer. A branch 
is opnated in Lus it being un-
der the direction of Nagasaki. 
., Oyster t-o the Un~t<;d 
States Jannar:y, J:ieD-
ruary) steanHc;rs be-
ing used as transports. In this country 
n IS grov.rn to n1_aturlty bsp rneans o-f 
float-hanging for which 
holds the 
82 
y 
the 
~~1560 First St. So. Elliot 1966 
.. 1 Wash. 
f1/ashington State Health 
Certificate No. 3 
Estabh:shed 1893 
Growers and Wholesale Shippecs 
of the 
Famous F'resb 
Clams 
lndiau Rock 
502 Fourth Ave. West 
Olympia, Washington 
T 
--from the 
First quaLity of 
mpply insures you prompt 
Distributors of 
I 
California 
s 
, 
II 
! 
-~~--. -~---~---~--~~~ 
L Ali.,~J c .. kcJ II 
Although in Lobsters, 
we als~· ail kinds of Calil:orni~ 
Sea-Foods everywhere and guar-
orders. Wire for our quotations. 
LARCO 
Established .1870 
214· Stale Street 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 
Tokio and 1\fatsnshima, Japan 
Largest gro>Ners 
in Japan. 
Japanese Seed 
Under super-
vision Japanese Bureau Fisheries. 
First prize 1930 
Exposition. Original exporters, 
oyster seed to the U. S. 
direct t8 grower via fast steamer, 
l 2,000 to count per case. 
Noted For Their 
EJ<c·cellent Flavor 
U. S. DiJtribuiors 
4+4 SANSOME STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
I JOHN 
Fish Co., San 
for the 
opens October 
that there will be a 
California crustaceans. 1 
to reasonable because of 
., states Vitalich. 
Co. does 
business in 
cisco and 
out the country. 
are 
COAST-WIDE 
SUCCESS! 
Sen the Genuine~ 
Build up a Prnfit· 
ab1e Oyster Busjn,c:~s 
Ask Lo(ai Broktt 
•1..orite 
WILLAPOINT 
Republic Bldg. Seattle, \Va:<h, 
E . .1. \VHITJ\L\N, Prebideut 
Quality 
Pier 
SEATTLE, WASHIN(~TON 
Telephone Eliot 0945 
ocTOBER, l931 
Tlzc weli-Fquipped and wisely-planned building of Bay Center Oystu Company, 
A. PROGRAM of in;prnvement has been completccl by Bay Center 
Inc., located at 
Bay, VI! ashington. 
a result of recent construction the firm 
nnv; ha:-: one of the nwst 
for Pacific 
Pacil!c 
by increasing 
by establishment of an association to aid 
in developr:nent of the industry-deter-
mined heacls of the to enter 
upon a per·iocl of 
pro:;>e;·ty with 400 of shore Jootage 
was acquired on Palix River and work be-
gun. 
Oysier Beds 
The main two and nne-half milec: 
tile ovster cover~ an area of 
acres. - It has been well-seeded 111 
and received an additional 
this season. Another 
fro1n the ho11se, covers an 
area of acres. It is used chief! v as a 
bivalves being re-
after a period 
regn111s arc 
they 
enters the 20x20 ft. re-
lts fares uf 
are nscd to 
The 
finished in 
tables, each of which 
11 openers, are bt1llt 
<valL one on each 
· oi the hall. 
vvalls 
rr,vu 
occupied by 
against the 
run the full 
4% feet 
and are 
to the 
center) carried a\Alay 
to the river. 
A new feature of interest to all 
producers is the drainage racks. 
are fron1 the- -wall do\vnv,~ard 
about one foot from the outer 
of the tahie. The latter JS offset at 
so that the enrl of drainage 
con1es flush 1xith it. oysters 
therefor"~ will drain on the rack. but 
;-;and and liquid 1;vil1 not conH:~ i1; 
witb the one-foot-wide outer ledge of the 
table. In•;tcad, it will through to 
the lower rear portion a will be car-
ried off, as dc:scribecl above. 
Canning Department 
After being 
go tn the -
the shellfisb next 
room, a 2'2x50-foot 
and f1ni~hed Jn 
opening roon1. T'hc 
has adopted Canco lithograpl1ed 
for its prnduct) and ~~o all 
ning operations. .,,~ill he 
American Can Co. 
ers ·will 
that the finished 
dlrcct]Jr into 
event that it be;:omc:' 
in the shell, the 
A 
houses 
Officers 
Officers 
that 
commenced at 
on the rnorning 
At that time 
together 1vith 
put into 
and its 
Oyster Com .. 
ert '"fhese 
fn;m the higher 
beds ,,vldch \vere exposed longest to the 
warmth of lost summer's suu and hence 
were first to spawn They an: now· 
and fat and ready for harvesto 
84 
about 200 
requirements. 
will soon be relieved, 
now we shaH 
connnence on otJr -.,vhich con1.cs 
from deeper and water. Because 
of their colder environment these 
spawn later than those in shallower 
hence are not ready for gathering 
right about now, In fact. wc are ready 
to start work on them at once, and when 
we do our will be doubled, for the 
same crew is shucking only 200 gal-
lons of medium stock will turn out SOU 
gallons a day of the big fancy oysters. 
Large shipments of these will go into the 
California markets, too, for the south is 
the center of 
LOBSTER PRODUCERS Associa-
new San Diego organization which 
be the most important factor in Cal.i-
fOl·nia lobstering activities, has chosen a 
Lipman ice machine, manufactured by 
General Refrigeration Co. of Beloit, V/is-
consin, to maintain its holding chambers 
at the proper degree of frigidity. The 
machine, a modern-type installation 
which has gained wide favor in the fish-
ing industries, was provided by vVest 
Coast Gas Co. of San Diego, dis-
tributors for Refrigeratioh Com-
several ad-
that are peculiar 
an official of the 
piston design 
makes pumping although 
the crankcase oil level is high enough to 
submerge the crankshaft and crankshaft 
This oil level seals the 
stuf1ing against ammonia 
leakage, thus eliminating a most 
condition. A high-pressure 
the machine in the event 
pressure and starts it again 
when conditions are again normaL Should 
this control device get out of order, the 
machine because its de-
the concH-
amount of water 
operation. 1'he 1nac'hine 
with two gauges which 
the condensing and suction 
pressures at all times, The motor is 
controlled hy a thermostat, 
contacts of which are her-
sealed In a glass tube from 
air has been exhausted. The 
contacts ?re thus protert~<l from atmos-
pheric influence and efficient operation 
and long life are assured." 
WILLAPOINT OYSTERS, Inc., of 
\Villapa Bay, \iVashington, announces the 
formation of vVillapoint Distributors, 
separate corporation which will 
8S Southern California 
for this popular brand of 
southern organization has secured 
and modern plant in Los 
it will receive and distribute 
produced bivalves. 
are A. 
and 
WEST COAST 
Portland, Oregon, 
he uses in 
to eager 
P R 0 G R ESSIVE ADVERTISING 
such as first were 
Fish-For-Food 
cent issues, are now seen in 
tice in the city of Seattle. 
ter Farms, producer of 
valves, has been supplying 
ters to cooking schools, in 
and young women may learn how to 
cook these delicacies and so add them to 
the list of things most desirable for lunch, 
dinner and banquet. 
Executives of Willapa Oyster Farms 
seem to he building witb an eye to the 
future, for it is clear that by 
16-year old girls with their 
Willapoint product will soon find 
in many a home of 11ewly-weds. 
two or three years most of the girls who 
now are cookerv students vvill be married 
and keeping house. ·Give them time; and 
most of them will be pushing perambula-
tors. With already introduced to 
them, and ways of preparing 
well learned during girlhood, it is 
that these young mothers vvill rear their 
young to relish and appreciate the health-
giving bivalve of Bay Center 
During the VI/estern 
cultural fair held in 
\iVillapa 
on hand with a 
enormous shells which 
awav as to visitors from the 
terior farming These big 
all of them "·a more 111 
were hand··scrubbed so as to 
immaculate appearance to the folk who 
saw them. The farmers who bore them 
were filled with wonder at the sight 
things, bad the trade-name, 
" bra·nded into 
their memorv. when Hiram 
orders - he will de-
m=d itt~t~ 
gets tl1enL 
There is no 
business men eve 
not half so much 
foresight and 
ttue-which 
realize it. 
ROCKPOINT 
how 
Luck has 
it as has 
a distant fu-
you. 
on the afternoon 
the waters of 
whiteness of milk, savs 
ident of the Rockpolnt 
probably few the 
"set" mature into adult 
ing characteristic of the 
readily in Puget 
21 was a hot dav 
or b.vo of very- vv'arr:n \veather/' 
relates Steele. "As the 
came in and covered the oysters 
charged tons and tons of spawn 
water. The whole of that 
was turned to the 
thousands of billions 
liberated. 
are not credulous of a 
the Rockpoints, however, since 
that the conditions are not exactlv 
able for in Samisl1 
How ever, a set of Olympics 
reel on all our best such 
in five vears. So we can look 
a big crop of native 
the 
elapsed. our beds 
condition, and things look better for 
Olympic oyster business than eve,. 
fore." -
. One of the greatest causes for satisial'~ 
ilon on the part of Puget Sound biva'v" 
cuitnrists is that the paper 'at 
Oyster Bay has heen 
dumping sludge and 
the waters of the sound. 
carries the injurious reel 
the factory a distance of 10 
finally discharging the foul 
old lake beds where they can 
to anything except the 
lLJckless travellers 
The sludge likevvise 
without clumping it into waters 
breed and One of the 
the Oyster 
declares he is sure that 
usually successfnl set spat 
was due in considerable 
cellent conditions of 
exist in the cultural areas. 
KING CRAB PACKERS 
whose headquarters 
has 
1ng 
the 
The five 
which is 
sociation. 

''Steam Grilled" 
The enthusiastic acceptance which greeted the initial 
announcements of t,his unusually fine canned seafood 
pn>duct was nothing short of remarkable. 
"It's a brand new idea m seafoods when new ideas 
are so badly needed," states one broker. "Furthermore," 
he c<>ntinues, "the quality is so superlative to the ordinary 
packs, the fish so firm, the meat so sweet, the piquant 
flavor so entirely new and tasty and the price so very 
reasonable aS,:C'to eliminate all comparison with other 
pound oval packs." 
But that isn't all. In addition to the qualities outlined 
by our enthusiastic correspondent bear in mind that the 
new Steam-Grilled Sardine is a part of the famous 
I 
Portola Brand with an .established demand throughout 
the country. You should be interested in such a highly 
marketable product. Write or wire-
K.HOVDEN co. 
San Diego ·Monterey Deco to 
_/ 
The new "Steam-Grilled" 
Sardine label and wrapper in 
yellow, red, white and black 
commands instant attention on 
the dealer's shelves-merchan-
dise that "sells itself." 
Sardines~ 
Below is a reproduction of the 
famous Portola trade mark- the 
Hallmark of quality which immedi-
ately identifies the superlativeness 
of all K. Hovden Co. products. 
